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e.time has come for a'reexamination <of graduate. ebOraMs irreduCa
The preSUres for change wring` recent years h& e blurred.the.

1 ional Missions of thoseProgramS, aii the presentconfusion and
ertainty-w1.11 not be dispel led without conscious effor o- redefine

gralt-a-nd-kr110-Ses.,tdtit-serile&hy gra ate-Ievel-profes ortal.'prep-

tion for educatorS.
The authors of these chapterS all have experience.as 'administrators

stn
schools'9

colleges 3 or departmen.of
education2

and arewell-qualifiedn
:to undertake such a redefinitton. .The'contributOrs were asked first to

consider the current state of)graddate'programs irr education in terms of
the pressures, problems, dilemmas -and opportunititsfacingjtheir indi--.

vidUal institutions, and then 0 directions and options forthe

future. Readers' of.this docu t will find the diversity,,of perspectives
in iguing, auLthe cumulative insights of these edUcational, leaders

i l um pating

Clearinghouse on.Teacher Education have co erated4nIthe prepa tion of
The American Association of Colleges f Teacher 'Education ;(1-the ER

thiS publication, for the purpose of stimulating 4tho,"6 ht and action in
long7range planning for these.vital programs. iv_ ack owledge with grab
tulle the proVocative contributions of all the authors and of KOin Ryan,
who:prepared the introductory and concluding statements. We also express

our sympathy at the tragic death of one of the sauthdA, tra J.' Cordon; he

will be missed.
Reader comments and reactions,are welcomed,'. f7i,additioh, the Clearing-

house'invites the submission of papers 04 the topic of graduate programs in
education, for possible inclusion in ERIC. Documents icsepted,are indexed

and abstracted, and are announced in Resources in Educati'dn, 'a monthly

index-available in libraries and resource' centers aerosS,Jhe country; With

the authors' permission, such documents are made, avail*e,in mi rofiche

and/or Xerographic copy to users of ERIC. In this manner. mate al of

,generally limited -distribution are given more widespreatPdis§ 'fiat on, and

the Information base for education continues to be strengtheotA.

February 1979

iv

Lanz. Pipes

WEditor
ERIC Clearinghouse on

Teacher Education



For:several decade's the-growth and development,61, teachers has been a
topic of FoFicern: am p4- educators.. HoweveT, like many other important
topics, t has'not iiceived sustained 4r'systematic attention. As long as
We have mad classrooms, there has been A. need. forteache_is to gain greater
command of their teaching areas, to encouhte tt. new -*deas, and to develop new
Skills and strategies. of teaching. At the present time, the need for the
further development of bur teaching force it acute and the subject is one
of increasing, inter st. Indeed, th re has been, a veritable-explosion 0-f

books, reports, and MonoVa s on what is often refer-fled to as "the
inservice problem." OA. the ther' hand, there has. not been a great deal
of recent reflectio and -wri VIA ort the university,'s role in the advanc0
training ofJteachers. -0--

There are several teasons such a reexamin _

.

ioin of graduAte teacher
edueation I'S pardcularly timely now. First, edutation is not a static
field., ..cheijdren change. Soci al prio ties change. Knowledge changes,
although40rhapsiihot as muchl'as many Plaice ia'sserted in recent years. And,
al so, teachers cbange. -They toorAo through stages of developmen t,. both' as
people d. as professionals. . * .

.A sytond reason is that feachers ar initially undertrained. I believe
it is well - recognized that one cannot provide ari adequate base for a .

lifetime of, professional pr ctice jv the' short ti avail le duping the _.
undergraduate years. The fact The matter is-at for asecondary school
teacher we demand only about diercent of -year for al 1 professional
education, including studene_ eaching. Th gure is somewhat highe-r for-
an elementaTy school teacher, but the training often falls far short of.
what is needeth So the teacher goes into service.with a very inadequate'.basic training. . \

. Third, as a resuiV of the midergraduate enrollment shrinkage
experienced by schools of education, universities appear to be-free to
shift some of their huMan resources to graduate teacher eduCation. Whether
this is fact or fancy reMains to be determined.- ,Those who would u's'e the
argument should first analyze the comparatively high pupil /professor' ratiq _

which ha_ ""characterized undergraduate teacher education progfams. Secbpd,/
they hou d-examine their programs in light ofthe fait that the` clinical
traiti'ng Igat hasbeen urged ilr-to some degree, rimpiticed in iider,
graduate teacher education probhms in recent years -I% much more labor-
intensive than the traditional approach. Still, howeier, there are -:

institutions where the impetus' to reassignfacmIty members to graduate 4
'Leather education, for whatever reason, is. strong,.4,

A fourth ,reason fOr reexamini-ng our graduate programs for teachers is
that the charactcer qfitht teaching profession has changed-. It is' no longen
a revorVi'no-doorl ps.45f-Assion., Because of the pilil, the economy, the falling
gbirth rate, ands a. host of other reasons; teachers are stayinein the
pr fession for longer and longer' periods. The teacher dropout phoblem is, a

ng of Alia last. The,. need for proiidi sufficient sup-port 4 thre
experienced professionals is more urgent. ?

At.t
A fiftliTreason, and one of a very different stripe, has to do with the

que tion, "Who will do inservice?" At one level ,this is ;pragmatic and, e

ical question. But whether it is the universities or t college-
spool system i or the professional associations of teac 'ers or priv

onsul ing fij-ms idho' actual ly Ow inservicetralng of teachers, is ,a

6
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question or, serious social significance. A good deal of money and-power -

are on the line here. In the rapidly expanding edUcational environment of

ten years,ago there, was plenty of Work for everyone. However, =the
'perception of many policy makers 'and public officials i that education

today is an overbuilt industrY:'
The economigg.implications of the question, Who will do inservice

ralningr are far-reach in Certainly they are for that sector of the

educational community that I know bestdepartments, schools, and colleges

lof education. In the sixties', higher educatilm's education unit went

through a massive buildup to respond tio., the call for what then seemed an

ever-expanding need for tiachers;\ /Although there have'been recent reports-

of a doming teacher shortage in the early 1,980s, at the present the, need

has diminished dramatically and the colleges and schools of educatiqp are

sily preparing themselves to. respond to the training needs of teachers

irk service. If, through some redirection or altercations of some kind,

schools and colleges are exclUded from' inservice training, the shock wave
through higher education would in the short'erm, devastating, l!Thile

not an economist or a political scientist, L believe that excluding igher

education from the inservice education of teacherl in the Tong run uld-

4have unhealthY 'effects on the entire educational enterprise in this

country.
These; then,, are fivf reasons that now Js the likely moment for the

reexamination of graduate teacher education. To aid in this regxamination

.the ERIC Cleari4ghouse on ,Teacher Education has :invited' a distinguished

t
group of,Zeducators, many ith scholarly interest in this, area and extensive
experience4 in graduate t achey% education. ?It is our hope t at these essays

will not -only ,encourage a tresh-, new lbok 'at our graduate p,ograms and the

f rther study of this topic, but will prompt many to move o action, devel-
ing new ,and more powerful graduate' programs for teachers,

The Ohio Stat,e University.
February '197.

KEVIN RYAN

(JA,
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GRADUA TE- PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION FOR- TOMORROW'

Richard J. Clark-, Jr. . and Mario D. antini

'e , 6; v a .-

In the context ot- today's soc4ety,:an educational -tem that 4broad
i_____c_ohermitiandallmencompassing_Lis__needeLto.L..repla_c_eth _ mtmoded _s_Ystem

of school S that Currently exists. Ouis-pfeserit -System iSTovprioaded with

agendap, Confused about p061-ities, psychologically depressed, and ooly-,
marginal ly etietti Ve .. Grduate professi °nal. education , , 1 ong preoccupied

with 'Schoolin§, now must' shiift its focus` to the A aevelopment of 'new

educational syste6.. .
,- .

1 .'s-

0-his system will be inyblved in designing and implementing cognitive -.

and 'affective, physical and social ,:fOrm -.-'and informal learning environ-

s ments for. people of all%ageS. Graduate ducirtion will necessarily tap a

wider. range of expertise than in. the pas ,. and,,will be involved witnra

broader spectruM of educational. agencies than evettbefore. 1=tonsequently,,
ft will -41so i.ncre singly be caught uo14.eventsiTf th e politioel and
economic carehase

In the folio- ing paragraphs-
.

we will first examine what we perceive as
critical changes 'n the social and, dUcational context in which -Progrards
for th ,:,education profesOons are designed. _We will -then diSussIste0s we
are -taking to increase the cap city of our one school to, bg-more- ready for

.

the..19$0s,and'beyond. 1.4 th th se steps we are cautiously pptimi Wd ttiata

we can train the leaders whose Commitments, knowledge; and skills can stem

the:rising tide of public anh professional .dis311usionment; about- the'tapac-

ify of social and education0 institutions -th perform their designated and
ideal roles. U

SOCIETAL AND EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT-
k 4

Graduate professional education had riot been 'invented when Many of

today's senior citizens first started their, formal schooling. T invert-,

.0tors were products of 19-centurytAMerican schooling, characferizki by

Webster Speller's, McGAfey Readers, exalted history, moral- lessons: rural

contexts, the work domestic orientation, and manifest dbstiny.
catalog of societal changes since the turn of the century would b encyclo-

pedic in quantity and'obscuring in detail . Yet a 'few generic chOges are
critical tn understanding major differences in the contexts tn which our

graduates will go to work. ..
.

The Q.S. population has shift 0 from,east to west, frOM agrarian.to

urban settings, and -- subsequently and in par --from th cities to the

suburbs1 People liv M anger rand wo fewer our, days and years- of their

.

". lives. At the same.- _iiie the United S-ates, once the source of onlimited .4.

land and resources, is nowjargely -: -ulated-and conspicUously limited in

natural resources. The OPEC' cartq:s- ability to establish policies whose -
significant import tp the, AmeriCin economy. -as a whole-affects- each And,.

every i ndi vi duel signdl S cl early the :val i di ty of BuCkmi nSter Ful 1 er! *

proposition that we live, interdependently, on Spa ship Earth.
The legislative- and judicial branches- of government' have established

).i beyond the doubt of public' education's perfOrmance ti at equal opportunity --

for young and Old,, Hell and .poor, gifted and .handicapped;- minority "type A"

and minority, "ty0t-D," men and women -shout d beaore than rhetoric or

d
'

3



tokenisth.rfilin.Odditien, we have alsowitneSSed the -rise of celjective
bargaining& specialization', Wass communication, urbanization, technology,.
and po 'pulation mobility in'r4ent decades. Wq.are also living; for the'.

first time, in a -postindustrial society where moretpersons. are employed
Providing,servides than-producing goods-.

ire --and_
.4 .

n the education realm, a -greaterp ortion of people attend\and
complete high school and college than e- r before. Despite the,. fact that'

SAX scores are loWer. than in almost two decadet, morefthan half of today's
nignschool graduates attend college. Olden students are fncreasinglof
populating college classroans. Education budgett aretigliter and'demanes
for atcountability are greater; Policy, administrative, and turr*lar
decisions'at all levels are increasinglyinfluented or determined by state-
and national policies,-and by negotiated eontractt. A college degree is no
longera*passport to employment) MaS's television, aptessible to virtually
the entirtpopulat4on; has challenged formal education as the country's
primary.educational -institution.

Both the public and professional educators, are less enchanted with the
.performance and achievements of public schooling than at any time n recut
history',. Therefore; gravivate Wograo in education are today at a
roads which demands creative synthesis of-elitist and populist norms to the

end ,of educating, and placing personnel who are at once evert
-and eclectic in designing and implementing effective educational system-S.
Just as the qualitative exhortations of the liberal arts advocatek have
been shown inadequate, so too have the pat panaceas of training - oriented
behaviorist's in effectively turning the tide of disillusionment with public
eduCation and its leadership.

In the context of these developments, a proliferation of alternative
and compensatory educational'agencies have been created or strengthened in 4

recent year to accomplish what the mainstream institutions have failed to'

do - -or have de poorly--and to meet new societal needs: Private school's,

for positive and negative-reasons; are enjoying an unprecedented boom.
-Alterrative programs and schools, both public and private,' are attracting
at tlon and.students by their appeal to a sense -of Community, humanistic'
va es, and competency. Social agencies- -drop out, drop in, teen,. learn-

An drug, and'tounselinTcenters; homes for runaways, juvenile offenders,

-an pregnant teens-,haVe'been established to supplementor replace-services
historic8lly offered or needed by schools. A proliferation of agencies,

too, have emerged to. provide social and educationaLservicts\to tradition- .

ally non - school -age populations; these are characterized partialarly by
odbltedutatjon, community education, and Senior citizen centers and

..,prograMs.

Roles in Education

education; most traditionally defined roles continue, and a host of
new roles have appeared. Tbrough,federal programs suer as Teacher Corps
and Teacher-Centers, school -based teacher-educators have become-key

perSonnel. With the implementation nationally of Public Law 94-442, and
in Massachusetts-of-Chapter 766; special education administrators, con-
sultant teachers, and experts ir) individualizing the educational process

are iincreasingly_ in demand. Court decisions*-stemming from the landmark'

4



Brown vs.. Board of Education decision in 1954, and subsequent'School-syStem
polio s, have generated e who .e range of profesSiofrai roles Whichwhile
not dlearlY labeled nor uniformly defined--are significantly dtfferent from,
those of the'past. ,

* - j

Tightened education budgets and tncreased .legislativefhi,il,- and
c7Union roles in educational decision'making have led to a new set of skills.

acid-nett-itnowledgebothcurrentlyi-nhigh--derriaridin-edueati9n-c-i-rges---at-
,teaching.and administrative levels. Social service agencies, publishers,
business, end industryrere simultaneously discovering and acting on their

educational roles, with a resolting.increasedAemand -for education profes-
sionals*Within their ranks. Day care workers, television Writers; and_

. .
.

t

education directors in libraries, museums, and industrial sites.area14
now part of the education profession. On the international front, experts
in'community:develOpment, training, adult literacy,'non-formal OduCation,-
and college development are all participating in-the'educatiOn scene.

Withimtraditional, matngtream education,,there continugs to exist a
reservoir of ,immense talenapocOupled with a gimukaneous'sense of impo-

-tence Or incompetence. A parallel phenomenon at all levels, especially
the graduate, is what'Llanis has called "group think.TM- A prevailing sense:

of- Smugness and involnerability precludes attention to negativefeedback
and reinforces the belief that what is being 'done is right. As criticism

Arowd, as aptitude and achievement test scores decline, and as urban
education continues tolloUnder,- the "group think" phenomenon increases,
reasonably but detrimentally for,ellinyolved.

The precedtng catalog of changing contexts and developing roles, while

not exhaustive, is nonetheless clearly suggestive. The issue for all those'

involved in aduate roOtssionalleducation is to_dtteMpt:tomake sense of
it all, and then to take some action. While we caution against the status

quo-implications of group think, we also caution against.a nongeneric'

,overTresponse:to particulars. The, challenge is, to Sort out the funda-
mental changes from the transitory shifts, and then to orient our own

institutional adjustments to the former.-

FUTURE. DIRECTIONS FOR TOD-

In the remaindercif this chapter we' discuss s-eps that we at the,Uni-

versity of Massachusetts School 6of Education are: currently taking-or ser-

iously contemplating tit) make' our own institution more responsive to the
societal need for- a comprehensive educational system. Much of what we

discuss, s for the ptirpose of "enabling, rather than:defining and com-

pleting the agenda. In the prode;, we assUme that graduate professional
education should be concerned with preparing its graduates to provide
leadership in defining, implementing,- and'-nurturing all,, or significant

parts,* of our educational. system.'

, For clarity, we haVe organized our discuss-Fon into four broad and

-interrelated-areas: power and control; curriculum; personnel; and fiscal/

organizational concerns.',

Power and.. Control,

The graduate' education'ofprofessional educators. for the .future must4.
be designed in response to a Vision of whit education will be and a clear

senvitivity to ¶he needs, aspirations, and realities of the potential



graduate student population of the Coming. decade S., Ae.have suggested -,

earlier (and WiThelallorateon when- we'discUS-s'EUrriculUm),Araduate profes.
sional .educatipti will necessarily and appropriately.move-farther away iron-
.itshistoOcal roots in the arts s-and science It will Tess.preoccupied.
.with preparing professors and basic xesea#chertAWho wiTLhonethelos con4,.
tthue to play 0,trucial_ role),and more concerned with=. education piattftibn,-
-rs-who-ean-function-in.,leadership-royes4n70-brOader -array-OfHsett4rgs.
ItAvill;-increaingly recruit- experi enced, working people whose-economic

funding during. the erTeried of graduate itird

demands -srequirethattheyeto work or s6bstantial.
_. . v_. _

either cont!r ei

To enable Signiffcant changes'in'Oeticulum and procedures, .to,
',encourage-practice-oriented as well as traditional academic-definitions,:
of quality, and to allqw graduate professional education. tovIdndtion as an

II\

equal a randeffective pa h- external agencies, sOhoo-_- at educatio

across the country must have increased dedisiorimaRing aut-ority, with
theirciwn institutions. In our own experience,--the significant, positiye
progress made in. opening channels of coMmunication.and shar,ed.detision

making between schools.'colleges, or departments- of education and,profes-
sionals in the fieldhashot been matthed by a'simUltaneous reexamindtion
of control over decision making within most institutions of higher educa-.

lion. We are therefore urging our own faculty to examine and clarifyt

I. The htstorical and current reasons for differentiating between- A.

and M.Ed.., and between Ph.D. and Ed.D., degrees

2. Implications of these differences for,stafftrig,admissions
curriculum,- personnel actions, and all aspe -S of gr4duate

professional pdvtation

3. Judgments about the relative quality f the degrees compared, and
different operational- definitions Of (cpality"

Decision-making control anclactountabiltty for M.c ''And Ed.D.

programs, TFa

The:lack of differentiation between graduate.degrees has led to
innumerable unnecessTry,andunproductive conflicts and compromises and,
ultimately, to a reduction in'standards for :611 of- graduate education. For

,example, a graduate faculty fnarts and sciencesAetermineithat, 'to remain
on 'the graduate faculty, every member must publish X scholarly works in .r

refereed journals over Z semesters. ThiS.may be an eminently reasonable
criterion where the primary rolefor the faculty members in question is..
guiding, directing:and _assessing the work of graduate ttudentt preparing
to be scholars and researchers. It may also be an appropriate criterion.
for certain faculty members -1.n education where the specialty Is research-:

or an aspect of knowledge development. It is ndt, however,', an appropriate

generalized criterion fOr all faculty members who are critical to a -high-

qUalitY, doCto61 level' professional- school.-1Thusi--when Jaced with a

-yes/no choice, we are forced to opOse adoption of the criterion.-, Whether.

the final answer is yes or no, there-a-re unavoidably losers in this-'

process.
Another( example which persists as an issue in our institution is the

Lise,ofGradUate Record Examination sdore*ind grade point averages as
admission criteria and institutional qual=ity measures. For diddle - class.

6



students recently out of cpllege, these are-excellent predictors
atadeic SuCcess_interms-g*-'ttst-taking ability and overall academic
achievement..- .However, when the candidate for admission is beteed 25 and
50 years,of.agoarid oriented toward A practitiofler role iman- educational`
-setting! the GRE-GPA:indica:tors can and- should be superseded:by other
factors,espeCialipby the',candidateis demonstrated ability' to perform in a
work .setting.. When. graduate -profession& eduqation is regarded as integral ,

to nd subsumed by the. general arts'and sciences graduate process, and when
iterflandstandards arOdentified and applied on a campus -wide basis,

err saryoodifications-for graduate professionaleducatiop either will, not
.occur, oiri will occur at considerable expense to goodwill and to others'
aspiration fora different kind of quality. -

We educators in colleges and universities are often our:own worst
enemies becausealthough.we recognize the low status schools, colleges,
and departments of eddcation-(SCDEs) hold on most campuseS, we compensate
by compounding the problem.- We often-exhort'oUrselVes and,tolleagueS to
improvd lUality---and the very exhortationspresume and,coofi0 the appro-,
priateness of arts and,scienceS standards. lie hail the Oua4ity-of.graduate
institutions from which our facUlty members come, the high academic caliber
of our graduate students, the sophistication of research desigds.displayed
by a-sample Jof our dissertations over the past five years, the excellence
Of faculty publications, the rigo=r of our academic and personnel review
-procedures, and the very substantial course loadAlT"carried by our
faculty members. However, we are relatively silent about the diversity.
of our faculty, the alternative admission criteria used in selecting ,many
graduate ctindidateS', the project dissertations that have been completed,
the faculty members who are excellent but don't publish, the private-
adaptatiOns of curriculum review processes to facilitate off-campus work,
and the extensive us e of external clinical personnel as a fundamental
teaching resourceln the School. Silence is damning. Unlike our col-
leagues in medicine and law, we have not insisted on the independence
necessary; even to think'adequately about the appropriate nature of grad-

uate-professional education.
In a 1975 study including interviews with 70 academic departments and

14 graduate deans, Breneman concluded:

The financial stress and changing market conditions experienced by
departments in the "Arts and Sciences" discipline havedot stimulated
many major program changeS. Rather, most departments visited in the
course of this study seem to be following a conservative, "enclave"

strategy designed to maintain the status quo. During the site visits
little evidence was observed of leadership on the part of graduate
faculty or administrators in pressing for a reexamination of the goals
and purposes of the various graduate programs (1975, p. 78).

Mayhew also detailed the "inertia" of graduate education in the arts
and sciences and observed that professional schools have displayed far
greater change, innovation, and effort to reform. He attributed the

difference primarily to the public visibility of professional schools.

First, and probably most important, the professional practice of a
physician, lawyer, architect, engineer, or even businessman is much
more visible to the public and more open to public, scrutiny and public

--Jpressure. Faculties concerned with the preparation of practitioners
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therefore have'a very real prbfessional and:economic stake in pubTiC
Tegardfor practitioners (1972, p. 1). 4

-InAeriving his.examples,
engineering, and buSiness.
list.

Curriculum

hew cued medicine, law, arohitectgre,
time for education to add itself to t-6

The curriculum of professional education will be Concerned with

designing learning environments for more diverse-settings and wide-ranging

populations. Designs will focus on both personal (or individual) and

institutional growth. Given the rapid advances of technology and.knowledge.

'in specialized fields, as wejlas the increased recognition of the desira-,,

bility of cultural pluralism in American society,,profetsional education
can anticipatean unpre6edented trision between--and yet demand for
specialization and generalization-in the design,and conduct of graduAte,
study...Institutional prescriptIon will compete with student determination

'of, graduate programs of 'study. Th.elpublic in general, and organized

'teaching and human service professions in particular,- will demand an even,

greater voice in Shaping the graduate education curriculum. State and

federal mandates in the form of certification_replations and funding

policies will influence curriculum even more.as private sources of funds

decrease and the job market for graduates bedomes less focus!ed.andomore

regulated. The shift from a goods to a services- oriented economy, will

-create a whole set of roles which are appropriately described as educa-

tional and for which preparation will be inadequate unless we reorient -our

curricula accordingly. Given these realities we at the University of
Massachusetts School 'of Education are currently involved in reassessing

future directions.
We have used several "givens' in attempting to project graduate,

'curricular decisions at our own school:

Education is a formal and informal process which takes place in
homes, schools, places of worship, community agencies, and
businesses; it occurs through a variety of modes of communication;

it is a lifelong process.

Education and training are different, and wc: must be concerned with

both.

Many of the roles for which our graduatesgrepare will be replaced

or redefined in coming decades; a majority of our graduates will
make significant role changes; both in and outside the scope of

formal education, during their careers.

Professional education in any sphere is characterized by the
development of knowledge and theory on the one hand and its

effective clinical application on the-other. Each is integral and

both are interdependent in professional education.

Any institution must eschew the tpmptation to be all things to all

people; what an institution canoe is primarily a function of its

faculty talents, potential, and aspirations.
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The.graduate student popUlafion in education is increasing)
experienced, mature, and self-directed. ,

Edutation is a value-transmitting and value-creating procets.

Graduate education prepares educational leaders.

While none,of these "givens" is partitularly original, each iS useful
and con be translated into mandates or guidelines for future directions
and for the ways in which we'plan, organize, and conduct graduate educa-,
Iion. After extensive debate and examination, we have used the following
guidelines in particular to-provide us with a sense of direction and
stability:

1.. The hiS orieal and future role of schools should be acknowledged,
and the educational role of other agen and institutions should
alsobe formally recognized. Both are necessary agendas for
professional education.

Graduate programs need to be developed around generic rather than
-..narrow categorical foci.

Clinical settings are a critical, integral part of the process of
graduate professional education.

4. An institution's graduate programs are more appropriately governed
by a,series of process and quality, rather than content, criteria.

5. Any graduate educatlopprograM should provide. evidence of, and
insist on the development of, clear and reasoned value positions
that will guide graduates' behavior.

The international and human services education programs at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts illustrate tWP_ appropriate' arenas for expanded
graduate-professional education. While each has value its own right,

each also has the added attribute of providing perspective on more
school-oriented practice.

_International Programs. In discussing past and proposed activities of
the Center for international Education at the University, Program Director

.David Evans said:

Throughout its history the Center has been involved in working out
a process whose goal is to involve people in their own development.

The adaption of Freirian consciousness-raising approaches, the use of
participatory -processes in activities ranging from materials develop-
ment to project design, and the attempt to design and implement a
collaboration approach to the field sites, all of these reflect the
commitment of the Center to a particular goal and style of nonformal
education and of the developmental process in general'(.1978)

Evans cited roles and functions which aredeVeloped within the Center's-

efforts and for- whiCh graduate students provide technical assistance:
village and community development, the creation of adult literacy and'
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Vocational training pro rams, materials production and training develop
ment', and addressing ai.d resolving a host of specific developmental issues
inja wide range of settings.

Human Services P- ams. Bailey JACkson et al. defined human services
as "a field that.adheres to an educational orientation to promote the
realization-of human potential" (1978, p. 4). They described doctoral

level Work in the field within four areas of emphasis: Service Deliver
Administration and Management, Training, and Research and Evaluation.

Human services is regarded as holistic, consumer determined, problem
generated, and assistance oriented. As such, our international and human

rservices programs address agendas fundamental to education' in all settings.
VI-heir added virtue is:that they operate far en_ ough= afteld'to be relatively
unfettered by tradition, thereby offering the opportunity for perspective
on close -to -home problems and i- ssues.

Gradate programs must be generic;- No group is duller than that _which .

is homogeneous. No training is more dead-end than that which prepares
superb bloodletters in an era of intermA medicine. We have studiously
avoided "the development of graduate level programs ta prepare people for
narrowly defined roles because the narrow role orientation,imposes poten-.
tial blinders for faculty and students alike, because such:training is .

likely to be of only transitory value, and because thegreaterspecializa-
tion predicts a concurrent limitation on the people and ideas the student

will encounter. We prepare. leaders and. administrators, but we are careful

not to 'isolate those involved in higher education from those involved in
special .education or voOtional education or, for that matter, from super-
intendents, principalS, or program othcers.

Any graduate prOgram must have significant clinical settings which are
integral to the design of graduate sfgrly. At the Universitylf Massachu-
setts School of,_Education, we are developing-two types; top cal resource

centers and field-based laboratory The former are interdisciplinary

campus -based centers where written resources are stored; faculty and

students come together to bring their particular expertise to bear on a

topic of current concern; and team research is conducted and disseminated.

The latter are a variety of schools and other agencies representing a range
of types, leveisl: and settings in which faculty .and students can practice.

A formal relationship exists between these laboratory sites and the Univer-

sity,.with participants at the sites expecting to benefit equally from the.

University contacts. Thus, this relationship i,s mutually beneficial for

all involved.

To.ical Resource Centers currently being developed include:

The Center for Alternatives in EdUcation--an outgrowth of our
National Alternative Schools Program

the Center for E ual 'Educational 0 o:tunit - -a new thruSt developed

from our Urban Education and Foundations Program and from the
relocation of Meyer Weinberg, his library, and the journal,

Integrateducation, to the School .

The Center for A lied Genetic E istemology--dedicated to applying
Piagetfan principles, developed WconJunction OUT Pidgetin
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.Geneva.; with the assi-stance of Eleanor Duckworth 'Fr& Geneva and a ,

-:variety of versttY.:fatulty members and students

The Center for'C011ective Bar ainin in Education--initiated jointly
y the University s Labor Relations Center, School of Business and-
Sthoolof Education Administration Program,

The Ron-Formal Education Center--developed by the School's Inter-
liationa Education.Program in collaboration with faculty members and
students in teacher education, staff development, and multicultural
education; and with educators and community members from Ecuador,
Ghana, Thailand,:and Indonesia

The Center for Futures in Education--an arm of the School's Future
Studies Prgram, in collaboration with Buckmins er,Fuller and the
Division. of Continuing Education.

Field-Based LabOratory Sites are local, regional, and international.
Oh 4MOus., Universityinfant Day Cane Center, niversity Day School; and Univer-

_ _

Sity-Laboratory School are run wholly by School of Education personnel
and represent. preschool and early childhood' education clinicS. The Mark's
Meadow Laboratory School (K6)and the Hampshire Educationali,Collabora-
tive's Alternative Sdhool (5-9) operate in University facilities with
same additional financial support by the-School of Education, but primary
operating-authority resides with. an external board. The AdvOcate Program,
Na school and community for-Juvenile' offenders, is housed andlrun by the
School of Education wtth- eXternal support; and represents one clinical site
for students.in.human Service concentrations.

Regionally, close: and contractual relationships exist with the Amherst:
Worcester, and Boston schodls; the latter two are currently secondary level
sites.'.-ExplorationS.are underway to develop-one entir0(-12'district in
Boston as a primary clinical setting for_.,. the School. Sites nationally and
internationally, espedially a Pueblevschoolin New Mexico and a public
school BrfStOl, Ehgland, are also systematically tied to the School of
Education.

Both-the topical resource centers and field-based laboratory sites are
designed to ,encourage generic and cross-disciplinary approaches. Both are-

geared to and can accommodate the needs of part-time and full-time students,
and faculty. 0

. Graduate study at the School of Education is and-will probably-continue
--to be highly, prescriptive in terms of processes and largely nobprescriptive
in terms of Content. aorticularly at the doctoral level where the student
population is generally ,experienced and highly self-directed, the locus of-
program decisions is shared between the candidate and A three-member -

advisory committee. The major required process steps 'bre: forming the
committee, developing a comprehensive program of study, passing a written
and oral. comprehensive exam, develOping a dissertation proposal, and
completing and defending the work.

Recent trends which seem valuable include:,

1. Substantial pract-icum work, both in,University teaching
and other internships, as part of the designed program of
study
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2. An increase in the. range of methodologies used in dissertations; a
trend away from highly controlled- experimental designs and - toward
historical, anthropplogical:and sociological designs

Greater explicit connectton. between all aspects of doctoral study
and- specific -tssues facing practitioners,,who comprise a large

proportion of our doctoral student.

Recent trends which Rose dan e'rs for the -?effectiveness nf, doctoral

study include:

1._ A-tendency to specialize from the start, without assuring breadth

of knowledge as well'as com unication with others about their work

and, ideas

Some excesses of tinkering with practical solutions of present

problems without sufficient historical and theoretical: under-

pinnings

An automltic response on the part of some faculty members, when
faced with issues such as #1 and #2, to propose Prescriptions that

cure the occasional ills but that often-serve unwittingly to set

limits on the-potentially Mostcreative aspects of the systeM.

Diversity-is critical in a graduate education faculty 'Therefore at

the University of Massachuset School of Education we have sought and'w4ll

continue to seek the follpwr

1. Faculty members whose traini0',ng and expertise are in traditional

areas of educatiOn: curriculum, foundations, instruction,,

`research, evaluation, administration, counseling.

Practitionerswith Proven records of distinction working in

schools ,/
3social -service agenCies, and administrative pos s

Faculty memberS whosetraining, background, and expertise are in
the- social sciences and who are interested in applying their

expertiseto issues of education

4. A few mavericksbrilliant people,; distinguished but difficult to

categorize in traditional academic terMs--who are interested in-

education and who.confHbutesignifieantly different PerspectiVes

to, he enterprise

5. A group of part-time experts whose primary employment is elsewhere

but who profit from association with, and:provide needed expertise

to, the institution;' these can fit into any of the categories

(#1-#4).

Graduate professional education has historically recruited its faculty

fromhcategories #1 and#2. We suggest that, as faculties become more

stabie'and the need for staff revitalizati'n increases, the last 'category
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will take on mai° .significan-Ge.' As we consider the economic constraints le
most of us face, park 414 experts become even more appealing in cdst-

benefit terms.
Perhaps the basic criterion-for any graduate education faculty,

especially where imlividualized doctoralstady is Cvalued, can be framed by

aistmPle questi6 faculty members co,a-ik themselves: If 'I liere on a -

perpetual sabbatical, do my colleagites.representa resource which I could

tap, and from which I cbuld grow significantly, ,for the rest of my career?

Pris
The costs of graduate professional ucatron are increasing'at a more-

rapid rate than most other areas oftrddLicate study, .for several Teasons:_

s the prdportiort of field-baStd word for faculty,7e6ands, so do

-costs; as the grAduate student - population is increasthgly mature and exper,

iented, so is its,need:forfinanciat support.; ps more and more programs in

graduate professional education are ,:destgned jdintly. withtollaboratirig-0

Outside agencies, theTneed for planning time,fa?Hwell as the need,for staff

support to attend to mastly.more complex management derriands,exerand

geom trically.
%

have taken steps to' begin addressing these harsh economic realities:-

1. Within the University, we are attempting to demonstrate to thole

who allocate dollars t units that, as we-reduce undergraduate
enrollments, increase. graduate level activjties, and move more of,,

our wprk.off-campus,,new formulas are.r.needed for allocating

equitable dollars to the School. The historical student-credit
hour modelJor determining allocations is simply not appropriate in .

our present context.

inside the School, we have placed priority oni.and allocated'
increased funds fori development activities., Grants abd contracts,

we estimate, must a least/equal our University allocation if we

are to function effectively. Our clinical sites need more
:systematic linkages with the School, including specific position

and budget reserves for graduate degree candidates.

Such resource centers as those described earlier w include as

part of their function contracting -for services t local, state,

federal, and international agencies. Doctoral udents will be

i:strumental, with faculty members,. in deliverin these services.

abbaticals, while, limited for,public school personnel, represent a
somewhat-randomly tapped resource for graduate student support. An

analysis of purposes for =which local districts grant sabbaticals

indicates substantial correlation with many currertt components of

graduate programs. We intend to accntuate the congruency and

encourage local districtto use:the'School' s a more substantial

resource.

Organ(izationally, we are in the process of closilig a set of circuits ,

which can increase our eduCational and economic efficiency and effective

ness. While we have sought a synergetic interplay between undergraduate,

and graduate, preservice and inservice programs, until recently we have
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largely i _gnored g uate"alOini AS a source of ..hing.assista

internships, political support, and dollars- for. 11 4spetts of ur Work'.

Whtle we,have'long'recognized the value of learning by experience, of ,

learning by teaching, 0-learning through creating products of value to.
others, we have been unsophisticated in recognizing and developing the
economic potential,of these valuesfor,suppOrting graduate eduq#00h.
While we acknowleAgethe,increased -financial bUrdens facedAy-full-time
gradate students-, arid are aware,that everil?prger portiOns of graduate
study afe being completed on a pert-time basis, we have not ystemattcally-
tapped a major resource--sabbatical dollars'for teacherv,ondi
administrators - -in our graduate programming. , A

DI short, conditions require. that. vrAuate edupatiOn, both,academtcally
and. organizationally, assume a more open system orientation and 'recognize
is dependence upon, and interdependence with, individuals and agencies

orside the boundarie of4the.academy and the current schooling system.
.
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c 4
RECONCEPTUALIZING OR DUATE TEACHE

OW Dolce

,B ca0§e of si fidant ions:in graduate programs,, generalizations

will not,apply to',,,I'mny exceptions that exist, and, therefore will be '

faul ty.'-frliowever,-Ahis discusSton\lill-address centr4a1 :tehAnciet in.aradu-
,at-- programs in Education WIthout*iattv4Zing to, mount foitlie 'exceptions.
AlthoutOgnoring4the exceptions maVIPOit the ut+Iity,41-90004dAdility:-Of
plis:anAly,si s, ton5i0eriii9 characeristisS14nifestWtory'mostyinttitut-Ons
des havetisefulrieSs inSofar as such

.

institutios Sh, ap e pe tcep t ionsf the-

tatus of g1 ta du ate programs. in Edgcation and haie.an-impkt.,

DILEMMAS FOR PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION '

,- Since graduate programs are,subsetsof professional education, itqis

ndt 'feasible to examine graduate programs4outside of the larger.context,
:

Perceptions.of -Professional education as a field of inquiry and a fields of

i
professional preparation very much influence -he statas'of graduate pro-
grams and the allocation of i-esources to thos programs.. CurrentTercep-

tions .are also: the product of the hiStorital de'velopfilent of Orofeisional-
education,,and many of the issues and dilemmas are the res4Jt df.bOth

O.recently developed conditions and the histsrical developmt of thkfield.
The mood in schools, colleges, and departments of education,(SCDEt) -t

this time is one Of depression and, inSome quarters; despair. Enrollme ts

are declining and resources Are tt eirl'g reduced because of recently emerg.ing

and currently operating variables: However;-the-e are other long -term
..conditions. that,influence SCDEs and the milieu of graduate programs in

Eddcation. . 0 .

, (

'Status Amon. Professional Schools

The status of professional education is not and:has not been very high.
Although the time has passed when professional education was widely viewed
asunnecessary and certainly not worthy of,0 place in the university, the

retatiya status of professional education, particularly graduate programs,
on most campuses is toward thpoloweend of the spectrum. The grudging

6 concession that a good general education is not sufficient for either

disciplined inquiry in such areas as instruction or effective professional

'P

performqnce 4s not been accompanied by greater' respect and; higher esteem.

Acceptarikg o professional education as a valid field of inquiry whiCh has

4 rightful`` ace in a university has resulted from recognition of the

Jtomplexities of problems in.education, the profound sOcial implications of -

those problems,'and the inability of "outsiders" to resolve those problems.

It is-such recognition, rather than a respect for the contributions of

professional education, that has legitimized the field of study.
Low campus status is accompanied currently by a concerted effort

to-wrest.credentialing functions away from SCDEs. Several state depart-

mentt of edUcation have shifted the emphasis in inservice edutlOtion from

'college and.university courses to non-higher education bated and operated

workshops. By means of such mechanisms as teacher centers, the organized

teaCher:groups are clearly aiming at both preservice and inservice
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edbcatiOn fre from the demifiance.orhigher e ion and7controlleciby

teacffer Organizations. The lack of status on -ampus, the disaffection Of
inmany'statqAeparthients ofeducation-, and the power grab' t_=-- teachertorgani-

2ations lead one to wonder wherd suppoil is for professio, i Rducatjon

programs im higher educ ion. The.declining need forprofe!s!gonalS, pro-

duced- '0/ 'graduate pro .s, the decreasing enrollments, and the shrinking

resource' bases all con ibute'to a rather pessimistic picture. $

Maintenance of-Enrollmentsand Resources
, .

. ,

The usual organizational response to perCeived thrat,is to blame

- problems on external causes, to become more rigid, and to oversimplify
.,prtoblem definition. inttitutions have tended'to define the problems of

graduate programs in Education rathersimplistically,,essentially as a.,
(vesten-of main-Oining and increasing resources -- primarily through
maintaining and if RossiOle incneastng_enollments40 Such a definition
is faulty and is lieadin to counerOroductive consequences. Although.

resources are a necessapcondftion-, they are in themselves insufficient;
andcrtain alternattVes used in acquiring and maintaining resources will

have serious unintendeciresUlts. ,

Efforts seem to 6e atOed primarilytat Organizational conservation
rather than atiottainment of organizatiOnal objectives. When the need for
graduates of Or'bservice programsibegan to diminish perceptibly, the current
emphasis on attention to fngervice- programs developt!d--not so much because
ofthe educational, need (which has always exiistec):but because of the per-
teivd need to maintain enrollments and resources. Little effort has been

made to control the nu,tpUt cif surplus gradpates in such, fields as social'
studiet,,English anclWiool atiministration and supprOsion. As long as

the supply Of students Qontwinued to expand, 'here' was little-concern about

overioroduction. Now' that the supply of students has diminiShed as a result
of erational individual,(rather than institutional) response to market
conditions of oversupply, institutions are viewing such alternatives as
off-campus degree programs, external degree programs, lowering of admis on

standards, and reduction'in program requirements. Sy,ch attempts are wi hin

the framework of reasons for' the low campus status o teacher education

Such self - serving reactions will do little to resolve problems fac d by
43 :

graduate prog*rams in Education. Amore rational response pattern with
long -term benefits can be developeeby analyzing the substantive probems
of professional education. Firtt and foremost, there is a need to upgrade

the quality .of research concerning the problems and the environment of ,

instruction, adminiftration, supervision, and.related functions. A field

of professional inquiry and preparation' cannot transcend its substantive

base. Course content, the focus of inquiry and, preparation, decisions

about the characteristics of students and of those who complete -graduate

programs, and judgments about program effectiveness should all'be rooted in

the substantive field, because it is the substantive -field that distin-

guishes the various aspects of graduate education, such as engineering,
mediCine, education, and architecture.

ipor,lifinIRrodUction
.

,

It is ironic.that widespread recognition of the complexities of instrud-

tion, administration, and so forth arose primarily among those whose

specialization is in areas other than education. Certainly,- a review of
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'the iterature In education reveals-too filtle acknowledgment ofthe
plethord'of unresolved problems and too _resat an *emp4ays on ideological
commitment to particular "succeslfur attempts or., solutions. Absence of

substahtiVe progress and insensitivity to 'social issugO*re two of the

basic r asonCDEs have had so little *act on OubliC4ollcy. Such-

oclet-1,trepds as the effort to eliminte sex and racial bias in schools
,aid to r for the education of the poor were not stimulated primarily by

EduCation; political responses such as the E§EA Title legis-

onwere pt the primary handwork of those faculties; and educationspl Te not ifrthe forefront of= many policy study endeavors, where

noh44CtOisti have dominated. The hdtiOable absence of educators in all

,these movemer reflects a lack of leadership and initiative. Campus

tus, impact on public policy, and influence as a profession/will result

frOM ,thedevelopment of substantive knowledge and social sensitivity, not

from fre'netic,attempts to.mailitaWknrollments or to preserve boundaries.

It is the graduate faculty wOchIShould-be,uniquely qualified to 4evelop

and transmit such knowledge: BecaaN,e,teacherorganizations, state depart=

'meat s of education, and,politicians.ha# other agendas'andjace.multitudes
of operational problems, they are ill-suited for the knowledge production

function.
In a misdirected effort to increase statUnevels, such fields as

psychology and education attempted in the past to adopt the methodologies

offivre respected fields such as the sciences, but such efforts have not

been Very productive.: The o perrm of inquiry pese is not nearly, so signif-

icantas-the developmentof capabilities to. resolve significant problems.

As prOblem-solving capabilities increase, so will status and rewards. the

past two decades have been characterized by too many attempts to capture

resources for research in order to maintain the organization rather than to

facilitate the developMent of knowledge and insights. As priorities -of the

funding source changed, sometimes within a few months, so did the interests

of researchers. Frequent shifts in focus and the absence of sustained

inquiry 'have lessened the impact of resources allocated for research

purposes'. As education matures as a field of study, as it develops more

effective methodologies instead of emulating other disciplines, and as its

research effort becomes more 19ng-range, sustained, and skilled, so will

status, rewards, and security increase.
Development of substantive knowledge is the primary earmark of graduate,--

programs. However, a sense of intellecfual'humlIity is needed: the

complexities%of problems and the inadequack of present knowledge must be

acknowledged. Forexample, the objective of developing universal literacy

through the schools is an awesome one,'and should bexecognized as such.

Although the schools have achieved success in developing literacy amonTa.

sizable percentage of children and adults, within the context of an ideal

of universal literacy the large percentage of functional'illiterates is

alarmingly high. Experience to date has indicated that rhetoric, exhor-
tatiOn, and finger-pointing do not provide the keys to resolving such a

complex problem. Furthermore; survey research -- which. seems to be increas-

ingly,used in doctoral dissertations and faculty research efforts--adds

little ,insight. The prerequisite intellectual humility could facilitate

a knowledge and implementation breakthrough, which would enhance signifi-

cantly the status and influence of graduate programs.
The importance of programs and the rewards allocated to themiareipot sj

much a.function orthe guild's political prowes as of the importance of

the problems addressed, and the capability,for contributing to resolution of
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those koblems. Education will continue to ttof central importance to
Society?. and_such importance offers graduatd prOgrams a base of security.
What is missing is the.peraeption-and reality of,capability.

The Gatekeeping Function

In eddition to,the,knowledge production fbnction,.graduate programs in
education share other characteristics with gradua -te programs in other
fields. For example, graduate, programs serve as gatekeepers_, to determine
who shall and who Shall not be licensed to practice in a more professional
capacity, such as supervisor and administrator. Such RpsitionS establish
the direction for-schools and school systems, and7eredentials based. on
receipt of a graduate degree are prerequisite toliOlding these higher level
positions. ,A frequency count of the number of ineffective and /or insenwi-_\
tj(re-supervisors, principals, central office personnel, and,superintenden-CS'

-ru in decision- making. position 'S
indicates that function is not being performed Very-effec-

e vir ally all of. those who are
have been AitImized by graduate programs, each Case where capability is
lacking represents a pregram'failure, If graduate programs performed no
other function than to screen out the-incapable and legitimize only the
capable, an invaluable societal contribution' would, be made--even assuming
no effectiveness of programs themselves.

It is no secret in the profession that academic qualifications of
students admitted tb-.bot4 undergaduate. and graduate programs in Education
tend to be lower. than the qualifications of those admitted-to graduate
programs in other fields. These lower qualifications do not seem to be

. taken very seriously by many,SCDE faculty members, who often respond that
there are Other characteristics which are more important. Such a response,

seems to assert not that intellectual prowess and disciplined education are
necessary but insufficient conditions but, instead, that intellectual
prowess, and disciplined education are really not important at all. In

other words, the intellectually mediocre and inadequately educated can be
effective in achieving an ideal future. In still other words, the problems
faced are so simple that intellectual prowess and disciplined education are
not needed. This view of the relative simplicity of educational problems
it too often jettisoned when educators are faced with the deficiencies in
the existing system; 'then the emphasis seems to shift to the complexity of

the-problems. ,

University faculties cannot have it both ways: Other the problems do
require highly intelligent and educated practitioners, or they do not. If

highly intelligent and educated practitioners are heeded, the gatekeeping
function must screen out those who are not sufficiently intelligent_or

edutated. The screening-out may take place at the admissions stage, the
completion stage; or any stage in between; however, it should take place
sometime prior to credentialing. Relatively low admissions standards,
relatively low failure rates, and a high percentage of candidates who corn-
plete graduate programs, all indicate that the gatekeeping function is not
being performed very well.

The current drive to maintain resources by means of maintaining
enrollments points to an even more ineffective discharge'of the gatekeep-

ing function. In addition, the one reward possessed exclusively by higher
education--the degree - -is further cheapened. State departments of educa-
tion,-teacher organizations, and local edOcatimagencies may. develop
alternatives to credentialing. However, there is little probability that
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they can develop-an effective degrieenawardiN' aTtee.native. Because of the
low standards used in legitimizin6 professional in' education, those who
have been legitimiz- by alternative means are not demonstrably less pro-
ficient than those wile completed graduate progrdms. What is the rational
9asis, then, or ipsisting that credentiaTing and degrees b&-viewed as
synonymous? --rrent society is a Credentialed and credentialing one in
which the rec -ipt,of a degree is prerequisite to issuance of a profe5Simil,
-credentiAL. Although a coupling of degree and credential-in other fields
provides support for Similar Coupling-in Education, the ineffective dis -

charge of the gatekeeping-function threatens to stimulate an uncouplng.

Socialization of Candidates

It
= .

.

is generally assumed -that graduate programs perform mo;7-e tha6,the
. gatekeeping function and do, in fact, develop the desired joharcteristics

in those who'have the potential. Graduate programs in Education appear t9
fall short-on this dimension also. With few exceptions, they have been
patterned on the model of a mass production factory.' large numbers of
students are admitted, and are processed through courSeWork in a relatively
short time into graduates credentialed as professkipals. On the master's
degreelevel, there is little or no pretense that socialization is an
essential aspect of professional education. Furthermore, despite protests
to the contrary, course offerings seem to concentrate on information
transmission. Insights about the influence of modeling and the effects on
Students of an institutional environment seem to be ignored. Concerns for
such issues as cultural .pluralism, equity for women, and equal opportuni-
ti's for: the handicapppd, are usually expressed by means of add-on courses
or modules. It is doubtful that a male-dominated faculty.which does not
itself display equity for women can transmit such a sense of equity by
means of a course; or that a-faculty or student population reflecting a
single racial composititin with little intellectual diversity can transmit

a feel for and acceptance of cultural pluralism.

f

RECONCEPTUALIZING GRADUATE PROGRAMS
p

Graduate programs largely appear to consist of an aggregate of courses
influenced in part by the concern to maintain program enrollments. Such

programs lack a conceptual wholeness based on the best state of existing
knowledge. ,A more adequate conceptualization of -a program would allow more
open-minded -inquiry into the use of courses which are offered by fields
other than education but which have utility for professional education.
It would also allow consideration of the gestalt of experiences planned as
part of a particular program and the raising of questions about missing
eleMents in that program.

Dissolvin. the Research/Teachin Dichotom

Certain traditional assumptions have tended to impede progress in

graduate programs. The first of theseIs the bifurcation of professional
preparation programs into these designed for the practitioner and those
designed for the scholar. 'AltM*Frthe Ed.D. and the Ph.D. degrees were
developed on the basis of that bifurcation, the distinctions have failed to
achieVe any meaningfulness, and the disadvantages of two doctoral degrees
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have far,outweighed theladvantages. The one advantage seems to live been
,that the Ed.D... prOgrams weretolerable for Such low Status in a 'Climate in
.which authority to grant the Ph.D. would have been withheld.

Such distinctions between practitioners and, scholars are based on
faulty assumptions; the membrane between the. two has' been extremely porous-:
For example, graduates of "practitioner" programs have pursued careers -in
colleges and universities, supposedly the province Wtheischolarrkile'-
graduates .of "scholarly" programs have purSued careers in school - systems
and public agencies, and many are active in both higher education and-

school systems. Assumptions about the differentieLneeds for research
coMpefentieS also do not appear valid. Some Ed.D.Trograms'have heavy.
research emphasis and some Ph.D. programs very little research
Some practitioners have found great usefulness for research skills; "some
scholars seem never to have developed such skills. A more adequate con--

ceptOlization should -avoid such invalid assumptions, particularly where
real world experiences and data are used as the basis.for obServatibh$'.
Perhaps the'time is near when.the-use of the EchDy'Can be-discontinued.

The invalid bifurcation of research and teaching has also- created.
conceptual problems in program development. If an essential aspect of .

graduate education is knowledge produ=ction and the transmission of knowl-
edge. production skills- to students, then research is an essential aspect of

graduate levelteaching.- Proficiency in research is often seenas.preclqd
ing proficiency in teaching or vice versa. Such a concluSion is obviated
by the many examples in which both functions are performed in -a mutually
reinforcing way. The juxtaposition of4research as the opposite of teaching
is evidenced most often by those who do not have proficiency in one-or the

other; or both.

Accepting SerwiLAan Essential Function

The view of service as a function unrelated to and separate from the

other traditional functions--teaching and research --has also created prob-

lems for graduate programs, inasmuch as service is a primary mechanism for

demonstrating the utility of graduate faculty members and their expert4se

in addressing real world problems. Highly effective service is more Con-
vincing to policy.makers and clientele than volumes of rhetoric or research

reports. As used here, "service" means technical assistance. Often the

term is used t denote the offering of instruction- off-campus, but that

use and the failure to add further definition have resulted in confusion

between inservice .education and degree programs.
Equating inservice education and degree programs is a serious con-

ceptual error. It is true that degree programs can serve as a means of .

inservice education. However, inservice education often involveS-students

who do not -have sufficient qualifications for graduate study. Inservice

programs also often have low expectations or program content which it not

sufficiently rigbrous to merit graduateStudy status. To feercebligated

to award a degree or academic credit forinservice education activities

threatens to diminish further .the value of such degrees and .CreditS. if

the two concepts are differentiated, inservice education activities can bajk

viewed as activities which are appropriately shared with local education.

agencies, teacher centers, and/or state departments ofpublc education.

To retain effective control of academic credit and degrees iii .-higher

eduCation is to retain a major sanction which is available only to higher,

education..
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A reconceptualization of, graduate programs.whiCh avoids invalid and--

unnecessary distinctions between research and teaching, between prat -,'

titioner and scholar, and between campus funttionsand-external' service

would provide- a strong platform for,realistie future-oriented development.
Differentiationbetween academiC credit and degrees on the one hand and

inseryice education on the other would allow a more r6liStic determination

of which agency is in the position to offer the most effective services,

Tocusiquon Substantive-Issues

Such phenomena asp declining enrollments really represent rat onal

responses to perceived market conditions. Rather than attempting to .

maintain such enrollments artificially, at almost any cost, SCDEs should

focus,on the complexities of the field of study, the characterittics

needed by professionals to contribute to the resolution of significant

problems, and the types:of graduate programs requireth A -focus on the

.development of substantive. knowledge, the effective discharge of the-gate-

keeping funCtion,'and a more adequate program conceptualization might

appear to avoid what many consider the "real" issues-7resources and power.

However,- such a focus really is on the elements mmilLisite_to resources

and power.,
Without the prerequisites the ends-are elusive., Graduate programs

in education-do not have the political clout on-campuses to-capture

added ''resources. In the hurly-burly of federal, state, and local poli-'

tics, organized groups such as teacher organizations, chief state school

offtters,,and school board associations have,significant advantages which

only the naive believe can'be finessed. The extent to whiChfacultyand

.

programs are respected for their capability of contributing-to the solution

Of preSsing eduCation probleMs will largely determine their influehce and

the flow'of resources.` In the absence,of sufficient political resources

both onand off campus, this is the only:viable alternative. And after,

all, isn't program effectiveness-our raison eetre?

Reducing 0--anizational Size

Enrollment decline will have a' differential impact on ins itutions;

For programs and units with large numbers of faculty members, the prospect

of a reduced number should not be viewed as an-organizational disaster.

Bigger isn't necessarily better; small medical school faculties wield an

inordinate amount of influence and have a high degree of impact. The

essential' question is, "What is the smallest number of faculty members

needed to offer a viable program of high quality?" The answer seems to

be that the smallest viable number is much smaller than most programs and

.units believe it to be. .

For programs and units with small faculties, the issue is organiza-

tional:survivaI, and in-most of thesetherejs,little likelihood that

concerns about the,substantive field will be-near center stage.
:Some:Will'

not survive - -a prbspectwhich,j.while disastrous for the-organization, is

insignificant terms of the larger scene. Others will survive but will

'continue to 10-overwhelmed by the problem of survival;andfromthese
institutions, little .contribution can be expected. 'Still otherS will

grapple with immediate Survival and at the same time confront the larger

issues. These programs and units-have the potential of making significant:

contributions.
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-haps presumptuous to say, but ..nonetheless true, that too many.
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GR'ADUAT TEACHER EDUCATION SOME IMES, CONCERNS,AND CHALLENGES

Dale hke and-Joseph Lamberti

Graddate teacher- eduCatien'programs are destined to grow and prosper

where all'elementscontribUting to health'Of such programs are working

--------4104-smt--W-see-th--ilighLquatt.y-of-educati.on_is the_end_tesult
.

governing board adoptsa;Mission,statement'enCouraging'leadership.in -.

the development of.prograMs for the preservite and inservice preparation of

teachers andother educatidnal pertonpel for schools, colleges, and univer-
sities'''hasgiven direction and support for pursuing programs of excel --

lence.- With such a.mandate the climate, is. right for faculty- andadminis,

trators to perform in relative freedomcin the delivery and development .of

teacheracher education. ProgramS,. Historically,' and currently,:tep-
-,:level-entouragement-here at_the'University of Northern Iowa has prompted

''-theteacher education faculty to act:with confidence, knowing that support

-Would be available as programs have maturea'and developed, - _-

University administrators have shown support in -a variety Of .A4 One

-example is the appoi tment of a Director of Teacher Education who pOvides

a coordinating and 1:adership role for university-wide teacher education

concerns. This offi-eTends credence to the-primacy-.of the total univer.

sity community; campus-wide support and approval are needed, from the

presidential to the departmental level, if teacher education is to remain

a vital alluniversity,responsibility._ The strong support emanating from '

`a:central position naturally prompts strong-support'froM other program

matic and administratiVe units'as well. This top-down spread of support

has helixd us. retain our role as the prime 'teacher education institution

State., ,

_Another contributor to effective graduate teacher education programs

is. the willingness of faculty members in academic departments and colleges

to take individual- responsibility for promoting and assisting inthe -

development of-bigh-OUality programs. Without the faculty's broad-based

support andPrOfessional dedication.to our graduate programs, students in

education would be, in danger of gaining_ a too - narrow view of their respon-

sibilitieS. ..

It is also reassuring to know that the College of Education can enjoy

the freedom to operate individualistically within the larger university

structure. This freedom permits response to ad hoc demands that seem more

frequent today than in the past. Whereas bureaucratic controls and demands

can stifle initiative, autonomy of-governance and program development can

be a spur to individual excellence among the faculty, and can result in

broader participation_ and enrichment.
:-An institution that boasts of a laboratory schoolasan'adjunct to its

program in graduate teacher education'can count itself fortunate: Labora-

tory school staff Members, who enjoy equal university professional rank and

poSition withtheircolleagues in-other departments, can truly be-labeled

teacher-scholai-s. While supervising-and instructing in a K-12 setting,,

they are concurrently pursuing a variety of research projet in an attempt

tOrefine and define knowledgeof teaching and learning. They shai-e their

distoverfet with colleagues in- professional education as.a-mutual responsi-

bility.' New information is included in preparation courses and-ultimately

will be tested in various. settings so that the research becomes a develop-

mental :cooperative .

effort to improve the teachingearning process.,



.

Research opportunities for graduate students as well as significant longi-
tUdinal studies by interested faculty are easily 'accessible and can serve
to extend--basid knowledge abouteaching and'learnine. research, as
well aSan ongoing educational program that enjoys a 'reputation:at a superb
individualized experience, make the laboratory school a,vitally important.
extension of our graduate programs in teacher eduCation.

In.addition, the excitement of being _part of a graduate prograth in

1 _es-manytopporturrities-for-developihg-erograms-in-respons _

to -current-pressures and demands without being locked into outdated dogma
that could slow progress. This flexibility is crucialie a time when
colleges.and universities ambeing..deluged with external demands and
requirements that impede the task of- development. It iS imperative that . .

institutions be pro - active and include these impingements into programs,
ratheethan reactive and piecemeal in their approach. To this end, the
UNI administration, under the leadership of the,Director-of Teacher Edu-.
cation and a select committee:' has undertaken a comprehensive study of
teacher education at our institution. 'The expectations of all involved

professional eduCation are high indeed. The study will provide focus
and direction to current programming plans after careful analySis of more
than 100 years ofteacher education tradition. Past achievements will.

-need to/be melded-into- present and future demands .a continued development
ensues. r .

Our situation'is extremely positive in context. We would be foolish
to state that pe are -not prone to the-same demands and pressureS others.

--havejeltin lesser or greater degrees._ Our situation may be different,.
ihowever, in that all indications show we are still inea position to con-

front the major problems facing graduate teacher education and can respond

to them with confidence that we are acting'with.the full support of mr
governing board, our central administration, and our colleagues. in the .

.university. With this support, we face the future confidently, but we -are
aware also of .elements in the society at large -that will ,require creative.

response as problems and issues emerge.

CURRENT ISSUES

It is difficult to imagine how teacher education, either undergraduate
or graduate, can survive in institutions tpat,provide leSs support. Even

under such advantageous conditions asours, teacher educationparticularly
graduate teacher education--faces an uncertain future, Many colleges and
universities are undergoing some form of reorganization aimed at improving
(makingmore appealingltheir lot omand off-campus. In many-Cases they'

are finding it is too late or the preloures.are'now- too great to allow them

to respond quickly enough,' and with:appropriate deliberation and consulta

tion. In institutions in which graduate teacher education -does not enjoy
institution -wide commitment, there seems-to be little hope for survival.

And perhaps there shouldn't. be! Possibly we can do with fewer programS and
demand higher quality perforMance from those that remain.

For the very best programs in graduate teacher education, perplexing
problems remain and major issues beg resolution. Graduate teacher educa-,

tion hastuCcUmbed to pressures that have plagued undergraduate education'
as well as elementary and secondart.education. Subtle and not.se subtle

forces have heenat,work chipping away .at the rigorous quality that should

be inherent in all kinds of professional 'Preparation' at the graduate lbvel.
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At illustrations such forces:

1. There is'en Pcreased. trend toward part-time:graduate study,
whereby graduate degree status is achieved through the not-so-
carefAll,telectionof a discrete set of courses, rather than .

fUII:tfmeintensive.graduate'level experience. Graduate students

palarlycasetareem and.,engage,in:graduate level
-40*ona-parttime,convenienteTSCPO-U-e-larrrtbMe imet-on y
regOireCto dcyso: There-is some rather .disturbing evidence that
thitacca0Modation is even being extended to'those pursuing doc-
tor-4: level .preparation. institutiOns'are falling into a credit

generation trap and are being- playedOne-against the other to make.

their programt the most convenient for part-timers. IThefright-
-- ening-:spectreOf mail,order diplomasi so casually dismissed just a

few years:_ago,:is becoming .a reality in our "I-can get it for you

wholesale" Merchandising of graduate programs.

There is increased emphasis, on field study or on-the-job experience=

-at the expense -of substantive, academic learning. -experienCes. for
the sake of- "relevance," graduate teacher educatiOn has becOme
saturated with an:infinite variety of sometimes ill-conceived and

often shabbily administered "practitioner" regUirements. Instruc-

\ don in'theOseOf basic and tested educational tools for -learning_

has been forsaken:in,order to proVide More. "hands-on" or "real-

Jffe" experiendet; Makeif-and -taRe-it experiences have been
for the arduous task of thinking. Academic study appears

to have been abandOnedto the'undergraduate programs and is too

-seldom evident-at the graduate-level. This trend follows froM the
previous Concern, in that since we' cannot expect fully.-employed

prOfessionals who are only part-time students to spend time and

effort fulfilling challenging academic demands, the programs, are

..,changed to meet the-ad hoc needs of inservice audiences; This As

a clasSic Academic case of "the terminal appendage oscillating the

Tanis

There appears tebe increased eMphagis on serving the needs of all

people ofall ages wherever they may be. Institutions are packing

their program bags and taking them to remote corners to meet the

demands that exist "out there." In addition,-programs are tailored
to.racconimadate the local set of circumstances in order to make them

'..-mere appealing, and certainly morerelevant, Quality,control,
guaranteeing:programAntegrity and rigor, takes a bact.seat to

getting the program to where the people are., Institlitiigns4thatFT_y_.

have designed-and:-Can defend high - quality on- campus programs are

beipg challenged-by clienteleJn-the field to del i ver. Often
.

institutions that balk at whOlesalinggraduate crOft.offcampus
are unpstly accused of being unresponsive -and in414ible. It

appears-that the tern-"suitcase college" iS being*plied more and

more to deliverers of graduate programs rather tha+the students.

4. There is an increased emphasis by institutfbiWon1nservice train-

ing; with .resultant confusion at to vhat'OnaitOtes graduate level

teacher education. Rather,than'providing'a deManding, soundly con.-

ceived, and forward-looking graduate kogram ilf4eacher education,



,insti tutiona are-more apt to-retpond.to needs expressed by
.Rotential recipients through the4elivery'of currently popular"_
inservice "Courses." In many ins=tances these courses. are conducted.

by- on- site .or "adjunct".instructors who collect-the tuition. feet
.and,turn in grades.when` he coUrseends..Any attention given AD::
institutional standards of quality are .accidental if preent at

__:41.--.The_competttiqft_amonvour institutionsfortuition monies and
,:stOdents has forced us to sell:credits rather than high-quality
institutional programs.

:,There is a gradual, but significant, diminution of the importance
of the foundations of education in graduate teacher education.
Institutions have given in to accusations that foUndations courses
are'of little or no value, (releVance) and-haVe retponded by either
deleting them or approaching them from the standpoint of current
issues. The "critOte tave forced institutions to substitute-
courses with contemporary flavor for those very courses that have
promoted profesiional distinction in graduate prograMs. With no...-

Common heritage or foUndation being shared among professional eduCa
tors, there can be no united purpose_from whicktO view the future.

; -4 .
.

There is a decreased emphasis-on batic research methodaTogy and
. design.. This trend has been So,pronbUnced, for tuch an eXtended,,
period oftimei that we now have many graduate teacher education
.faculty members Who themselves lackbasic-HunderStanding in this
area. Little wonder that our gradUate students are not receiving
adequate exposure to these fundamental principles. Graduate --

teacher education is at Vulnerable_as our elementary and tecondary
schools are when it comes to instruction in the "basics." Recip-

ients of'graduate degrees must posses the appropriate tools of

"learning" if they are planning to teach -others -how to learn.

.There has beerra.gradual retreat from the inclusion of cognate
areas in graduate teacher education programs. for many reasons,

not the least of which is the all-powerful FTC(full-tithe equiva-
lent); significant academic disciplines are playing a 'lesser role
in requirements for graduate education programs .While the overall

requirements in graduate teacher education are not increasing (in

fact, there appearS to be some evidence that they may be,- slightly
decreasing), we have witnessed an increase in the Professional
education component and a corresponding decrease in the academic,

component.' The generation by faculty members of their fair share
Of-FTEs continues to-be a major divisive fercrtient on destroying
the professional logic Critical Ao sound program planing.

8. We have seen an.increased influence on the direction of graduate
programs by extra-institutional dollars --outside fundipg-coming-
-to-the institution from sources other than its normal support base.

The' financial crunch existing in many institutions has given
"punch". to the outside dollars (in terms. of influencing programs),-

even thought such funds are less plentiful than before. In other

words, we're-gettng less outside-MoneAut depending on it more.

Even more-influential, in a negative sense are the "once-
laundered" dollars; that is, money provided to an agency outside.
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he university that then purchases services from the university.
uiteclearlt, those whe;have-the dollars call the shotS. Here

againwe'hive abdicated-our primary role,as planner kby allowing,
outside forces to control bur internal programs.

here haSbeen'atontinued expansion of policies, rules, and regu-
lations that resujt in the_leveling",or "equalizing" of people
a program ese orces.aVe

:,
gene bOth7inside-the-

_inStitutionAtuch as collective bargaining; and promotion-and_
tenure policiesrand.outside the institution (for. eXamplei-affir,
mative action pr ograms, :iblic Law .94-142, and .SectiOri504 of the
Rehabilitation''Act of 1973): One must tread lightly when hinting
at the possible - negative. effects of such enactments. ;However,

careful scrutiny appears to negate the notion that the.quest*for,.
quality in 'higher education 4s enhanced as a result. There are,

times when the enforcement of these po)icies:and regulations takes
more time and effort to impleMent than the supposed rewards' that-
are garnered. This is time.and effort that-can be recovered.

MT ON5 FOR THE FUTURE

It is quite possible. that future options- forgraduate -teacher educa-
tion have already been dramatically reduced. For a rather long time now,

. we:..have'been--attempting to bendand flex -to accommodate everynew demand
or pressure. placed on us. -Aur attempts,at being alithingSio. all people'
through our graduate teacher education programs have resulted only in
diminishing their quality, which in turn has subs t antially reduced.the
"premium" once attached to that-level of acceMpli-liment. At the leasti
the reshaping of graduate teacher education will require attention to, And

on, these fronts:

1. A clear distinction must be made between 'raduate teacher education
on he one hand and inservice education on the o They are not

synonymous] The formeri-Shigher education, while the latter is

post-secondary education. It is quite appropriate for teacher
education to be involved in both, but a clear distinction must
be -made and communicated to the.PUblic. High - quality- graduate

teacher education involves scholarly pursuits, in-depth educa-.
tional- research, and intensive study of the discipline. Inservice

education shOuld be a high-quality experience, but of an entirely
different nature. To combine the two serves only to dilute both.
It mould seems highly desirable for an organization such as the
American AssociatiOn of Colleges forTeaoher Education (AACTE) to
attempt a careful study of this proposition. To preserve our role

in both, we need to provide the definitions, instead of having
definitions provided for us. Such an undertaking would enhance
rather than-endanger the relationship between graduate teacher
education and the "profestion." Also, there is good reason to
believe that such a move would enhance graduate teacher education
programs and their overall status within their own institutions.

Graduate teacher education must carefull examine the bases on

rogramming occurs. Are programs devised. or modified forwhich
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flnancial,ior educational reasons? We can take little
solace° from the fact thatove.are4where we are in many instances.

because we've attempted:tobe.presponsive." foundation on

which graduate teacher education -rests must be sound and trans-

latable educational research.
Thvpreservation of scholarly graduate programs in teacher

_.
education ts whapsthe_single_mOst important factor in our-.
ability to forestall the takeover of all profiSifonal--preparation ---

beyond-the bachelor't degree;' These are the only programs the-
professional,associations have not.clatmed.as being-within thetr,
'capability domain" to deliver as well` at', or better than,Insfi

tutions of higher educatiOn. These -programs, then, must not be.

mantOlated by extraneous political or economic factors, but
managed instead: by-Sound'acadeinic planning. `High -dual ty i riser=
vice programs and other continuing education activities are the

appropriate vehicles forreS'Oonding to the political and economic
pressures-existing in today's institutions of higher education.

,Finally,graduate programs that art changed or modified either.

in substanCe or methodof delivery because of perceived societal

deMand should be reexamined. Perhaps what is really needed is an
infinitely better communications system aboUt our,programs-which
themselves need to be thoroughly understood by their creators --

rather`" than constant modification. based on others' perceptions, of

what these programs should be.

Graduate -teacher education should reflectA roactive
ether than reactive osfure. Programs must give evidence of

being ahead of the profession itself; advanced preparation' should

. be just that! From such progranis shoUld come individuals exceed-

ingly well grounded in the basicS with expanded knowledge for

shaping the future of education. We must educate individuals who

are not confined to the what is but instead can confront the what

,should be, or even what must be, issues for eduCatiOn in the

future Our profesSton needs graduate programs to which it can

turn for more than itnow has.
Graduate teacher education should.be where new- andhetter

models for education are developed, and tested. Intente, Creative

efforts should be recibired of all.involved,'graduate students as

,well-as faculty, to extend our knowledge. of education beyond that

of today; the leadership necessary -to plot the future of education

effectively should emanate from those who have successfully.,

completed our gradUate teather:education programs.

The future status -of raduate tea Heducation will defend in

large measUre On effective ro rams ofifaquttilreoriehtation-

facult- develo-'meat , ou will. Such programs, using some of

the best- minds available. are critical. to restoring the,essente

of graduate-level education. Restructuring a solid 'support 'system

for faculty members by building anetwork of communicating- profes

-sionals is perhaps -the.most effective and efficient way to accom-

plish this.
A- large - scale effort at establishing regional, state, .and

national'seminers for the purpose of redefining graduate teacher

education would be highly desirable- -maybe even-essential to the
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task, ..These shOuld include colleagues.from-othei. apprbPriate and

related disciplines.. And, while ft- may be heresy to suggest it,
the seminars should be.limited to those in higher education., Such
an,undertaking could be mounted through the existing structure of
.AACTE with or without additional_ootside fUnding.-

-stems must be.desi tied and im'lemented in hi #herh
ducat on we are-- arut_i to u rea istica e ro es

be_qg greed upon us. This flexible Approach must be designed in
such a way that charges of elitism'are not leveled at institutions
that try-lt Yet it iscreasonable to expect that role require
Ments shoUld:be defined more precisely and appropriate rewards be
assigned.' tblnese differing expectations;'we,cannot expect each
fdeulty member ieo be-all things to all people for-All time.

-Differentiated career patterns. need to be. clearly defined and

communicated to persons entering tke:broAd.field of teachereduca-
tiOn.-- New "or- renewed clasifications: of clinical professorships,
leCtUrers, part-time assignments, orjoint'appointments- of various
types should be investigated and The expectation that all
who enter higher education will excel-As teachers and researchers,
and have a longs distinguished list-of,publiqationSand public ser-

: vice accomplishments as well, is-an unrealistic view of individual

difference& and competencies.

-education inienetp,1 and graduate teacher education-f:

ar u ar need to reconvincethe:Aenera- pu- id and variouspres
sure irou.s of- the merit of-- -universit- .s a relativel ob'ective-

.environment or studying. various di&ciplines, not in amacuum but

if detached settiAg. The notion of the 'NOY towternAS neces--
sarily negative must be dfspelled.-We must cOmmuhicate to our
various publics that we are engaged in the attempt to find scilu-
tions'or,problems that have universal' application.. While we are
criticized fOr not knowing how to SolVe specific problems, we must
convince our potential clientele of the merit in investigating
discrete elements of problem solving and preparing students to meet

a complexity ofproblem situations'.:
Institutions of higher-education- are being asked more and more

to design programs that are job specific and career oriented.
Again, we are faced with a situation in which forces outside the
university are determining -what the various programs:should look

like.e instead. of preparing education personnel for a-wide variety

of caiven options and letting them apply their learning -abilities
to jobrspecific tasks, we have allowed the job-specific tasks-to

determine the edutational programs. Graduate. teacher education

should take placein an environment. relatively free from the
vicissitudes of the,most recent education fads, political demands,
or supply and demand surveys that are relentlessly beating at our

doors.

The future of graduate programs in teacher education can.be .viewed in

a'pesOmistic light. Certainly, we do have concerns and-pressures that

could cause uslo lament our fate. There is, however,'a brighter side to

the issues we have discussed thus far. There. has never been.a golden. age

of .graduate teacher education during which All problems were solved as soon
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as they-appeared. -Professional education study has-continually provided
meaningful challenges forthose involved in this important work. Let each

of-us look upon these issues and .concerns as a spur. to action whidh will
result in the preparation of far-reaching, insightful professionals who can
anCwill approach the future with confidence.
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WHEN IGNORANT ARMIES CLASH BY'NIGHT1

Ira . Gordon

IN MEMORIAM. Dr. Ira J. Cordon died last fall of an apparent heart'
When stricken, he had been serving as Dean of the.

School of Education at the University of North Carolina dt Chapel Hill'for
just over a year. Previously he had been Dirdnor of, the Institute for
Development of Human Resources at the University of Florida.

A recognized authority on early childhood and parent education and
development, Dr. Gordon had established a reputation as -a researcher,
consultant, and author. Just before his death, he had agreed to conirib-,

ute to this collection, and had drafted the paper that appears here. His
assistant Mary Wetherby completed the task and submitted the manuscript
for publication.

The Clearinghouse is fortunate to be able to include the chapter, one
of the last manuscript? by this renowned educator.

Clearinghouse

The title of this thaptee has beendeliberately choseh to reflect
the confusion and disarray, that some feel'about the status of teacherstatus

.--edutatiOn-in-the: United States.- It was also:chosen to reflect that not
only are there' conflicts, but many of the conflicts arise because of

'-ignorance---for 'example, inadequate scientific and practical information
aboUt social organizations or the teaching-learning process,- ignorance of
agencies- about one andther; 'or lack of knowledge,.-on the-part of people
within various groUps, about thesirrole and responsibility.

A SYSTEMS OVERVIEW

From a systems perspective,' it is clear that the graduate schoollbf
education't-GSE) is-not an independent entity determining its own goals
operations, and resources.. -,It fits within a cambUs, whether that campus be
a major research university:such- as the University of North Carolina at
-Chapel Hill:or an institution primarily dedicated to undergraduate educa- .

tion- but with,a small graduate program. The smallest system--the micro-
system--is. the campus, which includes the GSE, other departments, adminis-
trative units, and the liKe. There are roles and relationships, goals and
expectations,- and history which influence how the partners tn thattentral
unit relate to and-affect each other.

The next system surrounding. the campus cans-Ills ofthree major
agencies:. the State University SysteM or State College:Board to which'the
campus belongs in many states, the State,bepartment of Public Instruc-

tion, and the local educational units. The third layer consists of state
legislators, local and state media; and a local and state lay public.. An

outer layer consists of the federal and national norm groups,. including
the research-community, the national professional teacher organizations,

From the poem, Dover Beach, by Matthew Arnold.
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nationatschool-bbards, national Parent Teacher Association, and the
federal political system.'
r. In orderAo address where we are, need to o, or are going, in graduate
education, we need to examine' briefly the forces within the micro - system
that influence deCision making and the environmental pressures from outside
the dentralfsystemi and then attempt. tp make some resolution.:' This chapter
will analyze, the_ _se and external nessures that influence the
e avior o t e -i'SE-and-then---WiTT-tUggestjsOMO possible oPtibili-lb-Fthe
future,

.
A personal diSciaimer needs to. be.made at this point:- 1 am relatively

new'to administration, having assumed the deanship in May 1977, andA Come
from a research orientation based essentially-in the field of human devel-
opment. I have previbus 'experience as-a department chairperson and as

--director of a research institute.

FORCES WITHIN THE MICRO7SYSTEM

Within the system,` decreased enrollment tn both undergraduate and
.graduate courses - -not just dUring the academic-year, but .particularly
noticeable in summer sessions--is perceived as -a major-pressure. Since

an academic unit characteristically is allotted faculty. .positions in Some
Proportion to the number of students the unit serves, this decrease in
enrollment threatens not pnlyThontenured faculty members,but also the .
program of the unit. - If thereirlittleturnoVeror even a decrease in
faculty personnel, then .impetus for change, the infusion of new -blood,and
all o' the other consequences of static or-dedlining'resources move froM

,,- perception to reality. Great. effort is expended to preserve one_' t job--

to hold on to existing territory and maintain existing organization.
GSEs, as well as all- other drganiytions, suffer from a form of

Parkinsonism., This term derives froefarkinw0s.,Law that organiza0on,
will expend their energy .in maintaini4themseives- as they` are Or tO -.

increasingly buqaucratizing themselves. They spend their energies not in

program but in maintenance... Decreased enrollments operate to-accelerate
this 'process and to:foster a ." "circle the wagons" mentality.

Since:most institutions were'experiehcing rapid growth until the past '''
few years, we can see-generational conflict within the -faculty itself.
The hvms of older faculty members' Are oriented,toward teaching. and campus
service,,with -.some elements of respbnsiveness to teachers in the field.
The older-generation alsb fits comfortab y intd a state's "old boy" network

in

_sincemany of their graduates are now' in lmportanipositions of,leadership-.-
'throughout the State public school syste .. The tendency is 'to Operate.on '.

-'personar bases and teach from old views-of the classroom and certainly-bbt
to engage in research. That, at least in caricature, -is the perceptiOn.
held by the generation hired from the late .Sixties'intd the mid
seventies. ,-. . ,,

This group of younger faculty members also can be they

areeen:as:havittg highly goals and a atti- ....,

tOde;,that TSthey-Ove neither 'a-strong allegiance to theAnstitution
..

that payt:them'nor_asepte, of. professional obligation to any norm group -in.

the profesiional or Scientific domain.- Their goals are personal achieve-

ment and grandeur, and they take any opportunistic route toachieve these

.

goals'. In effect they are saying, "If theorganization doesn't knOwwhere .

it is going,- I might a well advance.myseMand use the system to suit my
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purpese." 'WS type of thinking is a form of individual self-protection

against an irrational systems They seek enhancement through research,
publication, or Oreseetionsatmeetings, but.what they research and

--publish does not necessarily have a longitudinal thrust. ,If
they seek grants, they go where the money is rather than first determin-
ing whit they' wiSh to. do. :Thus,.-in,gbals and attitudes about teaching,
er ice,_ anci_re40arch-the three clearcut goals of any .GSE--the Younger

faculty members are cue d fferent rom t ei r e ers , ThIS -generatienal

conflict Spills over into -subdiscipline conflict, since very often:the
.

elders are in administration and in curriculm and. instruction,, while the-
youngsters are used to be more.peripheral fields of counseling,

special education, school.psychology,-and;the like. .

Ahother-forceat play is the fact that schools of education generally
occupy arelatively low Status on the campus. Thus, those who wish:to::

"make it" attempt to emulaWbehavier of those who are perceived as haVing

,high aids. The tendency .-Itr.4m. assume that the - liberal arts model of
graduate education anctIcientific research is the appropriate way to raise

the Status of the school and, thus, one's own status as a member of

education faculty. .
. II

A 'common sourdewf-difficulty is the conflicting role expectations for".

GSE-faculty members. On the one hand, they are expected to relate,as peers
to teachers in the field-and serve in-evariety of wayg requjring particu-

lar types .of preparation, travel, and time. On the othert0d*,they are
aware of the traditional -university viewpoint aboOt:appropmiatvtehavior
leading to tenure and promotionl they perceive thV'reward. Ostem in-the-

Aiiversity as an obstacle to3the-field service commitment Of professionals

in education. From my perspective, this is more an excuse than a reality,
but nevertheless the perception is firmly entrenched.

All institutions go through cycles.4f centripetal and'centrifugal
periods; at times they move-towarcrserong;centralization, and at-other

times they move toward high levels OfAecentralization. Schools of educa.7'

tionseem to beat different phases' 1.:his cycle; and soMetimes,-both-

mtivements'are occurring. simultaneously. While some program,. (undergrad"-

,uate teacher education, perhapS) are becoming more centralited; others

4t0::mOving in the opposite-direction; for example, many seem. to be decen-

trikiiing the:doctoral program by4trengthening the control of the doctoral

pnimittee aS,'iS'-Common in the arts'ihd sciences This change raises funda-
,

tiiental'..4peStiont about the differenCesThetween a graduate school in the

6artOnd sciences and a ProfessionaIraduate school. It has certainly,

led:tb;the.tdecIine-in importance of FbUnAations-experievces, especially in

.what.:-40030.b the jewel of FoundatiOns;-that is,lhistory, philosophy,

-and SottalIbotvoVeducation -Psychology. manages to make its,way because.

.of.its'emPhaSis,-on research and its controi_to date, of theIliajorMesearch.

.and evaldition models. But as schoo.ls move to increase specializatio
the CoMmon-training of those who wild posses an education degree tends

to-decrease; consequently, the interchapjCaMong doctoral students
representing differentsubdisciplines within- the ffeld suffers. And

membership in the ignorant armies swellt as a result
All -fields suffer from fads and fancies, but fields wiaLheavy

'.`practitioner orientation and without a sound, well - accepted, scientific,..

jnewledge base are more likely to follow such fads.,, Education is obvioa4ly

not,imMune, and indeed is a prime.ekaMple of "bandwaggn",activity.- Not 011

of these fads originate within the Micro7system, however; in fact, most

.Of,them do not. Within the System, those who resist the fad. because they
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believe it to be a fad, and know that if they tan, resist w years'i
will go away, are,ranged &gaff-1St those who:see theJaCas an o tunity
for personal advancement or enharicement.-andof course, those o are the
true believers. Some see competency-b4sed teacher eduoation as sUch a fad;
athers fese-the.elphasis on field' approaches is yet another one,

aportunism vs.'Plannlna

Another- Wayof'lookingat-SOMe Of-these ideas, so. that, category ig*,

not.spen-as-a distinct:elementis to 4nalyz&the.i.ssue.Os representing the
.,-tension ofopportOnism versus Alarming. .t sometimes seerris,:thatacademit
units develop byal)seudopod apkcach: they resemble_ -the enoeba--first one
foot is extendedythen.thp-OhOleApoebe-follows. Some person:or'group-gets
arlidei.,,somehowHis::sucCetSfOihPliciting funds, begins a program, theh
gradually shap4 the'directien oU.eonsiderable sChool. energies o carry out
what was not an agreed-upon OlandeVetoped. across the board by faculty. mem-.
bers.-:.$16:doubt this is a time- honored and probably very-successful.prode-
AUre. AtTeflectsbeliefsjn-aCadeMit--f-reedo0:, indiVidual initlative, and
all.ofthose gabAthingS,..butit,afSbr01,e4 a` certain 'degree df:anarChy'

.

program plapning.:.Althbt6h:plan5.060Wnevermit off opportuOtiels.,
neither shpuld programS be developed. simply-in response to .an attractive,
lUrei-esApialjy,of:dollars,fromrsOme forCe''eXternal to the school.,

The MicrOSYSteCincludes inore:thak the -ME., It includes the Whole.,
.caMpus 41y.preceding'comments have referred to forces w4thiri-the:SChooL.
of Education,-but:other-subsystems within rthe,.Micro7syst&Nalso peedja-be-
addresset. ObOausly, the College of Liberal Arts plays a)canslderable
role in the undergraduate preparation of,teachers, in provision.of both
general education and subject matter training. It is not clear how large-
a role that College should,play'in graduate education. The differences

-between its orientation and-that of the, School of EduCation may create a
variety of tensions in program -development, Departments within the College
of Liberal Arts' such -as- psychology .and sociology, have professional
training- On.a large university campus, other professional.large
schools also are engaged iatrai.ning people who will either work in the
public schools serve in-agericies-that have educational Missions. .

SchoolS of social Work, Medicine, dentistry, allied. health; .and public
health all- are a -ini'ng edUcotOrs in some fashion. If a School ofgduca7
tion addiAts the 4iot.*on that its mission extends beyond the training of
perSonnelJor the lic school system and attempts to train people for any
organization with: educational mission, the old turf $trugglerl'ecome.
nevi t`al red. .Thes struggiesttecome'-especialltevidentO.s.otOr'.4gencies
frOM-off.campUS fund nutritioqeducation programs,-,training.group home
workers,. day care-rand child 6r6activities, community_ mental health
Centers, and.the

In sum,- a varpty,',of ressures and forCes,withih.
060 of education:Ond,: camp .influence-its ability to devetap a clear:.
fission and self - percept on and- then teCarry. out,apprOpriate activities._

PRtSSWESFROM OUTSIDE THE RO-nSTEM

= .

The first set of pressures comes from the system immediately sur-
rounding the campUsOhat-is, the State University System, the-State

A)epartMent.of PublicInStrUction, the local' education agencies, and the
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state-teacher organizations and other interest group organizations, such
as the PTA and the American Association of 'Retired Persons.

State Universit S-stem. The-move in many states to ,consolidated
.: universities consider& y -decreases certain elements of local control at

the campus level and at the OSE level. A state.OniVOrsi,ty system tends to

seek uniformity frfall of itSunits;. ft_hasdifficOltr,supporting the'
notion-that-gne unit may have a special mission, a Spetial student body,
, or a -different fundiWpattern "Ach lip service is given to support of
the oldest and more estigious units irfth&sYstem--the Berkeleys,and
UCLAs and Chapel Hills and Urbana S.' 'However,'funds are spread across all
unit's and there As sooner or later A search toelimiriate duplication, an
attempt at some common numbering of courses.:' Courses should be the same,

programs should be the same, students-who-enter them should.be the same and

should emerge looking alike. The notion- works in the'factory system--a car

produced in Detroit should not functiOn differently from a car produced
in McKeesport, Pennsylvania. PeopleAn academia obviously resist such
notions. -They recognize the total unreality indeed the'destructiveness,

Of such views. They believe firmlOhat_differept schools can and should
have'different missions, that different4tudenttodies can and should be
served in different ways, and .that.fundingsnaUld bekfunction not simply

of head counts but of missions as well.' , ,

n addition, the central administrationSof,state university systems
behVe all bureaucracies do:. they increase their numbers and then

,atteiwk. o extend their influence and interfere with the operations of the

septt Units. Their tendency is to move paSt-theiroriginal mission of
injecting some elements of .,coordination, and into control and dictation
`Since the central units allocate the dollars, the old slogan that"Ppower

goes .where the dollars go" has a certain validfty, even in these days of

cheap dollars. Thus a school's mission is influenced from outside by the
desires, philosophy, and viewpoints of staff members of a board of regents.

The State-Department of Public Instruction. 'Obviously, state depart-

mentS of public instruction -always play key roles in teathereducation
since they are the accrediting agencies. Thy .provide one of the reviews
for determining 'whether thetchool of EdUCAtion can tu)n out a0:redited

professionals. But SOPis recently have moved more strongly into inserOce,
training and Are often competing with graduate schools of education tha

are developing field-oriented programs. Further, the extensive` staff
opment,epportunities and experiences provided throughout the year by state2-

departments of education to teachers in local systems have no doubt con-
tributedgsubstanttally to the Adecline of summer school enrollments. Third,

funding ,patterns now are plating more4and-Tiore-fed6ral funds in the hands

of state -department personnel, not only.,,th ObliC fnStrution but also in

human resources, health, and other areas'whfCh relate to graduate training.

Fourth, through legislative pressure or public demand, more anCmore
4 mission-oriented and hands-on, shbrt-term, practical programs are being

Adopted. State department funds for these programs tendto help shape the

graduate education program 2y offering inducements for schools to seek such

funds, and thus to do tasks that may not always be..relevant to _primary

missions.

The Local Education Agencies. LEAs,. not only as the immediate

consumers of the products GSEs but also as consumers of field services,
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play a major role77and I hope an increasingly major role--in influenOing
GSE .0rograms. . typically, however, field services -have been offered through
either organized field serviss bureau- extension courses or private con-
,SUltinvto respond to perceiVed needs of LEAs. MOstof these perceived
needs are of a very- practical nature, and very real. :Hpweverwhile the
fireman-consultant responding to individual alarms'inaybe-SoM0What
successful ln putting out the fires, he or she lever, develops any ModtVs,

, or treatable program elements,. and certainly does not:generate research.
FOr schools of education to support, titherJorMally or informally; the
fireman-consultant role may be counterproductive to sySteMatic LEA and
GSE program develoanent.

An'emerging force in the LEA is the teacher organtiation, whose
strength is fostered by federal teacher OnterHegiSlation. There is a
degree of tension within the LEA and between the:LEA and the GSE -about
the role of teacher organizations in inservice and preservice:education.
No one is the villain. . People in each of theseagenties operate with good
will; but very often the SUS, SDPI, LEA, and GSE are not communicating
effectively with each other,and are working at cross -plirposeS.

The State Lech slature. Since education is. a-responsibility0fAhe:.-
state, state legislatures have--and increasingly are usi=ng - -the power
to set directions for the substance of education and the measurement .of
program effects.. The accountability movement and competency testing, now
in at leatt 33 statesi=are indicative of thiS legislative power. Further,

many legislatures adopt acts to establish mhat course should be taught in
teacher education; thus, for example, we are legislatively mandated to
offer a reading course for secondary school teachers. On the one hand, it
is fine that legislators are concerned about reading. However, such an
intrusion into.what has been.for centuries the particular domain of higher
education reflects the weakness of the professional school and the view of
teacher education as quite different from education for other fields
bearing the label "professional."

. One cannot imagine a state legislaturtrequiring the School of Medicine
to offer a specific course in neuro-anatomy or physical therapy, or the Law
School to offer a special course in the presentation of trial briefs. This
highly permeable barrier Around the School of Education presents distinct
Problems, whereas ott14'r campus units are more able to control their -own
fields and fates. In addition, state legislation promulgating initiatives
for a host of concerns-domMunity schools,,- early childhood educationback
to the basics," requirements for driver education and nutrition education
and consumer eduCation and parent education, ad infinitum, for the high
schools--indirectly shapes not only' undergraduate training programs but
those in the graduate school of education'as

Federal Legislation. Any administrator of a school of education knows

well- the role of the federal government. In many cases half the - school's
budget derives from federal funds, either directly or indirectly through
state sources. The federal teacher center legislation, the Education for
All Handicapped Children Act,(PL 94-142), the Education PrilfOssiOs Devel-
opment Act (EDPAY, and all the numbers and letters impac tProgram decision
making in the GSE.

But the role of the federal government transcend training programs.
The general movement, in both federal legislation and the bureaucracies,
toward mission-oriented contract, research has profound effect/ on graduate.
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schools of edUcation, I believe strongly'that good-researchr;driginates
in the'mind and heart of the individual researcher brin the tnformal

network of a- group,of.collaborators. Becoming good researcher takes time

and requires small, successes either:4s a participant in.-5o0b programmatic

effort 'or in the.developmentYof'one's own long,terry research thrust. _For

universities to take the route 0f)response to .'",Requests for Proposals"
(RFPs) from government-agencieS virtually kills off the development of

,young investigators chances Of'securing even small amounts of funds
to begin their research careers are virtually nil. The opportunities for

ingenuity, for discovery o1 new research areas, for creativity, do not
exist in an RFP framewbrk. Turthermore, the nature of the university,
itself makes rapid response to FFPs'an extremely difficult task logis-

Acally.'
In addition, the RFP route presents major problems philosophically:

control of.research often rests in the -hand'of people who have never con-
ducted research themselves; who have no understanding of researdp-norms or
the needs for basic research; and who, because they are fat removed from

the field, have no understanding of 'the realities of conducting research in
an education-setting, as distinct from some laboratory or textbook model.

Further, the topics chosen for study and the way RFPs require one to study
them suborn the true research process. We will pay for years in staff
development and in products of knowledge for this unfortunate movement to
mission-oriented RFPs..

Other Pressures. Nom groups are also part of the larger system that

brings pressures on the School of Education. The.. educational research and

OaTuation community itself, the scientific and-professional community,- the

community of scholars, all should obviously play a fundamental role In

influencing GE programs. In the'best of all possible worlds, all members

of the GE faculty are part of this community.
Meetings, journals, and informal network arrangements should contin-

uously alert faculty members to.new knowledge and the latest strategies.

Were we truly a community, the number of fads and fancies might be
decreased, and there might also be strength enough to resist some of the

pressures from outside forces. Today, there is disappointment and -disagree-

ment over program evaluation, over the utility of such ideas as competency-

-
based teacher education; but I also see a lack of any fundamental program-
mattc research in curriculum development. It is as though .the efforts of

the 19505 have spun themselves out and nobody has either the energy or the

beak to move past them.
Research on teaching also is a chaotic field. We lack any sense of

direction in our research and ,evaluation efforts. To some degree, the lack

of a grand design may be good, since I place my faith in the individual

,.researcher. Nevertheless, if there is no set of general theories, if the

work of individual researchers doesn't relate to that of others and doesn't

begin to build some sort of common knowledge base, then we are simply

tinkering instead of moving toward a science of education.
Where does this leave us? Within each system and across systems, there

, are tensions and problems. No group ha5a clear view. Our situation can

e summed up by other lines from Arnold's poem: "and we are here a on a

darkling plain, swept with confused alarms of struggle and flight."2

2 Ibid.
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POSSIBLE OPTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

This section preSents possible options which are currently being
explored at the University of North Carolina atChapel Hill. TheSe ideas
may have little or much generalizability to the field; but they represent
both process and substance of how a faeUity,in a School of Education can
apProach the problems destribed earlier:4nd Attempt to redefine or restate
its view of its-role in graduate edUCatfon.

The DNC-CH School of Education is a relatively small school, particu-
larly for one located at a major research university. Its size offers the
advantage of facilitating interpersonal communication but the disadvantage
of limiting resources in certain areas. -Traditionally the,School, like
many of its counterparts, had a larger undergraduate than graduate enroll-
ment and perceived its primary role as undergraduate teacher education.
The time of many faculty members was consumed -totally by undergraduate
programs, at least to the extent that their attention' to graduate pro-
grams was a peripheral or overload effort. Responses. to the field combined-
some high-level, well-done, systematic efforts; some individual consult-
ing; and a number of extension courses. Not only was no research planned,
but virtually no funded research was being conduCted;-the-main pattern of
research was via doctoral dissertations.

The School is organized in four divisions: Curriculum and Instruction,:
Human Development and Psychological Services, Organizational Development
and Institutional Studies, and Special Education. This divisional struc-
ture is fairly new. As-of July 1977, undergraduate teacher-education was
not centralized in any fashion but was rather a joint responsibility across
three divisions, although program elements were integrated by-committees
and reports and in other inforW -ways. Responsibility for training

tprospective high school teachers rested not only.with the School but with
departments in the College. of Liberal Arts-notably in speech, uric, art,

and foreign languages, areas in which- the- School of Education ha) no

teacher'education faculty positions,_
Our first task was the development of program prioritieswithin each

division. We began at the division level, but then used several inter-
divisional faculty committees to develop a restatement schoolwide of our
roles in graduate education. We have taken into account the variety of
pressures mentioned earlier and have recently emergedvdth 4 redefined view
of ourselves and some concrete plans'for implementation.

From my perspective, the process is as important as the substance; that
is, until the members of a school of education faculty can perceive some
common missions and can develop a sense of professional identity, profes-
sional pride, and belief in themselves and their organizations,,nothing
much will happens Just as we believe self-concept is an important element
in individual achievement, so also are faculty self-concept and the institu-
tioes self - concept vital elements in their ability to achieve. One step,

to which I alluded earlier,ils to define the differences between a Graduate

School of Education as a professional school and the, missions of depart-
ments in -a School of Liberal Arts.

I- have used as a model the view offered by Simon (1969), that in the
university setting it is the task of the academic and scientific disci-
plines to describe how things are and how they work. It has been the task

of professional schools to teach how to design and make things and,.from

this perspective, School's of Education are engineering schools. But accord-

ing to Simon, "Engineering schools have become schools of physics and
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mathematics; medical schools have become schoolsof biological sciences;
OusinesS schools, have become schools of finite matheMatics. The use of
adjectives like 'applied' conceals, but does not change, the fact" (p. 56).-

This is happening in education, too: "Education schoolt:have attempted
to become schools of behavioral science, reading research has becOme the
study of psycholinguistics, curriculum research has become the investiga-
tion of. cognitive psychology (Piaget), instructional research the inves-
tigation of operant principles. Faculties in schools of education attempt
to become describers rather than designers" (Gordon, 1978, p. 2. Thus we
need to address the qUestions: What do we do as designers rather than
describers? How'in our priorities for program development, how within our
courses, how in our relations with our peers in the field, do we behave
from a design rather than a description orientation?

We have of course not resolved this issue, nor even fully addressed it.
But 1. believe it is an important distinction that graduate schools of'
education need to address. We should'seek our legitimacy through high-
quality, rigoroUsly intellectual endeavors.in the design field, and not
attempt to emulate the descriptive- sciences. In the past, as 1 have worked
with many graduate students designing their dissertations, I have been
discouraged that students in curriculum and instruction try to do diSserta-

;

tions in developmental psychology. Even stud is in educational psychology
do the same thing. It is not that we are not Opable of such study, but
that it is not appropriate. We have so many wsolved problems in the
delivery of good instruction and in the fleasu ement of both learners and
the learning Setting-that we should devote oLI-. energies to these issues
rather than to fundamental learning processes or the chemical composition
of the brain.

From this often unstated position has come our divisional and now our
school self-concept. Like all self-concepts, it is not fully integrated;
some aspects of self are at the perceptual level, other aspects are periph-
eral and easily subject to change, and the deep inner core is probably more
private than public. Nevertheless, this first step gives us additional
options to examine and makes public a view for open communication. What

follows are excerpts from our statement:

The primary function of the School of Education is to se've the
needs of the people of the State of North Carolina in the setting of a
doctoral research institution. . . . A number of factors were examined
in the arrival at the present statement to accomplish that mission. An

examination of major professional issues, current prof?ssional and
scientific literature, existing and potential resources, the govern-
ments' (State and federal } Niews as reflected in legislation, all
contributed to our thinking. It is essential, as educators of
professionals, that we prepare people who provide the best learn_i
environments and experiences for students of all ages. The measurement
of effectivenesS, and its implications for program development and
teacher education, are of major concern. . . . [What is required is]

not only that school people understand what . . . tests measure and
be able to interpret them . . . but also that schools develop new
curriculum and instruction efforts to enable those pupils who are doing
poorly in the early years or'fail the competency test-at:grade 11 to
receive training to enable them to graduate from high school.with an
acceptable degree of functional literacy. . . . There is considerable
unhappiness in the profession and the scientific field itself with
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current research methodological problems for program evaluation.
At the same time, this area is one of great aMbiguity.
devoted to field collaborative efforts, opportunities ebound for the

contribution 'to scientific knowledge and practical utilization of

Various approaches to program evaluation_ using sociological and
anthropological perspectives as well-as psychological and psycho-,
metric designs (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1978,

pp. 1, 2).

In addition, we discuSsed the impact of Special Education' legislation,

basic skills, and reading programs, and stated:

Although reading has been seen as the key to further development

of ideas, in today's world, information is gained through the other

media as well as from print. . This requires that literacy be more

broadly defined toJeclude all forms of communication and means of

acquiring information. We must upgrade the capabilities of the school

system to make pupils truly literate in thi5 larger sense (p. 3).

The movement of schools of education into areas that were formerly

identified with other professional schools or disciplireSmas mentioned

in the first section of this paper:

We recognize there are changing concepts of education and the

roles of Schools of Education. .1n the professional- and scientific

domains, the nature-of other social agencies, and their:.relationships

to education, and the relationships of various educational agencies,.

are in a state of flux. There is an increased awareness Of the role of
the family and society in perSonal as well as intellectual development.

Other professionals who are narrowly trained in clinical fashion need

reeducation to perform teaching role's.... For .example, clinical psychol-

ogists in community ";ntal health centers, social ,workers, and members

of the health.profe ins are all engaged in Avarieti of educational

pursuits .which reqUire them tojiereedu4ted.::.

.,2

We now recognize. that edudation begins long before. formal

schooling andAasts throughout life.. This imposes upon.a School of
Education responsibilities to examine its role and contribution to

informal or nonformal educational agencies .such as the family, the

neighborhood, day care centers, homes for the elderly. It requires

collaboration with other professionals (p. 3).

In the mission statement, we have addressed such emerging issues as

changes in governance, the-role of lay personnel end parents in the educe-

tion of their children, and the relationships of teacher organizations to

inservice education, as well as issues of civil rights and individual

rights 4o education. The statement itself, attempts to integrate research,

on- campus.. graduate education, and field-based efforts in collaboration not

only with school systems but with all other agencies concerned with learn-

ing..and development:

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has been desig-

nated by the Board of Governors as a doctoral research institution.

keeping with this designation, the School of Education seeks to inte-

grate research, teaching, and service into a system to meet the needs
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identified in the rationale,-and to meet emerging__ needs of the state,
region, and nation in years 'to come.

Research ideas originate in the mind and heart of a single inves-
.tigator rather than in committees or at divisional faculty meetings.
Thereforlii the School of Education has no specific research topics that

can be called its misSion. However, it is-expected that 'faculty,
together with graduate and undergradUate 'students and interested.
professionals in,the field, will be constantly engaged in research
designed to enhance our understanding of the teaching-learning prOces&,
the:nature of -schools and schooling, the relationships among agencies

responsible for the education of the child, the development of intel-
lect and personality, the analysis of curriculum programs and the

design of teacher education. Since most questions in education are
complex and include the analysis of many variables, the school encour-
ages collaborative efforts in the natural setting over the role of the

single investigator in the laboratory. It also requires, therefore,
that graduate student& have a considerable understanding of :multi-
variate procedures, and analyses so that they can create, design, and

participate in educational investigation. We see the .conduct of

.research as closely related to the education of students and the

performance of collaborative missions with school systems and other
agencies concerned with the growth and development of people (p. 6).

The School of Education sees as its primary teaching mission the
education of educational, leaders at the doctoral` level to serve the

state, region, and the nation. This effort is accomplished through
'programs in the four divisions of the school and throUgh considerable

interdivisional and schoolwide activities.
The academic programs, . . are all designed to include consider-

able field experience in practicums and internships in the schools and

agencies which are involved-in collaborative staff development and

research- efforts*with the School. Thus the academic program is inte-

grated into the general mission of teaching, research, and service and

is not purely a campus classroom activity.
Many of the experiences provided to graduate students are designed

from an interdivisional perspective. All Ph.D. students take -a common

core of research design and statistics courses, and participate as
apprentices in the field research program of the school. Faculty are

expected to play service roles for students across divisions as well as
fundamental roles in the undergraduate program and in the field efforts

(p. 7).
In addition to the divisional structure, several interdivisional

committees are involved in program development in areas such as

research training, training of professionals whose primary field is not

education, and in examination of the relationships between education,

the family, the community, and the service delivery systems. Parent

education and parent involvement are important featuret of the inter-

divisional program effort . (p. 9).

It is obvious from the above that a central thrust of the School

is relating to those in the field carrying out the daily activities of

education in its many settings, including schools from nursery through

graduate school, social agencies and institutions, and the home. The

School has both a responsive and initiative'stance toward these agen-

cies. It is engaged; and seeks.to engage, in collaborative endeavors

of a long term nature with them on problems identified as being of
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:mutual. interest. These activities include the design of programs that
include local staff development as well as internship andrpraCticum
experiences for students, apd-the conduct of -research that leads to
generalized information which can be of service to all agencies engaged
in_edUcation, broadly conceived. The School has close ties to con-.
sortia of school district?, as welVas to single School districts and

to various state agencies-And state. institutions where children and '

youth are served (p. 10).

CONCLUSIONS

I am not saying that the procedures w4 have used, which fit our place

within our own system and respond to the history of the school and the

institution, Can orShould be generalized. What I am suggesting is that

the faculty members and. administrators concerned with the questions "Where

are we?" and "Where ShouldHwebe going?" adopt an analytic framework. I

feel the-systems approach is most useful to examine the pressures that

apply in a- particular situation, especially the faCulty's own professional.

perceptions, goals,and resources, andto arrive at a solution appropriate

to that school as well a to the needs of the systems to which it belongs.

They might also ask: "What is it that we can do in this institution that
isnot;easily replicabje in a sister institution? What is it they are

doing so -well,Ahht we should no
sl

longer do?" We need to abandon Our defen-

ve stance and seek restatement and redefinition.
.

,

-_GraduatesChools of education, I believe, have a fundaMental and

continuous role td but, we need to engage in very serious, difficult,
and sometimes - traumatic self-exploration, and put forth our concept of
ourselves rather:,thanbe governed by external perceptions of us. Flow -a

school does thi may-be highly individualistic, but I believe the process

is essential f- ;11. It may not end the clash, but it might decrease the

ignorance of drmies and move.the struggle into the daylight.
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GRADUATE TEACHER EDUCATION:
RESPONDING TO -THE NEEDS OF THE TEACHING PROFESSION

*James M. Cooper and Wilford A. Weber

The AMerican}ssociationof Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE)
Bicentennial Commission on Education for the Profession of Teaching
expressed the belief that "no effort to improve. the .schools in America
is likely to succeed until substantial progress is Made in improving the-
professional education of teachers and the valid knoWledgtL base upon which
it rests", (How-Sam, 1976, p. 14). The view here is that improvement.of the
professional education of teachers is bestatcomplished through graduate
teacher education programs.

The programs described in this chapter -represent a portion of one
institution's efforts to improve professional education for teachers in
this regard. In discussing three of-the'University of Houston's graduate
-teacher-education programs--the School-Based leacher Education Program, the
MaSter of Education in Teaching DegreeProgrM, and the Doctor of Education
in .Teacher Education Degree Program--we will examine the institutional con-
text in which each was developed and the professional needs to which each

Was responding.

INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT

As with so many ins ttutions of higher'education, the University of
HouSton has experiented ecijning enrollments in the undergraduate teacher
education program, for xample, in 1975 the College of Education graduated
1380 B.S. students, while in 1978 it graduated only 483. Fortunately, the

decline has had some posi ive effects. First, in past years the large.
-number of undergraduate students impeded the full and effective implementa-
tion of the undergraduate -ompetency-based teacher education program. The

smaller undergraduate enro lment has made development and operation of the
CBTE prOgrammuch more manageable while enhancing research and evaluation
efforts. Second, the decreasing number of undergraduates has caused the
College of Education to wonk harder to attract graduate students. In 1978

the College graduated 356 M.Ed. and 58 Ed.D. students; these figures are
comparable with those from past years.

In addition, the state of Texas funds graduate education eta higher

rate than undergraduate. education. The ratio for Education -tsapproxi-
mately 1-09 for undergraduate; master's, and doctoral credit hour gener-
ated; that:is, a doctoral' student earns the institution three times as much
money per credit hour as a master student and nine times as much as an

undergraduate:student. Thus, it is financially advantageous in Texas for a
public institution of higher education to focus more attention on graduate

education. This unique formula funding in Texas offers tremendous oppor-
tunities for financing graduate education without having to cope with Over-,

whelming numbers of students.
Two years ago, the central campus of the University of Houston com-,

pleted a mission self-study in preparation for an accreditation visit by

the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. From that mission self -

study emerged the notion that the central campus should serve as a.. fla4Ship

of the University of Houston system (which includes three otherIcampuSe),
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and should-gradually increase the ratio of graduate to undergraduate

students,- As an attraction for teaching graduate students, the Univer-

sity initiated-a policy that equates the teaching of three undergraduate

classes-to the teaching of two.graduate classes When computing teaching

load. This policy effectively communicates. the University's esteem for

graduate education.
In. conjunction with the self - study, the faculty_ of the College of

'Education reaffirmed its goals and objectives as a professional school.

Three of these goals are: (a) to prepare well-qualified persohnel for
service in educational systems and agencies through both preservice.and

inservice programs; (b) to contribute, through scholarly activities
including basic and applied research, to the knowledge base on which the

practice of that profession rests; and (c) to attempt continually to
improve teacher education through innovative and experimental programs.

Without strong graduate. programs in teacher education, these goals cannot

be met.. e 7

One can see that institutional incentives and processes operate to

en ourage strong graduate teacher education programs. HoWever,\While -it

true that graduate programs are impacted by institutional realities; it

is equally true that they must attempt to respond to the perceived needs

of the teaching profession.

PROFESSIONAL NEEDS

The graduate teacher education programs described here represent

efforts to respond to the needs. of the teaching profession. While each is

intended to meet a somewhat different set of needs, all attempt to address:

(a) the need for training beyond that-provided at the .undergraduate level ;.

(b) the need for training that is relevant and job-related; and (c) the

need for training that provides teachers and teacher educators withexper-

tise as instructional specialists.
Teacher education may be viewed as a preservice-inservice continuum.

.It can be argued that undergraduate teacher preparation programs do not

Provide sufficient life space to incorporate all that is'necessary to

produce a fully prepared teacher. As a result, those who complete under-

graduate teacher education programs experience a "preservice deficit"--they

lack much of the knowledge and many of the skills needed to be effective

teachers. Graduate programs are a means of increasing the teacher'educa-

tion life space and providing sorely needed training that teachers did not,

-and.could.not, receive as undergraduates.
One could also argue that certain types of training-have little benefit

for preservice teachers--teachers who have not taught. .
Graduate programs

can 'provide the kinds of training that would have maximum benefit. for

inservice teachers--teachers who have taught. As noted. by Fuller and gown

(197B), the experience base of inservice teachers may be such that it

allows them to profit from training experiences that undergraduate teacher

education students might not find beneficial.

The training provided by undergraduate teacher. education programs. is

not, and cannot be, job specific; the undergraduate student is trained for

a very general role. Only graduate teacher educationprograms can respond

to the job-specific needs of the inservice teacher. They must help

teachers acquire and demonstrate those competencies which teachers them-

selves feel they need, and which are required by the specific professional
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roles teachers play in their schools. This is best accomplished by
involving--as equal partners--representatives of the teaching profession

and the schools in-the design, operation, and evaluation of teacher educa-

tion-programs. Graduate programs:.can be a vehicle fgr this collaborative

effort.- dOr

Teachersand teacher ed4cators,*? often trained as' specialists in
a, particular subject matter field -- reading, mathematics,'science, and so

forth. Few acquire expertise as instructional specialists--persons with..

expertise in the instructional process. Graduate teacher education prof
graMs can provide teachers with opportunities tdacquire and demoristrate
competence as- instructional specialists.

Finally,there is a.need for a cadre of qualified school-based teacher
educators who are intimately involved in the clinical training of both
-preserviCe teacher education students and in service teachers, as well as a
-need for campus-based teacher educators..'whohave expekise in Instructional

proceSVes. Graduate programs can be designed to prepare. qualified school-
based and campus-based teacher educators'.

SCHOOL-BASED TEACHER EDUCATOR PROGRAM

The Need

Educators have always been concerned about the need to improve teacher

effectiveness, but that need has' greatlyincreased in recent - -years because
of.chahges in society and deficiencies in initial. teacher training pro-

grams. Deficiencies also arise as teachers -advance to new teaching roles

requiring knowledge and skills lacking in their initial training-, bht

essential for effectiveness in those new roles. The increasing need to

iMprove teacher effectiveness is commensurate with our rapidly changing

times that have produced: (a) a need for new emphases ineducation,.and
hence in teaching; (b) new teaching knowledge and skills; and (c) new-

systems for training teachers. The use of such terms as "educational
reform" and "teacher renewal" in teacher education literature are
indicative of the need for change. ,Corrigan (1974, p. 105) stated that:

The teachers now in the school who are fOrty to forty-five years old
and- have twenty to twenty-five years of teaching left are "career

teachers." Unless we reeducate them right along with the new teachers,

the schools will not improve significantly.

The impact of our increasingly dynamic society. fordes us to realize that

no teacher can long maintain an effective teaching career with only the

initial level of professional training in the knowledge and skills'of

teaching.
COgan (1975) reminded us that the established professions require

practitioners to continue their education throughout their entire pro-

fessional life to gain new knowledge and competencies, so that they will

not lapse into professional obsolescence. Considering the conservative

nature of t educational institution and the inadequacy of preservice

education, ogan concluded that teachers, unless given continuous onsite

training, .1 1 fall into the obsolescence'trap rather early in their

cayeers. Furthermore, considering the sporadic nature of efforts at

educational renewal and the increasing knowledge of what constitutes
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teacher effectiveness, it would be unrealistic to assiime"thatipe-
ObsolestenceAr40mpty afAhis time The need for continuous teacher
education betOfiles*Wapparentas recent researpti provides evidence on
effectiVe teaching procedures. Dunkin and Biddle (1974, p. 418) stated
that:

At long last we are beginning to know-what is actually going oni.i.rtthe
classroom, as well a" what produces and results from classroom events.
Surely the appearance Of .this research effort is one of the most
significant developments in education during the twentieth century.

How can classroom, teachers keep informed of such significant develop
ments in education? Corrigan (1974) saw a need for trained professionals
who will work, not only with children.aneyouth, but with'teaChers.as well.
He alluded to4,neW kind of,specialist:Who will work. within a teaching team
as a demonstration teacher,. interpreting what research 'Means for learning
and instruction. This specialist, whom Corrigan saw as an agent for the
effective utilization of. research results, dould help teachers,avoid
becoming obsoleteAn their, profession.

Continuous teacher:edwation is particularly vital for supervising
t. teachers. That the:Sopervising teacher is the single most important

in determining the teaching behavior,of,the preervice teacher is well
established Vittle, 1974) . The ,teenctOf teacher preparation institutionS
toIn0p0S6:the clinical aspects of-their programs also enhances the role
of the:7140erOsing teacher.. In,addition, competency-based, programs demand
more specific knowledge of teaching and learning process All these
factors make it imperative.thapprvising teachers be =h current and
highly knowledgeable in effectiVeteaching pfetttes.

Continuous'professional education for teachers will crease as
societal change and research on teacher effectiveness produce new an&more
effective teaching and learning environments. Likewise, onsite or school-
based teacher education will increase and the agent. for this process will
be,the "specialist" or the "trained professional" described in current-
educationalliterature--identified here as the "school-based teacher:
educator."

The Program

Between 1975 and 1977, the Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary
Education supported the development of the School Based Teacher Educator
Project. Administered through the University of Houston Teacher. Center,
the project had two major goals:

1. To improve teacher education in Texas by developing (a) a set of
competency specifications for the role of school-based teacher
educator and (b) &prototype set of training materials for this
role

ToifOrmulate a cooperative network among the Texas TeaCher Centers
for developing, training, and recognizing the competent of school-

based teacher educators-.

A school-based teacher educator (SBTE) is.a.professionaltwh has-,

responsibilities for preservice, inservice, and/0 continuing teacher
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education, and whose 'pimary, basa,e-foperatiOns is in the elementary or

second6ry school. With, theJnCreased participation of teAchers in design-
ing staff development, programs and the emphasis on perfoOance in actual
classrooms, this'-rOe'has' grown in importanCe.

SBTE roles-CurrentiV include supervisor of student teachers4 team
leader, instructional design specialistinserVite edOcationftoordthator,
clinical professor, and intern' consultant.* These-roleS, have,i.'MUmtier:of:

similar functions: the.SBTE interacts with otherOboutprofessienal
performance; demonstrates,a knowiedgeof.professiobaTipracticeS;-'and,COM--

.

currently demonstrates,'as'a teacher, the behaviorSlieor .she is asSistin-

'Others to perforM. The SBTE, in short, is a part-tiMeAr full_ time staff

development specialist.

Teacher Center Network

In 1973, the.Texas State Board of Education instituted a. ymandator

teacher center organization for teacher education. EveryprOaration pro-

gram in the state was required-to seek
in

on teacher4ducation from its

related teacher center. The center, in turn, was to be composed of repre-

sentatives of (a) participating schools, (b) professional organizations,

and (c) olleges Or universities; Such an organization promoteSiiiterac-

tibriamong:the various educatitiMpattners.
'Although Mandated, the system otteachercentering-in

in thejOrMAtiY0 stages.- Cooperative eforts'have been more mominal than
:leaderShip'eftem,emanates-froM the:cpjlege*,Ntsometimes a school

district Isnch'aS:DaTlas ISD) or:regional edUtatiOnal service center (such 'Y

'as in-the San AntoMio..area) organizes a center.'

The new state staXdards did not allocate funds to SuOpprt the centers,
'nor delineate specific ways for centers to organize and interact. The

mission of the centers0(other than to advise on new certiftOtion pro-
grams) was not considered. As a consequence, most centers' haVe struggled

to assess theia4-meeds and formulate goals and operating procedures.

individual 'centers typically do not have the resources nor the
expertise to specify, competencies, test them, and design systeMatic and

flexible educatioh. programs for sch004ased teacher educators. When

training programs have been destivnedii,41y usually have been in the form

of one-day workshops, proceduresjilamuals, or lecturesactivitAps not tied

,to competency specifications, and not constituting an integrated training

$Ystem.
In Fall' 1975, each teachercenterin the state was invited to .Send

-esentatives to an organizat4onal meeting, immediately preceding the

Texas Education Agency's annual teacher education conference. 'More than

60 persons attended that first meeting of fte SBTE Project in October in

Fort Worth. The purpose of the conference was to disseminate Wormation
about project goals and objectiveS',proposed activities, and expected

outcomes. Forty teacher centers subsequently joined the NetwOrk.

From the beginning of the prOgram, eacWteacher center was designed- to

be the delivery system for training school-based teacher educators. Some

of the centers,--because of their association with universities, are able to

.

offer SBTE training for graduate credit, while other teacher centers offer

inservice credit. All-written materials and training products developed

while the program was underwritten. by. Fund for the Improvement of

Post- Secondary Education were distributed to all 40 participating teacher

centers.
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.A.M4otgoal of the program was to develora sit, :of competehty s ate-
mentS2-ihtr:Would reflect the knowledge and skilisaBTE regaires. A set

of 20.teOpetencies was prepared folloWing an exhadstive protess: an exten-,

siveAjterature review; interviews with Persons in Similar roles;toncept
paperS;..o=tlinical practice, development of an-initial list of competence
cieWrevjelcib* that list by a national panel,- 52 experts in instruction
and l,riftr.Ucttehal sUpervtsion;analysis of the national panel's retOMmehda-,
tiOn0-4.,a:tOMpetenty-identification tesk'forte; refineMent ofthelisfla
-,.'Stat6'07i40::.SUrVey of 300. teacher educators; and, finally; revieWaheAddp-H.

tiOn,OfIthe'revised list by representatives of the teacher aenters'AhIth.
letwork...-

-',..SObsectuehtly, more specific behavioral statements were deriVed-fOm
the'20,-coMPetenties-, aS'were suggestions about evidence that might be used
to determine whether the competencies had been demonstrated And,potsiblei:
criteria for judging the adequacy of the evidence. A.self-assessment .

instrument was also developed to help SBTEs'establiSh their own prioritips.-:
for competency areas.in.which training might be offered.

Anotlier major goa:Lwas_to produce a set. ortrwinitig. Mater4a1s7Jor.use
by classroOM teacherS WhO..work with student teathers- or. new teachers,.- The",

materialsc.inclUded, five inStrOctional an introductory unft.,that

explores" clinical practice as related to the SBTE;'(b)a uni.tOn jpterper.
sonal,communttafjon; (c) a unit on planning that eMphaSizes joint:SBTE-
teather goal setting; (d) a unit on classroom-and school data collection...
procedures; and (0)- a followdp''-unit that focuses WpresePtation:and
analysis Each instructional unit As:designed '1,0r.approkiMatelY---

-eight-hour's of contact time befween,partitipantpdfacilftator.
units were,fieYd4eSted4n cooperating teacher ceilterseVised,,and_then'.
distributed. te.all teacher centers Al the NetworiThefiVe instruational-
units intiodejiVe-filmstriO,'sevenaudiotape programs, participant
manuals:,for.-Cvunif, and a facilitator's manual for all units:H

16.additiOh:to these tangible*oducts, the MI program has created a
di41600. Among teacher educatorS'AttOsS the state about the role of SBTEs.
This dialOgue is enhanclq(preservice and inservice:teachireducation

-within:the. state.
.

This. SOTS program has'received national recognition for its efforts..
IThe.AStotiation of Teacher Educators named it one of the threelfhilists in
the Distinguished ProgAm in Teacher Education Award for 191.84.4nd
same YeariAt,rece0e&the..IDistinguished AchieveMent AWArdsTCertifitate
Recognition the. AMeHtan,Association'of Colleges for'Teather-Educa-,....
tiornesp,tm awardS',sYmbolize the 'importance of this,innoltatjve pturim.
that i'otLMS on wha0,.believe mo-timportant'rble:IncedUcation, that

of the school-based teacher educe& ,

AgTER OF EDUCATION IN, TEACHING DEGREE PROGRAM

The Need

The Master of Education in:Teaching Degree,PrOgram was created in
response to four pressing needs. -first, a.rather extensive need saSsess-:-
meat of teachers in the Greater Houston area revealed their]nearly.onanr

imous need' and desire. for a graduate. leVel program for the developmene of

their instruttidhail central concern of those,Slitn:rOyecrwas

iliTrovement of:their instructional competence rather, than additional study
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in content specialization Areas such Isfeading And mathematics education.'

. They sarta need for a graduate pro06.for classroom teachers whose primary
responsibilities were the day-to-day desIgn, development, implementation,

erationt and evaluation of instruction for elementary and secondary

itpdentSi'Many'noted hot only such a program could "fill in'the gaps"

teacher_edncatjon_pragr_aws_h_ad left.

Second,_ many instructional,roles emerging,in local school districts;:

seemed to require the skills of instruttional Specialists. LocalgOistricts

are employing curriculum coordinOtors6and instructional specialist:5 to work

with teachers at .tie buildingleveT.to improve the instructional program.

These professionals do not serve tUe tradaional function of curriculum

consultaqf or supervisor; their prtmary role is to give direct assistance.

to claSsroota,teAchers 'for improyement of instructional practice, especia11

. as At relates to strategies for individualizing instruction, processes fer

using differentiated staffing patterns, and procedures for implementing new

program A prograM was needed to:PrepVre personnel competent to serve'in

these and .other specialized instructional ro4es.

Third, many local school districtsWere moving toward differentiating

staffing models, to improve delivery o#instructienal services to students

Jy making better use of professional resodi-ces. As roles are difterentJ-

ated,-therets greater need for individuals 'who can assume leadership roles-

in team teaching situations. These individuals must be highly ,skilled in

,using a variety of instructional strategies if they ore to discharge their

leadership responsibilities effeCtively., A program was needed to help

teachers develop competencies for such leadership positions.

Finally, it was clear that most local school districts were actively

seeking more effectiVe utys to provide continuing education programs for

intervice teachers. Graduate teacher education programs, carefully and

collaboratively developed by school district and university personnel, were

seen as.a way to aollieve` tIsis goal. There appeared to be o need for a

programjlexible enough tfin-espond to the specific requirements of teachers

and lodal school districts while maintaining to high level of academic

respectability.. It alSo appeared:that the:delivery of coursework at school

sites, rather than at the univtatity campu4;,ould enhance the attractive-

ness of such a program. In addition, a program was needed to train school

district personnel fSr leadership in suchrinservice/graduate programs at

the school district lemel.

_
The:Pro ram

InFiTall 1973, a committee composed of five University .f Houston

fatuity members and4be executive director-of a- local teacher association

was ,formed to explore the need for. an additional graduate teacher education

program. A series ofoneetings with .a *Fiber -of teachers. led to the

decisionttliat a master's- level prograM was tiOded for inserviceteachers

-mho wishe&to-imprOve4heir,instructional efftctiveness through graduate

-study tirit-Wilo,did not want to-pursue study inia specific content field - -a

Master of EducatiAN in Teaching Degree Program.: -.

The cOMm4tteeidentified substantive areas, which miohtbe-included.

Fifty teachers"reviewed and revised these suggestion's, and A questionnaire

constructed from the revised list was administered to 20Crteachers, who

were as -d to indicate areaS'fri,which courses shoulebe developed. The

-two ,ar teachers identifiedOs° most critical were "individualizing

instruc ion" and "classroom- management. "" A aresult, two of the courses;
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developed for the program were Individualized Instruction and Clos srooM
ManageMent--two courses Which'remain-veri popular.

Onithe basis of the information Obtained from` the teachers-, the
committee recommended establish-menti9f a 36 credit-hour program wgich
contained an 18 credit -hour major tote drawn from seven.courses and 4i
3-6 credit-hour internthip/practicum experience. The seven courses were:
Generic Teaching Strategies, Moddls of Tec ing, InstruCtiona Design,
Individualtzed Instruction, Classroom :Management,. institutional .Change..
and Program Management, and Clinical Supervision,- (Subsequently,.two.
other courses have been added:. Affective rnstruction'ahli In§tructjonal
Evaluation.) Input from the teachers also quied the cOmMittee tirrecomk
mend that the program be.(al'competency based, in.thdt emp6asis §hould*be
placed on the demonstration'of competence4to perform professiopAT
sibilities; and (b) field-oriented, in that asbany courses as poslIble "'"

should be delivereein the schools. 4

The program was formally approvedin Spring 1974 and the first stildeRts
were accepted during Summer 1974. AS-ince then nearly AOGstuients have been
dmitted; 23 have already graduated. Coursework'at present is offered in
-hree field sites, Feedback has been universally favor' le, knddthor'pro±

)gram's future looks very bright. ok

, DOCTOR OF EDUCATION IN-TEACHER EQUATION DEGREE' PROGRAM'

The Need
AP

A the College moved to fulfill its commitment.tO jevelOp-_ ompetek.y7
based undergraduate teacher eduCation program, it tame irk easingly
apparent,,that few teacher. educators:possess the understandings and skills
necesailto-deignidev, implement, operate, and evaluate such a

$1N.nrOgram. Feedback from _r r Oiversities and colleges reinforced this
perception. To a' large,etent, this inadequacy stems froM traditional
'practices that have trained, teacher educators within a particular currtc-
ulum.area. .There seemed to be as need to alleviate that problem by adding a
program-which would train-teather educators as instructional specialists.

6.-0. Smith (1968) in Teachers for the Real World,.a classic conceptual
'scheme for the education:orTaiiTiTiliiifhif'fikher education.pro-
grams must concern themtelves with four major areas: (a) the-theoretical
knowledge-7drawn from psychology, anthropology, sociology, and related
disciplinesthat the' teacher needs to ;interpret the complex reality of
the classroom;.(b) the teaching skills required -of an effective teacher;
(c) the attitudes an eff ctive teacher must possess; and (d) the subject
'matter knowledge an effeitive teacher needs..-4 While traditional teacher
lifacation programs hdve ocUsed primarilY,on the first and last of these
.areas, skills and attitudes have been largely ignored.- The major reason
teacher educators have neglected the instructional and attitudinal areas,
of teaching is that they'themselves are largely untrained in thoSe.'Area
they cannot-stress what they do not know. In short, doctoral prOgraTs i
education have not trained teacher educators to be instructional sPetial.
ists, the role So badly needed By many teacher education programs...

'Another argument smporting the-need for the doctoralproOam rested on
the growing movement throughout the state and the nation toward-.competency-
based teacher education and certification. Many statett-Texas_among them--
had suggested or'required that teacher programs be designed using

_
.

h
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A,com-petency-basedapproach The move.to a competency -based program,

.requires kgreat deal of effort,,dnea facultythat- both understands
Competency- based, instruction anc i abIeto-design instruction that will

help prospective teachers acquire teaching coMpbtencies 'which-.are.not

ftppeopriately:the domain of a sOclipc Subject matter. field.' In addition,

Ethe-Gollpge*hid-recei4ed-a-growing_flumber of_i nqui rtes from_otber institu7

tiffs about the availability of graduating doctoral' students experienced

varioqs.061bs of our competency-based undergraduate teacher-education

..progravelopment efforts. A doctoral program. for teacher educators was

leerras a means for the College to begin to meet this need.

-4-''
-TheAPOo'ram--
6;4,-

.t t
on' -after their arrival at the University,of,Houston in 1971, the

,authOrseecognIzed the-need for a doctoral program which would prepare'

generfc*icher educators. In Sprin0974, We proposed and received
approval -for' the establishment of a Doctor of Education in Teacher Educa -'

tion Degree prong_ ,

TPA program prtposed'tp prepare graduates for any 'f a number,of

teacher edgitator roles, including director of teacher CdUcation prograMs;

director of field and laboratory experiences; faculty member in inservice

,teacher eddcation programs in school districts; teacher education program-

.
devloper;: designer of,instructional'Systems for reearch and development'

laboratori6s;-and evaluator of teacher education *grams for State-

ducatriOn agencies. GradUates would be competent to: '(a) function,.

effectively as.h4ghlyskilled teacher educators;(b) design, organize,

-impleMentiioperate, arid -evaluate various types of instructional systems;.

lc) design conceptual. tiodels. of teacher :education programs using systems

approaches; .W1Aesign. develop; and *rate teacher trai61ng procedures

such as micreteachfng, simulation techniques, and field experiences;

(e). trair0eachers in the full range .of generic instructional and mana-

lerial techniques; (f) funcOon tupervisors of teachers;

(g) 'evaluate the effectivenets of teacher education-programs and instruc-

Alonal systems; and (h) conduct research in- teacher education and teacher

.effectiveness.
.146emaily'; at leaSt 66 credit hours of Coursework and dissertation are

-required .for the-degree. A minimum of 27 redit hours must be in the

majoe areTeacher.,Education Program Area courses, These courses include

those previously litted for the Master of EducatiOn in Teaching, plus

Research in Teacher Effectiveness, Conceptual Models. Of Teacher Education,

Competenty Based Teacher Education, and Research Seminar in Teacher

Education. All students also complete 3--6 credit flours, in a supervised .---,-

Ir
internShipipracticumtv, - .

.

FOrMost doctorarStudents, the undergraduate teacher education program.

siteves as a.setting'in. which the studenfgains4ractical experience while

demonstrating certain required competencies. ,While the dctoral program,

places great emphasis on the'competencies,v-the doctoral student is expected,

to. demonstrate, the conceptual understandings that undergird these compel

:tencies also are emphasized. Ihttruction,stressing concc;ts,and theories

froWeducational psychology, education sociOlogy; systems tpeory, and ether

related fieldtprovides studentsWith.the cognitive understandings peereq-

uisite to,their demonstration of the competencies_ required. In addition,

students are expected to acquire and demonstrate the research and static' ,

tical cOthpetente of'a beginning scholar.
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Since it first began to recruit students in SumMer 1974, the progrAM
has accepted 22 students, including four. Australians, two Canadians, and a
Nigerian. To date, six have graduated..The program continues to grow in
both size and stature as it attracts able studenfs and faculty members.

CONCLUSION

We believe that gr4duate teacher education is alive and well...,There
.are.certajn uniqUe needs of teachers that can best be met throuOh-orga-
hized,. planned graduate programs. if-they are responsive to those needs
and'readily-accessible. to teachers and those who work with teachers, these
programs will continue to, thrive:
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GRADUATE PROGRAMS EDUCATION: PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE

Robert L. Erdman

Pro rams for e preparation of teachers have been a significant and

ntegral part o e cu ure o atfs-trice ottl-ement-afthe territary

in 1847. Many of Utah's early pioneers were educated in New England and

brought with them a strong and idealistic commitment to the need for educa-

tion. Historical annals record the early establishment of parent schools

to educate the children and to prepare future teachers. Although these

schools found a minimum of success, the need for programs of teacher educa-i

tion had been well *planted. Therefore, when the University of Deseret

(now the University of Utah) was founded in 1850, a "normal department" was

established, offering a two-year program for teacher preparation (Willey,

1952).
The early commitment to teacher education was reaffirmed in 1895 when

Utah gained statehood. The first Utah legislature mandated:

The Normal School shall be continued as a Department of the University

for students of both sexes, and its courses of instruction may extend

to a period of four years, or until graduation, and its courses shall

include practfce teaching and instruction in pedagogy (Laws of Utah.

1896, p. 275 N

The Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts degrees in Education were

authorized in 1901,1and 41 years later the first Master of Arts degree

in Education wasAranted.--)It was to take more than 40 more years before

programs leading to the Oster of Science, Doctor of Philosophy, and Doctor

of Education degrees werOo be offered, and not until the latter half of

the 196Os were programs culminating in the Master of Education and Educa-

tion Specialist degrees aUthortzed.
The historical emergehde,..40,development of graduate degree programs

in the School of Education clearly reflected the simultaneously increasing

specialization and diversifieation in education and society. As new per-

sonnel roles emerged, the' School responded with appropriate preparation

programs, frequently incorporated into the rubric of various degree models.

Insidiously, the mission of graduate study became over-identified with role

preparation.
.

In historical retrospect,, the School probably made an understandable

strategical error by not assuming closer identification with the emerging

mission of the University; for as the University broadened its purposes, ,

tip major segments of the School tended to continue emphasizing communica-

tion of knowledge through role preparation programs. However, a few pro

grams did attempt to .mesh with the multiple purposes ". . . of discovery,

organization; dissemination, and communication of knowledge." The two

orientations led to qualitative.and quantitative differences among graduate

programs. Over time, the collegial community perceived the dispfrity of

mission, and the chords of'dissdnance were struck and have echoed over the

past three decals. 1_

The uneven response to shifting University :demands may-be explained

partially by/he mixed rationale for department or division creation.

A
Some,

I
such Elementary Education, Secondary; ucation, Special Educa-

tion, and Educational Administration, were est blished as role-oriented
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entities; their historical roots emanated from-the purposet.of the "normal
.department." Others-Educational Ptychology, .61tural Foundations - -were
f-- their inCeptiOn more discipline- or content=dentered, paralleling
other adademic-Units on campus. ThOs. the organizational development within
the School appears to have evolved more by-histbeical accident th by

'Structure continue to. influenathe00-__
poses, structure,-and contentofAraduate study.

'Way the Graduate SotiOol-of-Educatiomis-an organization intransi-
tIon--its-faculty,.prograMs; and students. Its purposes and funCtions are
increasingly experiencing'internal and external influences for change.
While the resulting-disequilibrium mine disconcerting and overwhelming,
it'ddes.provide the potential .for proactive leadership behaviors:. the

-,faculty and adMinistration have the opportunity to become the architects
of their future by design rather than by historical happenstance.'

With this briefhistbeical purview of our graduate-programs as pro-
logue, the following sec,tjons.will describe- their currentatus,-influ-
encing forces, some substantive issues, and futuristic. considerations. The-

scenario is purposely ondensedend illustrative, but it may provide the
reader with some undeettandinTof hoW one -.School- strives to learn from the
past, cope with the present,' and build for the future in graduate study.

CURRENT STATUS ,

The University of Utah, located- in Salt Lake City has 'a full,time-

enrollment of approximately 22,000 students. The Graduate School of Iduca-
tion.is one of 14 Schools and Colleges within the UniVersity authorized to
grant undergraduate and graduate degrees. Although its name was. officially
changed in 1964 frOfethe State College of Education to the Graduate School
of Education,. the School has retained several undergraduate programs and
degrees. Efforts tomove these to the graduate level have been discoUraged
for political and economic reasons. .

The Graduate School of Education is divided into five academic depart-
.. ments, with a variety- of degree programs encompassed in each unit. In

.addition, a number of programs are offered leading to various state certif-
icates granted by the Utah State Board of Education. In many instances,
cOmponents of a certification peogram'may be incorporated into the under-
gradUate or graduate degree program.

As of 1977 the School hact76.fulltime -faculty positions budgeted from
state - appropriated funds. Approximitely- 15 additional full-time faculty
are- supported by extramural funding. The faculty is further augmented by
20 -3Q part-time persons from other academic -units of the University or from
agencies. in the metropolitan community.

Faculty members are eipected to fulfill obkigations in teaching,.
.

scholarship, and service. .Evidence from all theee doMaint is utilized
as a basis for promotion and salary determination.

Rearee Programs .

. Only two departMents--Educational Administration and Educational
PsycholOgy--offer-degree programs at the doctoral and master's levels.
Educational- systems:and-Learning -Resourtes offertaAegree progeamexClu-
sively at the master's level. Both baccalaureate and master's degree.

programs are offered .in Education and Special Education.
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Twenty-one different programs of study lead to some type. of graduate -

degree. Of this number, eleven,are exclusively limited to the M.S., M.A.

or M.Ed. degree (programs in Elementary and Secondary Education, Special

Education,. EdUcational Systems and Learning ReSources). Four programs are

offered- at both the master's and the Ph.D, levels (cultural. foundations,

counseling and instructional psychology, school psychology). The program

in educational ,administration it at the post-master's-level-Hand-viminates

in the Education Specialist degree (state certification) and/Or,the Ph.D.

or Ed.D. degree. .

Current degree program emphasis resulted from a degree and role policy,

adopted, by the Utah State Board of Regents- in 1972 (Utah State System of

Higher Education, 19721. This policy emanated from a perceived need to

minimize duplication of degrtee programs in education at all state collegeS

and universities. Consequently the Department of Education was orderedto
terminate its Ed.D, and Ph.D. programs. A master's degree ceiling placed

on programs in Special Education. and Media (Educational Systems and Learn-

ing Resources) curtailed any aspirations for their expansion into doctoral

level programs,

Awarded,GradUate_Degrees

:2-0VWthe past five years (1972-77).- he School,has produced 344.

-doCtotal'.'-degre0, 1102: master's degrees, and 105 Education- Specialist
'degrees, ,D$taor the five -year period shoo :a percent decrease in the

*ibetbf, 4°00,11 degrees.awarded, and a-18 percent decrease in the number,

dlThilitOtA,4fteeesawarded;_,These deCreases may reflect the Regents'

degreopro#WiTtri4110,jricreasing quality,standards for admission,

and a betrre and deMand,

Even with this substantial reduction, the School of-Education ranked

third in the number (N--45) of doctorates (Ed.D.-and Ph.D.) awarded wIthin,

the University for 1971;_only the Colleges of Law and Medicine prod404-

more professional degeees. 4h the same year the School produced 160-:

master's degrees. Again Education ranked,third; the Colleges of Busfnes5

and -Social-Behavioral Science awarded. 395 and 227 master's degrees.

respectively.
Analysis of conferred graduate degrees by sex fndicatet that at the

doctoral, level 76 percent were awarded to men and 24 percent' to women. .

At-the master's level, Mowever, 57 percent of the degrees were awarded to

women:and:43 percent to men (University of Utah, 1977).

Graduate Placement

Recent placement data for doctoral graduates (Educational Psythology

and Cultural Foundations/Educational Administration) yield two major obse

Nations. First, graduates are securing initial job placement in:a broad

array of organizational settings. ,Over a three-year period (1975-76 to

1977-78) 79 percent of all Educational Psychology graduates were placed -in

higher education or public service settings; the remainder were placed in

public school settings or privateenterpriSe. Over an eight-year period 80

percent of all doctoral graduates in Educational Administration/Cultural
Foundations secured positions in the public schools or higher education,

the others-in public service or private enterprise.'

The second observation- focuses,on shifting placement opportunities for .

these. graduates, particularly in the Educational Administration/Cultural
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FoutidattonsprpgraMs tiVel.data from the decades of. the sixties and
seventieSindirOW entdeCrease.in the nuMber of graduates placed
in- public schoolsHA 'cation,, private enterprise, and-public ter-
vice.haveshownraiieW -ntial-increases In placement. While the
proportional placOilieritJ640blicl:schools has decreased, there also.appear
to be _some. ChangeOnieyetlif!pgSition tecured:-AuringLthe-siXties most
graduatesentereCaVrerlativy,toplevel administrative .positions such as
superintendencieSAr. the=priii00.1ship, whereas many graduateS today are
entering positions_at-ldWr*MiniStrativelevels--as-assistant superin-
tendent or assistaritA0 typal This may suggest an adequate supply of
high-level admintStrativePUbliirschool personnel with.doctoral degrees.
Consequently, perSoni)Wfth'Snch career -goals are finding-that the only way
to:advancein the.edmrinistratiye=hierarchy is through extensive periods. of
preparation, inclUdillgadvanCeeStudy and experience.

Placement in iiighikreducation positions increased 21 percent over.the
same two periodsArelatiVelY-small percentage entered-prefessorships- in
educational adMihiistritienthelargest group consisted of individuals who
had been previOutlY:e10100046.highereducatiOnand who returned to their
positions after.compjetinOdegree. Usually they were middle management
administratorS.06Tht,level faculty from small colleges; and most
often they Were.frodfieldswithoutyell-established doctoral -programs in
the region-i,nUrSingmedia,;laboratOry'stienCe, or medical education.'
414p0arentlyAbecOntento* educationaladministration complemented career
goals for these l.rldivridla1s., ' , ;

GraduatesOf',Mastar'i programs continue find public education the
'priinary arena-for employment: This-is nOtsurPri4r11 Since-the prepon7
derance Of:all-appljcam emplOyed inthp schools andare.uSing
the'adVancet-tegree'route for role Improvement:01as azmeans of shifting

=setting

Admtssion
\

In an effort to great& qua -control is all graduate degree
programs have some.form of admission quota.- Eligibility _consideration,
is determined by various cutoff levels in the seliere'dejree'programs;
programs and.degrees_differ in how they

71
combing the admission variables in

decision,Oaking
The quota: System has proved'relatively Wective, but:not 4robleM-free.

Highly qualified students may be denied admission when needfCir personnel
is great- :-FP.T409=.valid strategies for admiSsion of ,minority studenWhaS,
been a-cantinuat problem; to date, no really satisfactory
found.: -.

INFLUENCING FORCES

Each year an increasing. number of forces impinge on the_h6d1'
programs of graduate study. Many of these are manifestedjn,mandtes-wfth,,:-
n

_

o options'. Some take the form of overt or covert politicalleconoMic-,
,pressure. Still others convey options allowing for'degrees-of rational/
critical thinking in decision making.

These forces are accompanied by new and ofteq competing values. The

School tHen, of necessity, must engage in value,,clarification-and planning,
if its mission, and programs are to have validity and c,redi lity. However._
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.demands on time and effort for.this proCess are becoming so great that
faculty. resistance to participation is increasing- - understandably so,,since-
it is-often minimized as valid faculty endeavor in- the- institutional reward
system. ,

.Short- and long -term planning is vital for systematizing and forecast-
, _

_Ing-chaege4-Lltis-increasiegly-apparentr4 e-.'mhat- he preserVatiorief
traditional faculty participation in planning, will be dependent on the
future-Alesign-and development of appropriate support-systems.

.

Severa of the -generating environments for infl6encing forces on the
Graduate--.S hool-Of-Eduaation are described here.

A- royal creditin. A encies

ntenance and regulation of'high-quality program standards Must be
ass_ d as part of basic professional. responsibility,, Accrediting or
app val agencieS have been developed to ensure. Vi,theSe staedards are
mai tained. The problems for the School of EducattOu'derivglom the
u ber of and articulation among the involved agencies.

Three-major organizations are involved in review, and approval of Our
gra uate programs: the .National touncil'for Accreditation of Teacher
Ede tit:in,: the:Utah State Board of Education, and the University Graduate
CounCl 14W6YOCthese groups require a'proram review every five years'and,
one, fit'

groups
i0-01"'Years; therefore, graduate .(and undergraduatq programs

are revs wed.five times in a ten-year Span. All the reviews require
varying greesof self-Study or reporting,hd -onsite -visits by individ-
ualser_ teams. Although each review has a=- slightly differewtfocus,and
format,' there.., s much similarity between the standards employed. leordi--

nate amounts of faculty time and financial resources are consumed fethe
protesS.'

,

In,add Lion, specialized professional -organizations such as the Amer -17
-.cariPO4fiel'OgiCessocIation maintain `an- accreditation program. The
federWg0Verrimentalsohas entered the scene indirectly as in the case. of,
special education, when- extensive program informatiOe must. beprovjdettand
approved before federal monies are granted for personnel training.

When is enough enough? This School has- reached asaturation point,--and
the potential benefits and opportunitieSfOr,self-direatioeOdiTprovement
are becoming increasingly more diffuse and'complex.

One solution to the problem might be a coordinated reVigwOYaq
groups, and some discussions have-already occurred to this effect. :While
this may be a strong conservation measure, it also presents major 'risks,
not the;least of*which may'be,theloss of independent evaluation and
jedgMeht.

State and Federal-L islation
I

A- Much legislation continues .te,ha e significant impact on quantiptive
and qualitative dimensions of graduate program activity The availibpity
orfederal funds has enabled the School to-develop and strengthen .elected
programs of teaching, research, and service, as has-been-most dramatlally.
illustrated in special education. An array of federal grants hasenabled-
rapid expansion of a diVersified mission within 'the School, the state, and

. the region. Two projects in particular -'7a Dean's grant and a regidOal
resource center - -have had a broad and major influence-. The Dean's project,
funded through the BUreau of Education for the Handicapped (BEH), serves as
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a major -catalytic. change agent within the. entire School Selected faculty
imembets from all departments. are actively participating n. curriculum.

development,projectsAesigned to interrelate special education content

with their oWn. content areas. In addition, the project serves .as.a foruM

lor Strengthening interdepartmental cooperation and communication within

ihe-S4hool
The Southwest' Regional Resource Center, also funded through BEH,

provides leadership service to programS of-special education in five Rocky

Mountain states, departments-Of. education, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs

(BIA). The center has proved to be a viable modeLfor facilitating inter-

and intrastate cooperation and. interfacing University programs with the

field.
. -... ,

-,e!
,i,, ,-,7, .:.,!.

UnfortunatgY, 'other-graduate programs are4eer4encing the demile,of-
. .. ..

.

federal funding'. insome caseSthis has caused shifts in faculty interests

andhas,'-weakened the research base for seleged programsA)f-graduate study,

40Alarly, some faculty,ppmbers.have becOmOdiscouraged in.submitting

1t6posalt because the.Oance for successful funding is so.minimalthey

question time and effort expended. Increasingly, they are looking to state

and lbcal education agencies-for research funding. in some'instinces, the

research personnel, and resources oflhoseragencies overshadow 41e -resources

of some units in'the,5choelof Educatio#. The current constellation of

fundin-g patterns, ifpntinued,,W111 further erode faculty research produc

tivity and de-escalaWtheocettoal.,pro4ects.
, . . ,

At the state le-vel thee4574nibcreiiiing tendency to use mandatory

:legislaIjon as a means of prescribing While this trend has

been picist4lOticeable in prograMs'OfJetial teacher certification, its

impact isjelt at the graduate- levelecaust,of.-inadequate funds, pe67::-.

grams haOhad to deploy faculty memberSteacht#g-.'gradUate level courses

to cover:the:increasing number of mandat4d'cou6eS,
.

On the is also the'-possitiliti:thatSfate legislation may be- .

mandated:to..reouire-all School of Eduaa-tio04cUity*Mberto return 4s an

elementary or secondary classroom teachetly'IlVeyears While the idea,

may have some virtue, it fails-to consider and varied inter-

actions alrOdy existing; nor does it corisIdetthe fact that the require-

ment may not bei'ialid for ap:graduate facUltY'members, because -of their'

specific-roTeJunctions; --:.

.Utah State Board of Re

The Utah State Boardof Regehtswas.created in 1969 as a board with

control over all state universities- and colleges. Its major functions

included eliMihating_unftecessary:Auplication 'pf programs and, to some

extent, minimizing the competition for...state funds Among institutions for

higher learning; One of its first major thrustS, a,study of degrees and

Programs in schools of education, resulted in degree and prpgram assign-

ments for allthe institutions,. As previously indicated, the University

was restricted to offering doctoral degrees in three .fields--educational

T -ed to the two state universities.. Recently the
administration, cultural foundations, and educational psychology. Graduate

-work in education was ass
board deviated from this po icy when they authorized an M.Ed. degree at one

of the state colleges in close proximity to the two state universities.

A The degree and role assignment did have an immediate onddirect'nega-

tive.impact on faculty, students, programs, and resourcesparticularly ig

.

departments that loSt degrees or were.restricted in their degree offerings.
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In.the role assignment anguage; these:departments werp,oriented toward
,

programs of personnel 'preparation; tWdesignationS conveyed a primary
mission that did not reflect the more comPre4tisiveJnission of the

Departments that could not offer a' doCtbral'degreewere Seriously
jeopardiked in their capacity for theoretical Scholarship productivity and
the-recruttmeht-andretp-ntfon-of distinguished -scholarsboth perceived- Oy
the. University.as prime prerequisites for, high- quality programs of graduate'
study.

,Currentiy-orie master's degree level-ldepartment is in the prdcess of
restriicturing its organizational pattern in an attempt to respond more
thoroughly and systematically to the muiltiple-mission demand. The plan
calls .for reconceptualizing facultyitole through a. system of differential
staffing:- . one faculty Cluster. will focus pri*riTy on personnel prepara
tion, and another group on the theoretical content areas- related to the
.old. Both groups will be expected-to strive toward a .highquality,;6f

teaching, scholarship'i and service. The- expectation is that the nature
ofcoursecontent and scholarship,produced will reflect these dffferent,
orientations, thus enabling the total department to more!larsi-
'monibuSly toVarfous tonstituency expectations with a greater:degree of
credibility. , -,

Oh the:::Skrtace, such a division of labor as portrayed 6,VAl.4-Regents
might havetiden efficacious. .A morel)as4C, concern is the.hatUrebfigrad7f
uate study:4neducation:- Is it..percefyed role preparatitin.SO'Ahat
it is immaterial' how the spoilsaP dlVided? Are'the parameters Hof content
so poorly defined that all knowledge becomes inclusive?: Have we become so
specialized that the. ntepts.of-generality.and totality among educational
areas are Tiolonger applicable?, Ratibnality and logic diCtatemegative
responses, and still so many policies and practiceS contraindicateimplied
'professibnal values. As aneducation-profession; can weagree? Where was
the profession when such policies were formulated?

University Academic and Financial Plannina
. ,

Budget constraints and exigencieSare .a reality within academia. No

,unit can escape the demands such force§ impose. Clearly, the-situation
calls for retrenchment, redefinition, and redistribution of resources.
What remains unclear are the criteria to be employed for such-determina-
tion Within the School and the University.

The School of Education is one. of 14 units competing forJit'rlitedr
resources All of'the academic units contain programs emphaSizing the

-.generation and dissemination of -knowledge. All are concerned with,the
values and traditions of past, present; and future histories. All claim
a right for existence because of varying degrees of societal need or' enrich-
menu, All are worthy, but which shall -receive priority? The queStion,
and the potential answers, are value-laden. Our worth.isi*Rared with the
;societally presti,giodsTrofeSsions of law and medicine, w0Kthe.basic
sciences and their rapid-adVancement of knowledge, or witrlbsiness and its
expanding influence on the economy. It-is within this highly:competitive'.
context that the School 'of Education must operate, and the achievement of
parity for limitedresources becomes( increasingly more diffic6it.

Programs of- graduate study appear vulnerable within. this competitive

academic,.marketplace. Their justification for existence is frequently'
perceived by critics as a means for mobility and/or monetary reward
within the profession; and the use of graduate degrees as 'a -vehicle for.,
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professional improvement is an anathema. erme is incr asing onceptual

confusion betweeln the purposes and struc ures of professional and academic

,degrees. Research paradigms and produc dare frequently characterized

as failing to meet high quality standards 'of scholarship. Some &Wes
describe programs as rircifetsionally self7Serving and not in harmony

0-s-4-graduate study tn=the-UAlmerstty.--Occasionally tile_L5gb601

s perceived as lacking viable major commodities that can tit used by the

University to enhance its 'negotiating ^..within the societal structure.

While such criticisms may reflect Orej e and bias about the School and

Education in general, they just may be ently symptomatic to warrant

-very 'rigorous, internal, evaluation and a prelude to:redirectgon of

our,course. 'Motivation for change must i,ust Item fromsurvivaliktrat-

egies but must be energized by re dilSib a deesstonal stewardship. ,

`While priorities are being est,b1ihed, awl thin the University, th

School also is being asked td do the samer4ich programs of gradnte

stuffy Shall, be nourished, sustained, imtnated, or added? Choices rust be

made;-(in what bases shall s ch decisio rest? The task has been partially

completed through the ,Regen s' role and ree policy; but more remains to

be done, and unless the Sc of assumes re onsible leadership; external

forces will' furtherrestri t opportunities for sel, irection .and control

SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES-

:GradUate,study in the-School-of Education can be characterized by its

'multfplicitV of purpose, structure:, and curricUla , as clearly manifested

inlhe,divers*tOand Specialization of program and degree.patterns. Many

of these programt were initiated with varying 'degrees of conceptual clarity

and have :been maintained because'ef need and Atadition. ,Shifting forces

for:change thattare now challenging these conceptual models are resulting

Substantive issues of concern Traditional perceptions of purpose,

structure, anecurricula are fotcoming increasingly more diffuse and ambig

uous. The SchOol'is now attemp6ng to intervene through planning and

evaluation. .

IssueS of purpose

The concept of graduate study has evolved into one-of mixed purposes,:

compounded by programs for state certificatiokintertwined with those for

degreeS. Consequently some graduate:programs were designed for specialized

entry into the profession; a few forAmproVement of role competence;-some

for changingyoles within the profession; and still others for systematic

study about,education. Explanation of this matrix became a hercUlean task.

The manifestations of this conceptual mixture were professionMly paih-

ful'Hiemoralizing, and unfuTfilling ConfOSion and diffusion characterized

perception'of purpose by many constituencies,:and schizophrenic behavior

Oermeattd faculty teaching,-research,-,-and service. -the total erganitation

felt called for, but,wasetsure how to get there. .

innumerable- hypoiheses,about.eduses of ale, malady could be Offered.

Some arise frowhistorical,fradition and mandated policies, others' from a

failue'of the organization to-plan for and be responsive to the clarion

calls for,change. :A timplistic,eXplanation is not poSsible.

Recovery was and,StillAs essential for organizational Survival. Two

tentative-models-have been postulated for unraveling the twisted strands
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of purpose.':, Although .not-fully conceptualized or developeC',they
points of departure. One focuSes On role, the other on acodemiccoOtent
Both have been described extensively in professional literature.
if carried to frdition, have logical .extensions requiringeversity ontr-
differeritiOtion, Paradoxicalb, both have been4wesent,J1Uthave lost much
oftheir-til*eptualintegrity , over MQ .

The-h_tle model assumes:that-purpose-is' associated with-development and_ _

improvement of competence in professional Practice. -Valuels.-measured-by
its direct applicohilityto practical utility; a minimal or increasedlevel
of;-tempetenCe in profeSSIanalpactice is the .major criterion. Successful
accomplishment increases rewards and statusof the candidate in the
broad professional eddcation community.

Ry contrast, in the academiC content model the purpose of-graduate:
-udy is directed-towardiaiiiiaTTEFWiTRWTn the content and processed,

o` through systematic scholarship. SuCh advancement takes the
forfn ofetademic-pursuit and is' not constrainedobydemandslor.direct

,applidation in professional praCtice. The academic community serves as
the .primary public for this orientation. Quality of scholastic behavior
is the major criterion for evalUation. An advanced degree advances the
candidate's rewards. and-status in the academic. community and establishes-
the individual as a peer colleague with other academics.

The very nature of the profession. itself, dictates the need for both
orientations:. Relationships .-do\need-to be preserVed because 'of the inter-
dependence between theory and practice. Some Schools have had the freedom
to opt fors one approach or another. This School does not, and:therefore
clear articulation of the Aiture of this interdependence must occur Within.
and between programs. '

These models Can lead to strong confliCting forces within an organiza
tion, but that need not be the case if teaching, research, and.service
patterns are permitted diversity and differentiation reflecting stated
purpose. 'Scholarly attributes must be maintained in both models, but the
manifestations may differ. Perhaps every program TtanIthen more appropri-
ately reflect the UniverSity mission for ".,. . discovery, organization,
dissemination, and communication of knowledge."

Continued conceptual delineation will have to be asso.ciated with the
establishment of priorities; limited human and material resources preclude
.attainment of excellence in all phases of endeavor. The tasks. have been
'defined and planning is underway, but-it will be anexerc*e in futility
unless various external educational- policy and planning -bodies.are also
included; for it has been their'mandates and controls%that'have helped
conV-ibute to the current state. of affairs.

-Issues- ofDegree Structure

Logically, a high degree of congruence should exist between- purposes.
'andjlegree, structures. +lowever,, as purposes have-become diffused and
ambiguous, so have the-structures. Original, .distingdiShing characteristics
netWeen degreeS have been diminished. Paper distinctions Still, appear, but

there is an emerging gap of-conceptual. credibility.
The structure and content of professional degrees (M.Ed. and Ed.D.1

and academic degrees (M.. and Ph.D. ) -appear similar, although remnants of
conceptual delineations still .exist whereDy the former reflect the "role,
model' and the latter the "academic Content model." Professional degrees

may still contain-a professional field. experience component, a greater:
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number of credit hours, more courses oriented toward practice, and an

applied type of-research project for the dissertation. In actuality ti
these

same components can be found irFsome academic degrees. .Such- a situation

May.uggest a' weakening of conceptual differences, poor egree..contror, or

confusion over professional role requirements.
T

similarlY, Patterns ofmploymept ft-Y.-doctoral --graduaies-provide- Mini

.mal evidence for unique degree:distinction.' A few organizations may still

require a' Ph.D. graduate ,.because of the implied academic research orienta-.

tion, but it is increasingly more common. to observe that either a Ph.D._or-

an Ed.D. is required for entry into a-particular position.
Id' differentiating between degrees at the master's program level, the

same observations can be made. The specific-degrpe,appears to haVe little

relationship to the particular educational role. In any group of class-

room teachers performing mparable roles' one may well expect to find

persons with theM.A., M.S., pr,M.Ed. degree; the. degree p4tern usually.

relates urmatters of personal preference and interest, difficulty of

degree requirements, or availability.:
Professional ind.academic,degrees have become an .enigma for the Grad-

uate School Of Education. Although conceptual clarification will aid in

clearer delineation, there remains the agonizing question of whether two

different degree .routes:are needed. If the variety of graduate degrees

doeshot relate to identifiable role or .content coMPetence, are they

hing more than artifacts? Certainly the School must Assume'partial

responsibility for.this.situation, but so must the field. Delineation of

purpose and' structure will be to no avail unless there is some consensual

agreement within the profession as: to the porpose and meaning Of the var-

iousdegrees,-and unless employTent practices then more closely Adhere to

these agreedupon definifions-. c'

Another dimension of the issue relates to state certification require,

merits controlled by. the State Board of Education. In essence, the multiple

purpOses fora certification parallel those of the "role model" at the bacca,

laureate and master's degree levels. It is not uncommon to find large. seg-

'ments of a certification program incorporated into various degree programs.

Over time} some of these certification prograMs have become almost synony-

mous-with graduate programs, except that the University does require some

additional work. Thus clarification between andwithin degree mograms

must be. extendedAo include certification. Perhaps it is understandable

why.many field practitioners are angry, confused,=and diSappointed as they

try to navigate their way through:this labyrfhth for: career deVelopment.

ssues of Curricula

Of all programs within the Schaal, thOse of e'rqng the Ph.D. degree

haye come closest to defining the parameters Of curriculum and_ instruction.

with clarity ands precision. Total curricular desiOi.ls geared toward the

systematic study of theoretical bodies of knpwledgel". Experimental' and

scholarly research isan 17Aegral part of the program. Direct applica-

tion to, practice may come
incidentally or after study ip a glyTn course

University-is perceived as the focus for the instrugtional:setpng, andsequence. Integration and unification of contend occur

a variety of societal agencies,are-viewed as-Pot,e4tilnYa504

Revision of program content for the M.S. degree

thrust. Academic tradition has served 4-S'a Waable'Tesour_
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Programs offering professional degrees have not achieved:thi*-clarity
and'precition in curriculum and instruction. Academic struCiure- and tra
ditioli have. .not been partiCularly helpful. A role model orientation by
definition focuses on.thejcompetencips, problems, and issues :associated
with or specifically required for professional practice. Content from An
array of curricular areas may be_required-fOrsuccessful resoluti .On or
perfortalim Portions-orcontert must be integrated and Utilized immedi-
ately for direct response. ReleVance of content is determined bj its
direct applicability to-behavioral performance; The nature of the role
influences the instructional field setting% These philosophical-guide
lines are being used in M.Ed. programs as they become more field-centered
and competency-based; the design and organization of content for the Ed.D,
remain more enigmatic becauSe a clear conceptualization of needhasAcit
been resolved,-

Concerns Aso arise when degree and program-designsrequire students to
mix courses from the two approaches. 'Theoretically, mixed orientations may
he worthy and defensible from a teacher-scholar. frame of reference,-butjn

.

practice they tend to result in isolated and fragmented episodes in a grad-
uate school career, and the relationship to purpoSe is obscured. Curricu-
lar relevancy-.soon comes into question.

Another major concern is that the increasing number and diversity of
role specialties have had profound impact on broliferation of curricular
content. Role specialists specify content that will help develop cOmpeten
cies for a given assignment. Such an approach has validity, but it does
present problems of articulation between programs. How necessary is -it for
each program to have its own courses in areas such At cultural foundations,
curriculum, pedagogical principles of teaching? .Are there not general
principles governing bodies of knoWledge that transcend role specialties?
Most faculty members would agree, that there are 'commonalities withsome,
differentiating' factors. Operationally, however, they encounter. such
problems AS competition for student credit hours lack of interest from
fellow academics; some loss of control over a program; or variances in
validity. and reliability of content, as different faculty members teach
courses or modules.

There-is also the need for evaluation of curricular relationships
with other academic units of the University. Duplication of courses is-
apparent, and the question to be addressed is what are the parameters
governing the content in the Graduate School of Education,' and-what might
be more appropriately and economically utilized from other Colleges?

FUTURISTIC CONSIDERATIONS

The future of graduate study must be-predicated on adherence to the
highest standards of quality control. Pragmatically, such criteria need to
reflect the varying models of purpose, and by definition must allow for

_differentiation and variation. Such standards of excellence. may be
achieved in different modes as the comprehensive University mission is
fulfilled.

Qualitative-contributions to the profession and society will be
determined by continued recruitment and retention of scholars of distinc-
tion and, graduate students of the highest caliber. Suttained effort must
be made to improve the resources and mechanisms for production of theoret-
ical and applied scholarship.
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'Under_1ying'this general constellation of graduate study Is the imper4-.
,

tive..need'for cyclical planning within varying timelperiods. Mloritfes

will have to be-established: in the already d@signated degree/certification

programs1 Limiteci resources dictate that responsiveness to new needs must

be based on the elimination or delirhitation of Some existing programs. In

Prtgesstraiegies _must be developed toensure that academic and pro-

fessional -practice orientations are:preserved With- some degree of balance.

Although this may be contr&ry to,thePerceptions of sortie groOps,the,very

future -of_the professfbn demands no less.
The, impact ofchange will 4,1so affect faculty role and organizational

structure. Traditional concepts of specialiaation, and permanence will have

-to-be tempered with the increasing aWaileness'of t e.need for fluthity and

flexibijit. Planning must anticipate all these tOntingetIcies.

Corpcirately, the School doe's have optilpin'determinin'g the future

course of graduate study. The qualiIy,of choice will be determined by our

ability 0 .use-rationC, intellectual behavior,when the cumulative knowl-

'edge of today is employed as a means in forecasting the eventual tomorrows.

Future history will judge the wisdom of Ar actions. 4'
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GRADUATE TEACHER EDUCATION:
IN q1SIS OR

Johti'D. Mulhern

Graduate acher education, no less than all other phases of education,
is fated with he problems of declining enrollMent, a lack of confidence 'N
in hes professioeis ability to right itself, and an identity crisis that

ike at thg'heart of griduate education. Little or no attention has
b ew_focused onAraduNte teacher education .programs because, until the
mid- Os, enrollTerits generally held steady. Now, however, the eriroll-
ment'd a has caught up to the gradudte programs, and they are coming.;,
-under l o. overdue scrutiny.

THE CURRENT CRISIS,

A crisis does exist, and 'As well documented tg recent issues of prat-

tically all the prefeSsional Journals. The major danger in the current
:crisis is that, after- a cursolly examination, the programs, be .pro-

clatimed apprektate for the coming decade, and the opportunity -for s0-
tantive change in programs that are in need- of revi tal izatibfi will be

.lost f=

The crisis of Enrollments. Graduate teachtr education programs enroll
both preservi and iiiSerVice teachers in a wide variety. of programs. The

major fieus of most of the programs is the traininb or retraining of per-
sAnnel fotaew.positions within the education sector. Teachers who are
-interestediTn becominiadmilistrators, curricu4lm specialists, or guidance
counselors enroll in prepatation programs leading to certification in those

areas. StmilarAy, teachers seeking supplemental -endorsements,, as reading
teathess of special education teachers enroll in progrqms were the emph-
sis iSTon new teaphirtg skills for classroom teachers.*

, The geoduate entry-lie; programs have experienced sharp Curtailment
interest ,n teaching ,d fined during the early 1970s; many of these

0
programskare now li ttl e mor than the undergraduate course,effering'
suilljeffiented.witksomelradUate course substitutions The bulk pr he
enrbljmentlt the -graduate level consists of inservice teachers; and as
fewer new teachers, pouns4trs, and;amini5trators are hired, the pool of .-
potentliAl graduate students is s diminished and-'graduAte enrollments decline

correspondi ngly *,

Statewide figures for Michigan serve to highlight the extent of the

decline. In 1970-71, Michigan instibOt-4K prepared 16;4798 teacher educe-
tiekgraduates.41;"-ThA number Aecreased 11513,417 in 1973-74 and to_ 9,782

tn,t976-7% (The .00line has continued, but an accurate cot isIt'Pot yet
avai.1 bbl e for 1977-78. ) The 1976777 fi4dik qf 9,782-must AtconSidered in

'light of the fqct that fewelk than 4,500 new teacherswere hiredAn Michigan
during 1977-78, And that traditidri ly about 30 percent: If the4eaoher
education graduates take positioriSoutside bf,teaching. consequently the
total 'statewide pool ''of new. potential'graduate students for -4p77-7a enrol
ments was somewhere between the numblyr of newly 14 red pacht0 (vproxi,
mately 4,000) and the potential pool of new teachers.ffipprOximatAty 7,000
In further illustration: one Michigan teacherlpreparation institution--
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reported the issuance of 1,953 teaching credentials in 1970-71, 1,542 in

1973-74, And 884 in 1977-78.
Abese figures can be duplicated throughout the country, and enroll-

Ments in graduate teacher educatiOn will continue to decline as the pool of

newteacher education graduates and new teacher hires continues to Shrink.

The Crisis of Confidence. Public confidence in society's instftutions.
Ahas eroded greatly over the past ten years. This is particularly true with

respect to public education, and is evident in higher education as'well as

in elementary and secondary education. The public's attitude is manifested

by rejected bood issues, millage defeats, tax limitation plans, literacy

tests for high 'school graduates, and competency tests for teacher education

graduates. The public believes the explanation for why Johnny can't read

is due in part to-the failure of colleges ofeducation to prepare teachers

to. teach, and the message is loud and clear that the public is no longer

willing to support programs and institutions without question.

In much the same way that authors and publishers have pointed out the

Jailure,of the elementary and secondary Schools to educate their students,

.teachers are pointinToot the failure of the colleges of education to

prepare them adequately to become teachers. This phenomenon has reached

near epide-ic proportions with the fannation of teacher-controlled teacher

centers, itotaS on the numbers of student teachers, and the disinterest

teacher show in graduate programs by refusing to enroll in them. One

,gleans he impression that professors of education similarly lack con-

fidence in the ability of their colleagbes to-respond to the crisis.

Simplifie solutions are often proposed for the complex issues or the

crisis is s ply ignored. Finally, potential teachers themselves express'

their ladka confidence in the preparation programs and in the educa-

tion professioaby electing alternative'career choices. Seldomi,if ever,

does anyone now Caunset a mature,adult on a career change to teaching,

Just as concomitant rewards follow success and enhance that success,

concomitant liabilities-accompany reversals'. Techer education il" general;

but gradoateHteacher: education in particular, saTfers-from a string of

reversals and the concomitant liabilities associated with them.

111tEfLiA91_1AaLLLb At the very timejt can least afford such

graduate teacher education also is suffering from an identity

crisis, from a lack of commitment on the part of colleges and universities

to the solution' of classroom instructional problems. As drops in enroll-

ment at the local level cause the need for new teachers to decline, the

local schools are faced with using internal resources to fill positions

created by new prograMmatic needs; thus schools must askrtheir teaching and

administrative staffs to become skilled in the new pedagogical tasks. With

no new funds to hire expert personnel, the only alternative is continued

professional development; and the Viability of this alternatiVe may

ultimately depend upon whether orrncit-the necessary training resources

,,are Available to the teachers.
An eleMentary school that has Bever had to accommodate physically

impaired youngsters, for example, underTublic Law 94-142 must now provide

complete program of physical and acadeMiC development for them. As far

as professional training is concerned7the services of several specialists

in the college of education - -in physical therapy, school environments,

administrative legal compliance, and other areas -- maybe called on for

assistance. :4hese specialists must function as teachers/consultants; a
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-role.-not dissimilar to the current faculty role, but one that reqdires a
different operating style for the ihdjviduals and a different pattern of
'funding for the college. 4-rhe "mainstreamed" handicapped student has a
right to receive adequate and competent treatment; schools Have a need to
develop new - skills in presently emplOyed personnel; the state has an obli-
gation to its citizens to see that the.personnel are adequately prepared;
and graduate teacher education must have the resources to fulfill'this
obligation, this need, and this right.

This tripartite crisis permeates the fabric'of,graduate education ,and
conditions much of the current upheaval in program renewal. The remainder
of'this chapter examines' the Iwo: major thrusts of colleges of education--
preservice or entry-level programs, and inservice or continuing profes-
sional development programs - -in light of the crisis. In addition, a plan
of action is proposed to meet the challenge presented and to redirect
resources.

.RRESERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION

The4xecutive.director of the National Education Association, Terry
Herndon,- recently r

;

c9eMended that "colleges of education, in collaboration
with the National EAation Association and its affiliates, should plan and
pursue their:further evolution into graduate level professional schools"
(Herndon, 1976, p. 29) ". Although graduate entry-level programs do exist at
public institutions where the vast majority of teachers are prepared, the
admitted emphasis is on the undergraduate programs. More often, one is apt
to find the graduate level professional school at a private institution (

with smaller, more selective programs. Herndon's concept is not new; it
does merit-examination and discussion at this point in the evolution of
teacher education.

-J\ graduate professional school, like all other graduate level programs,
would require completion of a baccalaureate degree for admission to the pro-
gram. Althougha graduate level professional school would offer some orga-
nizational advantages, it is not a necessary condition in order to-offer a
graduate entry-level program. Several advantages inherent in graduate
level teacher education programs need to be examined in light of the dis-
advantages. Four frequently cited advantages of a graduate level program
inclu0 a greater opportunity for quality'selection of candidates, the
matching of entrants to the areas of demand for teachers, an improved cli-
mate for field prictice, and an improved practicum through an internship.

unlit Selection of Candidates. In large comprehensive programs on
the undergraduate level, a philosophy of self-selection. and retention per-
sists even though it is not documented. It has been assumed that, over a
time span of 3-4 years, students will iirop out of the program because they
fail td'gain satisfaction in working AtiLelemeatary or secondary school
age youths. This assumption was,probabaceAlrate when teacher education
was in fact a four-year program and included significant practicum time

under the supervfsioriilf an affiliated laboratory school teacher. How

ever, the situation 'fAy is radically different; large percentages of-

teacher education kOdnts enter programs at the beginning of the junior
year and many others,after graduation from a four-year college'. The
program is already compressed and students are less likely to deselect
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themselves as juniors or sniors than they are as fre5hmen and sophomores.

Furthermore, few students are dropped from the program on an involuntary

basis. Consequently, virtually all students who want to complete the.

.teacher education program do so with few effective barriers established to

screen out teacher candidates of limited potential..
,

A graduate entry-level program would contribute to the selectionentry -level
Students failing to meet minimum admission standards and

marginal students would be denied admission to the program.

Matching of Entrants to Areas of Demand. Present practice at the under--

gradOte.level is to offer dlasseS when enrollments or projected enroll7

ments-Warrant them. Seldom if*ever is a program offering limited because

of a surplus in that particular field. ThiS phenomenon is not irmited to

colleges of education; it is prevalent throughout higher education and iS

founded on the "right of students to elect." :Although professi pal schools

traditionally set.selective standards-and enrollment quotas tha are com-

patible with a realistic job mdtket p8tEntial this approach ts denied as a

legitimate planning tool in teacher education.- Consequently students are -,

permitted to oversubscribe in areas of extreme teacher surplus while

nothing is done to recruit for areas of teacher shortage.

Student course election, the drily planning 'tool now utilized by the

colleges, can be defended no :longer. MAimum student admissions could

easily be established fOr specific teaching fields in the'graduate.program.

In this way, the admissions program could control not only qUality but also,

the potential number of teachers for- a given subject area or level. Unlike

the undergraduate:level, where such a'program would Aeny'currently enrolled

students access to programs of their choice, the graduate program admis-

sions deal- with only prospective students. .,

proved Climate for Field Practice. Currently the relationship

between the teaching profession and the teacher education profession is'

charged with accusations of noncooperation. Although each side feels its

position on the issue,of teacher produtionis misrepresentedand disl-

torted,by the.pther side, some examplesOf'statewide cooperation exist.

On the local district level,, relationships generally are much more positive

because of a variety of bonds that have been cultivated over a period of

years. Thera is no question about the need for greater cooperatiOn between

the leadership%of the teaching profession and the colleges of education in

qrder to de-escalate the -feelings of mistrust. A graduate program with

.selective admissions, related to realistic job market opportunities, would

greatly enhance the establishment of improved relationships.

Im roved Practicum .Throe'h Internshi . Underlying the entire concept

of a graduate entry-level program is the development of a paid internship.

ie An internship whereby a person not yet fully certificated is/as-Ogned as

a beginning teacher under close upervision by the district andithe college

of education is more attractive'during periods of teacher shortage than

it is during times of teacher surplus. However, a graduate internship

where each first-year teacher 'continues professional development under

the auspices of the college of education and at the same time assumes

responsibility foi''-a classroom would constitute a breakthrough in college/

_public school relationships. In such a'plan, the number of internships

would be limited tip the number of'vacant teaching positions, and the

teachers-in-training would have to compete with each other i -n order to
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complete their tuictving credential; Consequently, not all persons admitted
to a teacher preparation .program would be able to complete it- -only thOse

Who were successful in securing,onedof -the public school internships. In

such an arrangement., ,the public schools would select the interns, thus
retaining normal control over, personnel selection.

Obviously, thereare dlSadVantages associated, wtth a selective
admisston, graduate.level-program tag Would ehcompass,two years including
th_paid internship. First,Ahere Is no evidence that a direct positive

Correlation exits_ between a high undergrilduate trade average and

success as a teacher. Second, an additional year of.preParation.may
discourageSoMe otherwise well-qualified persons-from.J1Cpminq teaChers.
Third,-it Would;greatly reduce thefnumbers of studehts lagteadker edutation
programs; in fact it probably would7force somp institUtifinS4,Wit4,040i,tad

enrollments to drop teacher educatioh altogether. Fourth,4ecreaStng the
pool of newly certificated teacherscould Prompt school districts .to
enhance the teacher's role, salary, and working conditions 4nd,could
thdrefore result ia higher tax. levies:.

Nevertheles,s, the advantages of a oraduate entry program as the ma

entry route to the teaching professioh far outweigh the disadvantages.
The prospective teacher as an undergraduate .,student could concentrate on
becoming an educated person with in- depth' knowledge in one or more Subject.

areas. Witha gradote entry-level PrOgram 0.61Y, the-college of education'
could concentrate on individualizing the,programHta strengkhedlan already

mature studeht with, a balance of speciality doqrso and ..experiences With,

field-centered pedagogy. A full-year program' with p concentrated focus on
professional development, organized by teems of teacher edudators, would
prepare the prospective, teacher up to the internship. burin thefaintern-

s0p, a supervisory team drawn-from the ranks of teacher_ themselves

and highly skilled un4versity personnel would a i tern throughout

the first year. successful` completion'ofthe ld&sylt in
the issuance of a teachingqertificate or,Iicepse

Implementation woUld4re4uire careful plan eld teachers,

ether association representatives, and publa, icials. Thy role

he university-based toacher,educator wool tally chataged

s ituting such p program world constitute t tance c*Ige do
teacher education since the introduction of b degree prOgrams

for teacher education - during the 1920s and' 19

INSERV Ct TEACHER EDUCA
1,-,

No matter what inservice educatio called crc how i

it typically isSomethpig planned and -lain.i.zed b a local

school 'ditricte.OVdOone to the classroca teac.II r. The

examined and jacrgedfieficient in certain areas, then-solytio

scribed-for them,' The resultant actiflity rday be tabula d and d6C6ffiehted,

but, it may nod result i%impro'ved classroom iRsructi improved student

lear in g. :UltImately, L:programs of teachertAnservi agt be examineddal
,,,-,

.resin 41ght gf thfscruciai iss0e. ,

. .

,

-ece 'as,2U years ago, teachers were expected /instruct
.

in Uhdrhasic and stable list of subjects w0Ch the teachers

msel stddied 4 Mastered; whereas today nothing is very stable

tery a s'ubJe el115 Impossible, It wo441c1 be logical to change
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the schools, reorganize the instructional process, courage teachers

to become, specialists--in#ildren and in a subje ear,,_ .-Plowever, team

teaching, technology del iv#ry systems, and the 1 e new approaches

to space utilization-, new program conceptual izati f,i strative leader -

ship, and teacher wil 1 ingnesscondi tions seemiji possible to Attain.

Consequently the typical teacher is still in a:, Ontained classroom is

surveyor of the whole program while master ofr tittle of ft, and-needs

help. If the school s can' t or won' t change, t s f he-teacher will have to'

It is not very logical , but the pattern seems OnSistent with our

bureaucratic approach to a problem.
Although professional development is not ,current emphasis on

it is a recent phenoMenon. In the past, inser e education was ,Offered

to teachers as a' means to introduce them to rograms or classroom

materials. Inservice meetings typically were oducted by the area
,supervisor, to Meet specific educational neet defined by the district

or school. The biggest departure from thi at came with the intro-

duction of modern mathematics in the late t5c=l -The task vas -s0 menu-

mental and the pressures were so intense became nOttgary- to
utilize resources previously untapped. sic;ontract-60414ith univer-

.

sities to conduct credit and noncredit wo s, ado c-loses in modern

matheNtics, universities offered simil oPs an urseS on campus,

publishers conducted textbook orientati Ps enterprising

_faculty entrepreneurs formed consulting 1 co individually

- with districts What was exceptional in
, ,

project's magni-

4_ tudeand the resources depfltiYd 'to mere_ modern mathe-

matics' in 1960, became common lace wIffhl the ety" legislation

of the, 1960,, However, the same_ philosophy per ;throughout the

sixties:, 'tiiiirway to . improve education is to the teachers in

atcbrdanpe with a "master 'pl-an" designeCWi tho 1 scOSsi ng i t with the
,

teachers. :1-k.

., . Marey_ofile reforms of the sixties wayside because inser-

ice .Programs set out to implement ic h group of:teachers who

were never convinced that the chah neededor even legitimate.

,J-P.nother .form of professional devel conducted by colleges and

kiversities, under he banner of Ira e degree programs, flourished

alongside tine pr s- conducted by oco-1: systems. The universities

focUsed on : training for new positions,rather than broader training to

: edOme a :More -effective classroom teacher, Programs designed to train
coUnSOlors,'reaftngt specialists, AtIrricul um and instructional supervisors,

's- teacher trainers, special -educa0t*teachers, media and technical per-

sonnel ,-., and administrators pros 04 Tgpand fulfilfulfilled the' personnel needs of

-rapidly expanding adminiStrative etSitions. Although it was possible to
il;

Ake-a degree with an emphasis on classroom teaching strategies, these

rogramv nded to be a.:.cdtiage and *.4'overlap post- baccalaureate teacher

raining,-1' ograms. 'While the college pand universities did successfully
,)r

eet 'their) obligations ,to indlyidual teachers who wished td train for new

pasitions4 they never -.assumed responsibil ity for inserVice training of

alassrOomiteachers as-,Ort- of /their outreach program, except on a grant c----'=---
,-, .

ortintratt basis. As a result the school syStem programs, staffed with

fnternalappointments from the central office and classroom teaching

POrsbhnel and suAlemented with consultants and freelance entrepreneurs,

:never met teachers' needs and/or expectations.- ,

A lapgram of professional development can bridge. both inservice

enstons and at the same time meet the legitimate desires of teachers
-_.

k
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to pursue new career goals. Among the legitimate goals'and objectives for
such a program are:

m_rovin the uali educa_ional services for all students.
ppropriate activities include the introduction of-a new basal

.reading series, understanding the metric system, preparation for
mainstreaming, learning-the use of the school library in enriching
the curriculum for talented and gifted students, and other experi-
ences that pertain directly to the classroom pregraM. The primary
goal is to improve the educational offering, and it is accomplished
by training the teacher.in new materials or edUcating the teacher
in new content.

Increasin the rofessional tom e enc of eachers. Activities, to

further this objective include reading and interpreting standardized
test 'results,..diagnostic/prescriptive teaching, learning to identify
talented and gifted students, studying counseling techniques, and
other experiences designed to increase the range of professional
skills that are part of the repertoire of the individual teacher.
The primary goal is'to increase the professional skills of the indi-
vidual teacher,-with the expectation that the educational experi-
ences available to the students will be improved.

Increasing the professional competency of _administrators. If the

primary goal of, adminfStration is to facilftate and support. the
classroom instructional process, then a professional development
program for administrators is essential. Administrators need an
understanding of new curricular programs, new classroom strategies,
and new instructional materials if they are to become active members
of the school' or system instructional leadership team. In addition,

administrators need to grow in their understanding of administra-
tion, leadership,nd change theory and practice. As administra-
tors' understanding of the program is increased., their leadership
skills will promote a higher quality of education, in each class-

room.

Teachers today are much more sophisticated consumers of education, just
as pUblic school students have become more sophisticated. Teachers right-
fully are demanding a voice in "what is being done to them" in the form of
professional development, both because of the previously discussed changes
in the teaching staff and because of increased interest im teacher centers.
Although proponents proclaimed that centers resolve the questions about
organization and teacher involvement, the'edence thus far does not seem

to support the conclusion. .

Colleges and universities continue to offer courses and programs
designed to meet the inservice needs of teachers. New courses in reading,
mainstreaming, and similar areas of current emphasis reflect his desire on

-4Z

the part of colleges to meet their obligations. Yet themr_.still few
instances of ,coordinated efforts to offer assistance in areas identified

as priority items by both teachers and school systems. The °lieges must

rethink the conceptual framework of the programs; revamp thecOntent and

methodology; help students develop subspecialties that are related to

teaching but not'limited to 'teaching in the public school classroom; and

prOvide students with adequate career and job counseling.
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A PLAN FOR MEETING THE FUTURE TODAY

The current literature is replete with descriptions of teacher centers
and /or professional development centers. The common viewpoint shared by
most of the- authors is that colleges.ofeducation are unwilling or even
unable to contribute to improved classroom practice, and so they should be
left out of the-process.. First of all, the assumption is both false and
capricious because colleges of education and their faculty members nave
contributed- to improVed classroom practice in the past, and continue-0 do

so -today. Second, the charge seems to be based, more on "control" than on
resources and expertise. It seems impractical to'encourage state govern-
'ments to create a series of degree or non-degree institutions to serve a
highly specialized segment of the population, in direct competitibn with
already existing colleges of education. This is especially true now that-
we have entered an era of tax limitation referendums.

In an attempt to be more responsive to teachers' needs in classroom
Oradtice,aild to improve the practice of teacher education in general, -the
College of Education at Eastern Michigan University has undertaken three
new, bold approaches and one traditional approach to plan and implement
changes at all levels of the teacher education_, programs offered by the
College.. They are: (a) certificate for advanced study in curriculum and
instruction, (b) professional development field centers, (c) campus
resource centers, and (d) ongoing. gnam revision.

Certificate for Advanced Stud in Curriculum and Instruction

Although there is nothing dramatic about the introduction of a CAS
program as part,of graduate study, phis program is different in the
following ways:

--Enrollment is limited to practicing teachers with continuing or
permanent certificates. ,

- -A Professional Advisory Board, with a majority consisting of
teachers;-, district supervisory personnel, and association/

,

federation representatives, constitutes a policy board for

program.
--Each student's -program is completely individualized, with no required

courses.
-Workshops, courses, seminars, and other education experiences -are

planned, as 0 result of an identiff'ed need, and none'is to be offered
more than twice.

-- 'There is a liberal transfer policy so that other meaningful
educational experiences can be evaluated -and used as part of the

program.
--The emphasis's on nontraditional delivery systems and may include

some practical supervisory activity, but is not "district specific."
--The.focus of all educational experiences offered or approved under

this program is on "improved classroom teaching practice."

The program received approval in Spring 1978 and the first offerings

under the program began in,October 1978. To date, the 7-0 prospective

student. enrollees consist mainly of classroom teachers who have ten or more

years of experience ,and whose career goals are fulfilled in the classroom

teacher role.
de
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Professional, Be'Velo ment Field Centers

This program utilizes a"teacher center'. model but is "di
=s-pecific" as contrasted to'regiodal or multidistrict centers. imple-

Merit the concept, a small executive board--consistingof repre tativeS

from the University, inClUdiig a vice president, and personnel from the
local 'district,.intermediate district, and teacher federation/association
levels - -has been formed. Five local districts have been invited to parti-

cipate in the program during 1978-79: two as operating partners and three

as planning partners. It is anticipated, that the threedistricts that are
planning partners during 1978-79 will betome operating partners.during
1979 -8D -and that additional districts will be invited to become planning
partners. Features of the program include:

--Each district assigns a professional development c ordidato. work

with the,university perSonnel.
--A prefesSional development ComMitteb,is forMed at each-school site.
--The'program emphasis is to be on those areas and needs identified by

teachers. at the building level. ,

--Special programs, courses,,workShops, and the like are designed for
building heeds and will consist mainly of one-time offeringS.

--A preserVice component iSto be one element of each building pro ram.

--The executive committee will serve in a policy and approval role

until a more broadly,based committee can be formed. =

--University general .funds'are distributed to participating districts
tOcover their costs for personnel involvement.

W
This program received legislative approval in 1978 and projects the

College of Education into a leadership role that was not previously part of

the Michigan.Plan for Proffssional Development. It is anticipated, that

expanded funding for this program will be sought as part of future budget

requests,

Campus Resource Centers

Individual staff members as well as clusters of faculty members often

represent an invaluable resource for public school teachers ,in developing

program areas. More often than not, these resources are made available on
an-individual entrepreneurial basis rather than as part of the university's

service commitment. In an effort to regularize the - access that school dis-

tricts and individual teachers have to the resources available through the

College of Education faculty\at Eastern Michigan University, the College is

developing program area resource centers. At present, two centers--

Community Education and Consumer Education--are well established and serve

a statewide clientele. In addition, the reputation=of the Community
Education Center is such that it serves virtually as a nationwide resource

center. The third and fourth centers--Adult Education and Bilingual

i,

Education-Fare in the first and second year of operation respectively. The

fifth centerReadingI= in the planning stage, with an implementation

date of September 1979; sixth center--Mathematics and Computers--is in

the conceptual stage,with, a 198U date for its anticipated implementation.

Each center has staff members assigned to the program area and is

supported primarily with institutional ,funds, although grant monies

supplement these funds. Each center shares the folloWing objective
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--Center resources are made available to classroom teachers,and others
in the field.

--Consultant assistance is available to the field on a no- cost or
-low-cost basis.

--Graduate course_ offerings in the program areas are available and are
accepted in the regular degree programs.

--The major focus is on the improvement of field pract ice in the
program area.

The "center approach" to new program areas as well as those that are in
'a state of- imbalance enables the Collegeof Education to develop the ser-
vice thrust in such a way that-the College becomes an invaluable resource
to the field.

Ongoing Efo Revision

The graduate programs are reviewed regularly as part of the campus
policy of,having an internal or external review every five years.
Similarly; undergraduate programs are under review and- revision, with a
revised elementary teacher preparation prOram due for implementation in
1979, a'revised.early childhood program in 1980, and a revised secondary
and all-grades program in 1981. At the same time, department processes for
new,course development and course revision are operdtional to meet the
revised program requirements. To meet- the multicultural requirement in the
NCATEstandards, .5 FTEF of one staffinember hasbeen assigned to develop
the institutional capability io this area.

One of the major demands on faculty as a result of all four efforts is
a-reth-finking of the course development process. In the pest, a course was
developed, and became a permanent fixture of the or, college. The

new program effort makes courses consumable goods; items with a short life
-span designed tO meet a specific need. However, this idea has yet to be
fully accepted by the faculty or the university curriculum bureaucracy.

In order to fund this reorientation or revitalization process, the
Untversity has allocated more than $300,00& for the 1978-79 fiscal year.
In addition, approximately 50 percent of the time of the Associate Dean- and
apprbximately 30 percent of the Dean's time is deV,oted to this effort.

In Conclusion. It is becoming apparent that.a,continuation orwst-
,practiCes will impact' dramatically on teacher eduction and the role of the
,College of Education will be greatly,. diminished. Jhe,aCcUmulated expertise
cOcernilig the "instructional processes" concentrated on education facul-
ties mustte redirecteCinto new and visionary areas. Indeed, teacher edu-
cation it fortunate that the American public still loOks toward the school
as the major source of learning expertise; it is a compliment to our past
successes as well as those of the public school. 'However, teacher educa
tion must be as responsive in training teachers and nonteachers for new and
nontraditional roles within society as it has been trimeeting staff Tieeds
of the elementary and secondary schools in the past.

g.
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THE.PURVIEW OF GRADUATE PROGRAMS IN EDUCATION

Frederick B. Bunt

It is time for a change! The education of teachers-,-eduCational admin-
istrators, supervisors, and other alliedeOfessional educators should be

- conducted with a,hew mission, an eniarge"-4et of Purposes, and a redefini-

' don of content. Graduate schools of edgiafion accordingly must re9ganize
and'revamptheir structure,- -design, and functions.

As proftsOonal educators we need suggestions for fruitful alterna-
tives; weshould.be soliciting help from concerned professionals tin 011

fields, not the harebrained schemes of frustrated malcontents. This: hono-.

. graph will not reCourit'theilitany-of abuses heaped uponteacher'education.
and the training,of;:other eduCational'personneT,since the days of-the
normal- school, It is too well known, Even seiffiagellation is not:, P

unknown practice Education --as may be seen in the comments by,pean
Daniel-Griffiths of NewYork_Universiy on the anti-intellectual Character
of the professionaleddCator,(190). -Perhaps educators are ,their-own worst

enemies.
In addition tothe'manifold cruel and misdirected barbs of the critics,

many schools, colIegeS, and departments of education (SCDEs) now.face the -
coup de-grace: financialcollapse, The SCDE, in many cases, was once the
'proud 'provider of funds for thd development and operation of improved pro-

grams AA the arts and sciences and now is labeled the "poor. relative," a

drain on college or university resources. Subject to a final solution--
abandonmentor merger (with an arts and sciences department)--many:SCOEs
must move quickly and decisively in a fruitful direction, one which is
economically,Ond pedagogically sound 'and which does not-compromise stan-
dards or the:prcifession.- The primary thrust of this monograph is to
suggest that a reorganization andeconceptualiation of graduate pro
grams ineduOation is a fruitful direction in die.quesefOr,,survival of

professional eduCation.

AREAS OF CONCERN

Before providing a series of recommendations for i-eorganization of
. graduate professional education, let's take a moment to eXtmine some-of,the

errors prpfes l nal educators have committed over th past,20-30 years for -

both good and d reasons. We have been,responsible, or SCDEs thetaccep0
and promote: ..;4

1. Narrow definitions of their responSibilities and purposes

2. Continued acceptance of marginal students and subsequent
below-average performance by these students hk

Training and certification of educational non - leaders.

_OverspecialAzation while ignoring promising multidisclplinary
approaches to 'educational problemsH,

An amoral approach to professional education



A.myopic concentration on knowled e produtf0a
knowledge 'utillzation.

The following are'brief, ndncomprehensiVe explanations of hese six,

"errors" that SCD4Hbaie Omitted over time.

Ftrst, we should admit we committed. a 'cardinal sin in marketing.
Teacher educatiOn Out all.of its apples in the public school basket. If

. we had had any predictive Sense at all we would have- realizedAhe-schobl
population and birth rate would mot--could not--continue indefinitely-to:
spiral upward, .'There are simply too 'many institutions of higher education
involved in teacher education.

Beyond that, we have erred in. defining our mission. -SCDES (tile.under,

gradate as well as the graduate levels.of operation) should not be rele,-_-
.gated solely to the-preparation of public (or-private) school personneli
Our mission should have been the preparation of edUcators,- of facilitators
of learning; OfprOfeSsional helpers in the learning procesS to function
in all kinds of formal and informal environments.

Ducharme and Nash, writing n the Teachers_ Colle_e'Record, made'a
strong plea for the development of h&iman Service educators. They defined-
the human service educator as

a helping professional and effe ve teacher who uses appropriate
knowledge, values, and skills, vis-d-y)s a variety of face-to-face.and
group-interventions-, in orderlo enable. needful persons.to realize
their human, professional, and political potential so that they might
grow in the directions they choose--directions which in the long run
are mutually beneficial to the individual-and the group and life-
enhancing (1976, p. 443).

Ducharme and Nash are correct in their courageous call tobroaden the-
range of vision of educator beyond mere classroom teaching competence, but
they.dp not go far enough. Of course, human cervices enlarge the educa-
tor's range of profesOppal.attivity to human relations and:life enhance-
ment activities for Pew4:9444Jfation. But I see the need.for graduate
programs in'educationJO4Y prepare human service educators and directors
of training in businees' :06.d-,i'industry, television teachers, educational,
managers, writers, tech=nicians, aCcountants, and a host of others.

CDEs have failed to examine the relevance 'of teacher education, for a
wide variety of fields or occupattons. 'It is our responsibility to deter-
mine just what are the parameters for an educator in terms of vocation.
Teaching is an act that engages the time:and effort of the great majority
of the American adult population; there is not a human activity: Which could
not utilize formal instruction in order to improve perfbrmance..

Our. mission is to serve all who need the assistance of trained educa-
tors, including the human services, business,,industry, government, )-med-

forces, civil service, and others. Thi SCDE is Selling one extremely
complex skill how to help someone (or some group). to learn, and to learn

efficiently. and effectively.

Second, the' name of survival too oftenLWe accept into our.teacher
education prlgramsstudents who, regardless- of time and effort, cannot Or'
perhaps will not function on a minimal lever of. acceptable teacher perfor-
mance. Of course, there are those Whom we select out 'of teacher educatiOn.
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programs'; but too many-others remain who connot,'for example,,write a

cogept, grammatically correct paragraph..
StmOy-tompare-the-SAT-scores AndThighrschoOl7aVeroges-of-the-entering-=

class of teacher education students with the significantly,hilher scores of

students in the -arts-and sciences. The gulf between the scores of the two

groups. is:mOst,dlisheartening.

Third, our screening of students for teacher- education and other
education- oriented programs suffers.from a lack of 'concern for the societal..
problems we'foceas well as for the ocademic-standardwe profess. As
Cremin indicated in'tfie 19th Annual Hunt Lecture,-I have argued fin my
recent writings that we have ben liVing through a revolution in:education
that may betas profound as the original invention of-the school" (1978,

p. 17). The type.Of person needed to function asian educator must be-a'
schOlar., a learned.ihdiAdual,:weT1 acquainted with-the arts_and sciences
and capable oPfunctioning in a'rapidlychanging social milieu. Cremin

said:

'It is a revolution compounded of several elements--the rapid
expansion of higher education to a:point where, one out-of 'every two
high slphOol graduates has been goihg to college; the massive shifts i

Population, froM east to west, frOm-sout4 to north, from country to
city, and from city to suburb, which lave created new ahthextraordinary

.clientelps to-educate; the movement Of women into paid employment out-
side the home-in unprecedented numbers, with prodigious consequences
for the family; Ube changing Character.of work associated with the
emergence.of a'postindustrial sociefi and tn'particular the growth
of the so-called knowledge industrie% the various civiKrights and

liberation movements of the 1960s and 1970s, which have soradically
changed the management and politics of education (pp. 17-18).

There As -no substitute fora literate, well-balanced teacher, aware of

and sensitive to social probl,k0P, capable of dispassiomate proSlem solving,

and Motivated torward contied*Aacquisition of knowledge and - skill. But the

study of specific disciplines and-job. specialties ought to be secondary to
the study of life realities as these relate_to the individual and to

society as a whole.- According tp Tyler:.

Our ation must ddvelop a majority of citizens who are conscious of
the ser us problems 'obi, society faces irt such matters as t 'e produc-

.

tion and use of energy, maintaining a stable population, re wing
international tension, maiotaining.a livable environment, developing a.
productive world-wide economy., and the like 1978, p, 32).

If*Tyler has correctly preclicted some of the future .demands' On our
nation,. who in,the teaching ranks .will be preparedto deal:with theses

demands?--Will it be todays marginal, StUdents, studentS who'have had. no .
'advanced study in the field of education and who are-the Products -of a

telescoped professional education4-in jame cases just two, all too brief,

undergraduiteA semesters?
-

. _.

Fourth, prepartion,of eficators must move awayfram the un#dimensianal

approach'which'hasjorsOlong Chor'acterized'teacheredueatiOn.l. Allen,
Rosenstein, a professor of engineerin'g-', has stated,Ihe-problem in this way:,

-17
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*name go complex and interrelated that 4
iprofeSstonal and in turn require a multi-
A-IIIhv4e ethicateornalsilrin

insulatedgfashion sures the uniprofesional-answer, case after
case of. dhiprofes lanai solutions to_large scale societal problemPmust
in general result in a system disaster D978,'p: 46) 411tv

It. is the recalqtrant and somett suspicious attitude educaters
-- have held toward the inclusion of mu idisciplinary andifnterdisciplinary
approaches to education which has limtted ariAmasculated teacher, education

"_programs. We have failed to grasp the,:comprehensive-nattore of the t6ach-

:fog Act. We have-narrowly defined our programs in response to specializa-
tion as the means of attaining rewards in bur society. The more* train
specialists, the less the chance of producing gifted ifttegrationists, or
"comprehensionists" to use Buckminster Fullelis term. ilit 414,_

In large part, improvement of teacher education programs,and the func-
tioning of SCDEs will be possible only if we move,toward more'com rehensive
and interdisciplinary graduate level education programs and organizationa
structures. We will solve none of the problems we fateas.educators,if we
cchitinue to function in a unilateral fashion. All Of-thew.ipportmt educa-

tional problems will require teams of profehionaTs frontal] disZtOinel
working toward cooperative solutiOns, if any real progress is 10 be made, on
the improvement of. education for the individual well as societx4p
general. g7 ,. '

How can,we move toward dross- disciplinary, moltiprofessional action on
the education' front? In the face of a history of half-hearted efforts and
pobr resultse what will impel educators, to solicit the thinkilit'-and cooper-

ation of other professionals? TheSe questions defy answers, but some
suggestions will be made later in this monograph.

Fifth, w have deadened our moral sense'and.have reluctant

;

y accepted

the slo4an, 'Survival at any cost!" In 'order to maintain en.0 lmehts we

have.clpsed our eyes to standards of admission, retentiont and graduation, ,

to lae)gesize classes, to inservice education by Contract, to branch

campuses' without appropriate facilities, and to the lack of competes ee and
41isassignment of faculty,. At a time when we need the best possible profes-
sional education, we Are "winking" at,the princiNes rekhics of our

, 4 .
profession. ,, v

The preparation of educational administrators7ig case in point.

To,what'extentodo we really concemourseives with-,"the moral judgments of,
educational administrators? What courses or learning experiences deal with
the decision-making process and the.collectIve, moral neutrality of organi-

zations/ What_ dole teach about the manipulation of information and the

evasion of accountability? "Far too little,".pany urban minority 'groups
-,,

might say w queried abbe t administrative action in their school

districts. ,,

Sixth and last,. we have notimplemented"wh_ research and development

have told us for over a decade about the prebaeOtion of teachers ant-`other

nteducation personnel.. 0Or programs do not refle the new kriowledgibin:
-7

1.

,

The stature and organization of learning experiences

girl 'implementation.iof knOwledge in the professional, sitdation.
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Weknow-a good deal about'hOw people learn and what l'acilitateS the
learning process.. For exomple, we know that fiystAidrid-experiemce, under
guidance and with time for reflection about WhathapPened, i d superior
mode forlearninIteaching skills to vicarious-learning eiperiences. Yet

we conti0e-to pursue inadegatt'alid.low-quality procedures fo'r training
teaches and other education persOnel. Practice. of.teaching skills, for ,

example, is Often too short in duration, narrow in scope (kinds of situa-
tions, age levels, socioeconomic levels), carried out in isolation from
other practWing neophytes, and- unobserved by appropriate trainers.

Furthermore, whil many $CDts have been.involved in and have contrib-
uted heavily-to research and development, relatively few have.taken.the

-.next step:., implementation. Due serious weakness in teacher education is
-oun inability or unwillingness to utilize the knowledge we have gained.

Perhaps "knowledgels not the,correctioterm. Davies and Yffyin their
article on the explosion of ,information available for teacher utilization,
said: .

'There is a tremendous increase in the amount of available informar
tion. This-information is raw material. to be refined anetransformed
into knowledge, the tool or- instrument with which we forge progress.
Much of the information presently available to us is still awaiting
transformation into useful and relevant knowledge (1976, p=. Jai).

The six areas=, of concern listed give rise to a number of proposed direc-

tiOns for teacher educators to follow. These are-advanced-as hypotheses
testing despite the fact that financieexigencies are hard upon us.

It is r'IMv those financial,Aemographic,' and societal exigencies which make
t imperat've that we expriMent,

,,iik.

What would ha en , . ..

If we-noilonger=21A2p2fedstedents for. teacher Certification on a-
baccalaureate 'degree basis?

0 ,-
Isn't it ...time realized that more time-needs to- -be spent on the,

liberal education of the teacher:and that:only a relat9t41.few education
,courses should be completed in the undergraduate program? -Why can't we

insist that allteacher preparational programs be at least a five - year--
period culminating in the achievement of-both the'baccalaureate ad the
master's, degree? We have solid evidence to prove the superiority of
two--year.postbaccaJaureate'program (Teacher Corps) over the our-year
unlergraduate sequence. Graduate schools of-education. must= ept

responsibility for the mai& portion of preservice teacher e ucation.

If we -redefined our mission to include the preparation o-.ALL

instrud*orillpersonnel?

The teaching act is a universal ,skill which may be applied to a'myriad

of human services. it:is a helping relationship to be used by social'
'service agencies, business, government, and-all kinds of educational
agencies- -not just those labeled,!'schools.". Our task is to prepare
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individuals,. through a wide variety of'experieptes, to.apply knowledge,

-Jtki-114-and-Lemotiori-intell4gently-and-ethicaily_to_the_te!iChingilearning
procetss,:praduate prOgr'amt in education'shouT .accept the responsibility

of sualpreparation -and reorganize accordingly

we raised:Our standards?
,

Would we lose or- gain students?, In'the long run, we would stand to

gain by the action.-The gain would not *simply in the quality, of

prospective students--bat in, the numbers* also.. T kg improvement of our

image should have a salutary affeet on recruitment. Admittedly ,.some SOB

might be-forced :to-close_ Or doors; but considering the fact that 93 of

the 1367.SUEsin the Un States are housed in colleges -that cannot

secure regional accredita --perhapS some closings might be beneficial

to- the prof =scion. A -

It has 'been reported .schooT boards and schOol administrators:

prefer large numbers of 'sensed teachers from whoM to choose. In-addi-

tion: society-Seems to p oteAhe-concept of easy access to teaching for

the-underprivileged. Hot. - reasons for producing-large numbers of persons

forthehteaching profession r spurious; they disregard the serious prob-

lemObur-schbolt faCe every.- ,
in attempting to educate children and youth

for the 21st century. : . _ .

As long as we are raising -the standards 'of performanCe for students,

oe should-concoMitantlytaisethe standar of performance for,facultyand-

administration. Faculty and- a nist ve development programs and work-

shops on the improvement of,ins ti on uld be an integrarOart of the

spntract an.empl ye signs,voth: t. insti ut on of- higher education. Higher

n peducation nel are just, as sCepti to b olescence as any' other
4 . . -.
human -ervi -ionalsA.,_, ,-hey ne prod i ng--gentle but firM.

- 0n 1 poi t is the importance of ,c ndOctins professional. services

on n I and moral basis.':EVelv.program of-ProfestiOnal preparation

should'havee1Deci c.-instance0aS"Well.aSintegration throughout the-cur-

riculum). w(en stu eat study the MaralAillemmas of-the profession. Time
,

should be given )11a study (and even 'role playing) of prbfessional

pro-lemS. necessi_ g-a*Morar,Judgmenti .' (*:=T

extended
.,

,

Isn't ltHtime we- realized that you cannot -produe first-quali.ty

profession 21 in four courses a'd half. 4 semester of,st :teaching?

'Study'after stuely from the;fiel .of educational psychol y tells us -that.

We cannot mass - produce professi nals7!,4that each one=must.receiVeJndividual

attentien-mere akin to the con r -Jon Of.a--Rolls-lloycethan- a Chevy.

Such.attention must be:brought ear.on students at a `et- baccalaureate

evel1 ere'contentrated,,_prolonged -tudy-of the field-- education is

e) eas0e. .-- -L.

-.4

Time-shortened and insulated from field experience, far too many -grad-

Ote prograMs'4articularly,for the master's.degree)-art emasculated,-low

16er.professidnal training. ;Often the M.S. i,n Education is the financial

,underpinning for anexpenSive-doctoral program. -Little effort is made to

individualize training4programs and to, rovide'sufficient,time for atquisi-

ti/Jf4, mastery and -assessment of prescrbed c-mpetencies.

Some:S03Es hav moved poSitively toward i diVidualizing Programs of

professional dev opment. The University of iSconsin*offers.adegree
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---phgramentitled the Professional DevelopmentAegree, Wis epreplanned,
_odmOitteLsertesoffearnihg psperiencetwhich,includqmOnformoldourses
(Shortyncincredit.seminars), regular university Werk---armahy-Offere
instittitions- and somemorkilearning actiVities. OradUation is based on

oMpleting'4nd- Meeting the cohtract established, with a counselor.:

Thelittle we know aboutedult. learning tells us that mature individ-

uals appreciate tf t opportunity to solve real problems and to take egoocl

deal of personall eSponsibilityJOr;their academic. echieveMent.- Why do we

continue-telreat graduate-levO'ProtOsi0Alsin.so many ways like under-

graduate6tudentS ',4,0:
.0ti, 1

If,we were- to bedbmt a model of knowledge utilization?.

Davies -and iff-noted:

The discipline pf teacher education rests on several of the othr
social science discipl hes includtngsociology, anthropology, philos-

ophy, and psychology.. Thus, the inforMation.base teacher Iducatibp

consists in large part otportionsAlt other information.andia.-knOwl-'

edge baset'upon.which th4edisCiptffiet rest . There is needcfor some

members Of theprofessionspeciailze in the systematic analysis and..

synthesis. of inforMtion and knowledge.from other social sciences into

relevant knowledge for teacher educatilph (1976, f. 181).
.

Why.can't. we etablish htgfi priorities *orala systematic analysis and
synthesis of- information agd knowledge -Nom a 4rtety of disciplines into

usable knowledge fora teacher ed4catior Possibly,because we have not

trained our professional educatovs t6db so, nor:to see the task as a top

priority or t0eprofessior.
But even the best known and almost mundane principles for organizing

learning experienteitOT often ignored. For examples to what extent do we
utilize medVancieorganizer-s: fortour*prognAms or even for the individual

-courses? To what extent are grqduate students involved in setting goals or

planntnglearning exptrienCes? *Even a cursory examination of graduate (and

undergraduate prOgrams foil educators provides. evidence of the proTifera-

tidn of tlighly sUsaicious "professional" courses. Little evidence in

to0ay's progams of_proilbssionj education can be found to support the

concept of individualized learning experiences for professionals.

0
If (we were ti re. ire EXTEND
or other educational functions in

active of teachin administra
the real world of educatiOn?:

Suppose we oer6 to includein the tr ining of the graduate student

long-teem internships inca variety of se tines under careful guidance.

Suppose the inservice education.,of exper enced teachers (on the local

level) were to be made part of the preservice training for the graduate

student. I believe we would greatly improve initial performance of,begin-
ning professionals, as mell as improve inse'rvicereducation for all

teachers.
The educati_on agency and the SC6E mustbe-tincere, daicated partntrs.

Beginners, experienced professionals Ifrom a-variety of disciplines)

university teachers, researchers l developers-1-all must wOrk-Idgqher in

a problem - solving mode. If the educational and societal prObitmS to be

faced by the neophyte are not taught as a cooperativeendeavor by many
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professionals, and not taug -in an environment which is a model of ,multi-

Prees51.4nalCoOperation, en we have 1 ittl g hope of making a significant
improvement in the Amei'lcan ucational enterprise. . .

we'considered each SCDE faculty member a consultant to ucational

envies Jor the ur ose ot faci litati n action'research' on'. teachin

administrative, or other educational oblems?

An instructor Who teaches four classe elve.credits),,of 20 students ,

per 155 might possibly teach three class 27' students each (nine

credi s and utilize the others three, ci.edit§4 ime in vaHOus educa-
tional agencies as' an unpaid consultant,. Th rsity would not lose;

the,Jaculty member would gain invaluable exi_er .4-and the agepcy would

receive help that is difficult ,to secure WithOue endituve ofsignificant dollars._
The consulting function cf the mil 'y member, to the next'

and final "If," in the sens s the r I iVers'ity would

playin inservice educatio
. ,

-If we' let the 149eal'eddcaf
schools care for tnserVfce
tinuins education of educa

upport .the view of Agne a
education is employment-orientecr
traj'hing designed to meet the me

coMpipoity. The educ

*m 0i. staff development OppOr

me

-for ins.
culars.

-Wes, deterfnipe phdi
IfeeordIngl

This ,kind of edticatipnal. ex erienCe =is best -accompli shed'
school 'district, us' getilentedteactierC df administrato s as-3nsf04ors.
It should be a non ft learninT,.6periene-, for P6tticin,q 61-79feS'siOnals,

and should be unrel d to degree fegulfements. HoWever, ft could be a

creditable expOien ward meeting the d reerequirenlentS:for preservice

students.
The SCDE's funeti

perhaps along the
Associates" (p. 18).,

they are sp e

SCDEs wou
educati
advanc

It ;v4

modeli o

-- _

11,15u1 d'he mainly toprovidetonsdatant se vice,
gne and.DAtOrme's-:"InServicejducat on -

tiOWtfaculty Would not teach tau ses 'uoless
Ao: sql-by the teachers' i nval ve father', -;

ncen iltiq, o pro idIngexperienced'eduta4wa, wi c9nt4tu sug

would lea-A- td_fur4fherprofessic# - certification or an-
/ :,

_

e imp i ve that problem %. of profeSsionalwterti ff on be

Wledge.production(and call ration,- of imultiprofessional_ -.

peoblem sa ving, of theory ini*aKactice,, and practice th4e truly
engenders tOnfidence and compOittica4,in, the beg nni profe inal.:Such
models could not help pp t raise th :standard of per orman f the entire ,_

profession. ',
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PERSPECTIVE ON GRADUATE PROGRAMS IN TEACHER EDUCATION

Vito Perrone

4hat isth fdture o oduatt-prOgraMs:Within -rhools of.educa ion?

o.Ught:the .directions:wberlte.:0m6.-uni_e.r'sal principles may

merge from .ours effOrts:tOtefIettpn actuate educdtion inAhis

publication, -:1 speCt:thtour:YeSPonteIl.:Will:belargely iitiosyncratic Ind

4411,-CorresPeAdta oUtOrticular:iis#ri.0 and
'think a-greatAe01.,Jot;example,:ahoutiraduate education; but my context

that-teflectiOn is North' DdkOta.,andthe.University's Center for Teach--

T.and Leatning.4*'.-.- .--- : ..- ' '

The-center.f.WTea-qhing-,dndiLeatningACTL11s a relativelyew profes-

jiaT educdtton InStitutien,:Aatinj.-back to .1'972. Its uame wag Selected,
to sUppett-a-philosophicalOrientation based on theireciprecityof teaching

andlearrlifigan& Lphorganliationastructuret. Which encourage collaboration
of faculty members and students atrost_dtsciOlinary-flelds as well as

beyon&the,COnflhesof -a:timpus. Whil6wehaven't achieved all that the
institutienal.himeiMplieS.,to:the.degrei..we had hoped, we have established
directions that-tend-to foster ongoing reflection about purpose. Thii

plades us, I suspect,' ri 'a. fayorable:position to attend. to the future

-thoughtfully and.with.4-sehse.of optimism.
Other:-uniVersitiesma,Y!beln a less advantageous situation. At the

:1977 JIACTE'_Meeting:, DavidOarkdescrihed schools of edtication as defen-

.sive-and lacking in any significant capacity for renewal.*** While his-

preSentation-'was'not.particularly,popular, his major thesiS.is most likely

correct,. Schools of education-typically lack.a-4 road enough base of

faculty preparation and experience to ajd rettCon-tructively the variety

of circumstances that are altering the traditiona landscape of education.

They tend to lack scholars at a time whe. scholarship is needed; they lack

:collaborative exiaerience when collaboration is critical; they-maintain a

relatively AarrOW view -of education when such a perspective no longer

guideS'the public dialog; they eschew social- and'public. policy as pOlitical

when.. politics have begun' to doMinate educational decision mak11.- -CIL was

cirpnized at the outset to attend to such Concerns..

At the University of North Dakota, we_ pooject.that enrollments'in our

Araduate-programs will grow over the ntxt decide.- In part-this will occur

* Most Institutions in our society today are struggling for a renewed

sense of integrity, coherence, and purpose. . This condition is related

to the 'rapidity of change in- the society, but it has-been given more
urgency by the stagnation of our economic and political cystems

At the Center A-4e have 'completed within the past -ear a planning exer7

vise- projecting'our goals and program direction for the, next ten years;

hence, many of the issues' have alteady received considerable thought by

the Center faculty and.related constituents.

* ** This speeCh wa published, a David L. Clark. .The 'World of the

Teacher Educator: A Look-to' thejlear Future, 18th, Annual Charles W.

WALLecture. Washi-ngton,,b.C.: AMerican Association of Colleges for

Teacher Edutation, 1977.
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because recertification standards for eqmentary and secondarY school

ri9 corpse -of ancillary Pgr.lt11.4

required to meet some of the concernsAlelated to FL 94-142 (social Wfor ers,
psychologists, physical therapists, nUrsw) will nee& graduate course work
in education to supplement their non-eduntion professional training. To

an even larger degree, however, gr ate enratlments will grow because we
hale restructured many of our grog s around the curt t- -and what we

expect lo be future realities of r -culture as weld the changing reds
of schools and communities.. Spac does permit a full or-atioL
allilbf our efforts, but it might be usef to discuss some briefly in the

e that our experiences might be instructive to others.

INSERVICE /STAFF DEVELOPMENT..

We-have .always viewed the ongoing development of professional'educators
as- importantan Integral part of our'graduate effort; but the need now,
and certainly in thefOreseeable future--isMuch._More manifest. toTions
that dominated education settingS--schools and collegesbetween 1950 and.
1970,.. growth' (Writ-large) being the critical 14Se, contributed 'l most with

out design to aJresh flow of ideas, materials, Curricula'. For the Mani,
of'reasons too oft- repeated to need recounting here--declining enrollments,
teacher supply .and demand imbalances, inadequate fiscal- Support-Aheseoon7
ditions no longer prevail. As a result, the concernis -that professional
school personnel-now face-a future .of limited opportunities to examtne.dif-.
fering perspectives about education, engage in activelearningi.interact
with supportive colleagues, become curriculum makers and community eduCa
tors. Institutions such as ours need to assure that the opportunities are
not limited.-

The waysin which we have organized inservice/staff development pro-
grams to assure that opportunities for growth continue are based on a num-
ber of,assumptions growing out of cur pIlt decade's experience in schools
and communities throughout North Dakota. frese assumptiOns should be kept

in mind as specific CTL programs are discussed.

The quality of iridividuats! understandings inflUeces to a large
degree what they db in ciassoms.'.

The best source for school pofessionals,t6 learn more.about teach-
ing 'and-learning, grawth ahelievel#ment of children, materialS-, and
methods is through an examination their Own. practice and their

own educational settings.

$ChoOl professionals -are like to engage-in alternative directions
if they are involved significlotly:in:defOng:their own educational.-
problems and needs and if they receive concrete.assistance on.their
own terms.

In order to overcome theirisolation-and- take fuller responsibility
for their own,Oyelopment, school professionals need access to. a,
supportive OrOfessiOr61 community :.

Our Extern Program has-been designed to enable practicing teachers and
school adstra-ors in North Eakota and western .MinneSota_ to _pursue up to



eight semester hours- ( four' hours, in any single semester) of .graduate study,

the't-relatesdfreean--4-equiryrooted-, theiltspectfiteduoational.
setting. .'7Persons Fnterested.in engaging -in -the xtern Program wilIbe
asked. to- respond to,,the

F.

Identify the problem /issue /topic you 0, to pursue and 'prowl:de 0'

brief _OS -ription.

Li st the questions that you ha-4e which relate e. 'problem/

issue/topic.-

-Outi np some initial thoughts of how youxmight purl ue

:HOw many hours (per week) could yqy realistically set aside to
'engage in thithis study?

I.

Is there o center. for Teaching and ,Learnipg, faculty member whom
you feel

.could be particularly helpful' inquiry? P1 ease

identi

,This initial :activity is designed to assist practicing professtorial s
reflect .about their work and- become more explicit about their intentions in
relation to thei 14' pa rtic i pa tion. in the Extern Program,: Once a CTL faculty:
member-and the-,extern are matched, a variety of interactive processes, are
scheduled to begin 'se that the practicing

the
's plans are opera-

If the extern is remote from thOmmediate locale of the
University-,and the program was real ly designed for such individual s--a

resoOrCe'person or close to the extern's community will be assigned to
meetAriodically with the extern throughout the duration of,the inquiry.
This. interaction, supplements the CTL faculty .member's communicationyhY,
tel ephone letter,' and one or two meetings in the extern's setting.

'The..reseurCe persons are selected from a large reservoir of .profes-'*
Sionals with whom we have worked intensively over the past decade. Much

of this reservoir was built through a four-year (197-77) N1E:Research:on
butStaff Development, buetner programs have clearly con,tribmted. cite the

NIE activity,in particular because it is typical of our approach to exter
nal funds/ We seek external support only for ,activi ties which can lbe rote-

grated' with our ongoi ng programs, nave a ,collaborative capaci ty, and serve
our overallAoals. We don't develop- programs that "tack, on!' tolur..ongbing
efforts:or have a. potenliial for moving us away from our ability,.to b a

major statewide resource.
The Extern Program has potential: ter dorng a number of ; things: It A111.

be cif:alSiStante to the 'extern and, with We-, resource, person,. can provide 'a,

basis for building. a professional community 'within various localities
the state. It ' will al so provi a vehicle foi-.-,keeping CTL faculty in touCh-

Mith the interests. and. problems of !practi ci ng professional s and, as a.
result, will as-314.t: them in their formal instructionand in establishing
their research and service Agendas.

The Saturday _-WorkSho:s are,now in t ojr fifth yeOrJand tyFically
attract 2oo7ao:teachers and school administrators- The workshops pre
planned. by CTL faculty and -practici ng professional s are activity Or tented;

and relate to curriCuTUSTevelopment,7 During any year theSe .works)ops
involve some 40 percent, if our total, faculty... They represent yet another.
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activity'that suPpOrts-the.professional-growth of PraC..icing'schoel

prpfessi-oftel-s-Wh41-t*etoingi,-tur-facaty-triti-mattly-atsocjated_with
practitioners.

These workthops'.are held onAhtUND campus and in: Some. off-campus
settings'where (*.Teacher -Centers- (tebe.deScribed) have riot yet been .-

develOpid. Other activities'which are aimed,at specific groups-And which
::give support to similar goal 'are also organized. One.partcolarly
successful example it our annual week-long education conference that
attracts individuals from-rriajw_parts Of the Ate;theAJnited.States,

and -Cahada. ,

, .

The Teacher CenterFloiecL had its it e u some five-years- ago ..when; it

was becoming clearthatwe could not.poSs,blY Meet- all:of the.deMands:being.
made on'us.by- procticAnTprofessionals in North Dakota. AndiOf course, we

concluded itI4ould be a mistakete attempt to do-so even if we had the

resotirCes. Having made that decision, cTL assumed the leadership in orga-.
.

nizing a "statewide response to the recognized'inservice-educatiOnistaff
development needs -Of professional educaterS while maintaining traditional
respect for,and supportof,letal By the spring. Of

,statewide plan-inmolving the state colleges; the -University, the State

Department. of Public Instruction, the North-Dakota EduCatimAssotiation,
and several school districts.had emerged. Operational Centers new exist

Vin end- Forki, Minot, Mayville, and Devils Lake, plannihg attivities

ccurring in Fargo, Bismarck, Vet_ City, Fort.. Yates, Dickinson, and. .

Williston. By 1980-, Centers shod d. be --._ rational in'every geographic

region. of North 'Dakota and accessible taialmost every practicing teacher

and school administrator.,
In my meetings with faculty members from a number of colleges of

education, I have been astonished.at their defensiveness with regard to

the develepment of teacher center's, which are seen as-competition:.another
"nail in the casket. " We,.on the other hand, view the Centers as VatUable

resources which are doing much that we think is important. BeCause th-

,
are meeting, on an informal basis, a large,share-of'the inservice int

of teachers, we are in a position to do on a-more formal basis what we c

do best; namely, provide-appropriate- theoretical constructs, enlarge the

literature, encourage -reflection, develop documentation-evaluation direc-

tions, organize graduate programs, to meet specialized needs, engage in

p6blic policy analyses, and so'forth.
The Centers are all quite different, adapting their aCtivitiesqd local

interests. .But fhey-are all richer- w virtue of their collaboration,
learning,from each other, sharinematerials and resounk personnel. Anil/0--

sity faculty members maintain their capacity to-learn fiom practitioners
through interaction:With the Centers.. In addition, the Centers. encourage
the drganization of formal -graduate'courseS and are gaining a Capacity

fabilitate, the research interests of, faculty members at the-University.-

What do all of. these inserVIceiStaff,development-Offorts have in'

common- They all .are aimed at keeping' school professiorialsasvell-as.

University faculty membersalive -intellectually. To that degree they

Create AffertileOaSe'on which to build graduate experiences -whether;

coherent prograMs*cd-urses designed for partiOlar'purposes.-

Proposal-to the Bush Foundatiolh Novemia4r 1976.= p. 1.
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PROGRAMS

A number of actors hive guided us as we examine our raduate programs-

with a view 'toward the future; namely, how do we assure th t our programs
become more accessible, appropriately serve priderserved populations, have
.a capacity to Makf a ealitative difference for those who pursue them,
support.a collaborWve character, and stimulate our faculty and' their
interests?

Based on geograpihy alone, graduate education Programs,are less acces-
sible to Some indiViduals in North Dakqta than to others. The number of
individuals in the state with graduate'degrees declines asAhe distance
from the 'University increases. As the professional educatf& staffs in
North Dakota school districts become more stable And older, the difficul-
ties in returning-to the-Uni-Versity for extensive on-campus study will

'Likely intensify.

Recognizing such conditions, we have begun to organize extended degree
programs in cooperation with the state colleges. In this respect, the
state is becoming our Campus. The extended degree programs enable
individuals to complete three-quarters or more of their graduate degree
coursework in a setting easily accessible to them.*,

The extended degree programs provide for one-half of the coursework to
be by state college faculty members. Therefore, beyofid the direct

value to persons seeking degrees, the external degree programs enhance
interaction among college,and,University faculties to the benefit of both--
a level of cOoperation long Overdue. We belie*g this effort has some
excellent'staff development pdtential for'college and university faculties,-
and in the years ahead we will seek support for faculty exchanges and more
frequent short-term interaction. \

.CloSely related. to the intentions of:the extended degree programs
is our work-stlAz_grouate ennm, which permits. individuals,seeking,a
master's degree and certification,(in Special Education, for example) 'to
'maintain their employment and also go tp school. During the academic year,
these students are on-campus for intensive courseworkjor two weeks and
back..in their hothe settings for six weeks; the-cycle continue ._throughout
the academic year. Within their work experiencelituents' graduate
effortS'are-put into prvactice7and documented... .'-

This- direct link between the academic and clinical experiences offersr-:
considerable potential for intensifying graduate education at the prac i
ttbner level. Seminars occur' .every other week while the students are 1

their home-Set ngs and serve,toreinforce the on- campus academic stu
The wovik-study aduate program ,the master's level can be compreted_in
two full summer and two academic year semesters.

This programmes designed,principally for educational adthinittrators
and special educators in the Native American communities where the demand;
for personeiwith additional preparation and credential leVels is cr5tical,,

Our mode for many,.. years was to offer a wide range of

courses. While will continue to offer extension courses in some

locations these codrses will be deSigned increasingly.around locally
identified needscir be tied directly to a coherent'degree program : 't

effort.
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TO remove ipdividUal s .occupying iMPOrtan profesSioual- poSit ..ons for. ul 1-

time stpa ul d not .serve these communities well. -10in . v.& other hand, the-

oomMunitie$ are quite wil' ing to .suppor -a program at- imprlivet- the
. _

preparation- Of' their Pets nnel:WhIle not removing them for long periods.
during the tiMe--tif -year: when theitAervideS-'are essential

accommodateIn .order to atcOmmodate newpetsplineLin schools-'rnurSeS,. loci
workers -we have tedeeToOed7One our programs for the Master-of. Stience
degree.. The programHcontains-.8-core of coursework in educatiOn01-hist90,A.-
sociol ogy osophy and curriculum while 'mai ntaini ng a minor in courses
-ditectly related to the student's background .Ouch as nursing or social
work). Although we -do not view: his deVelopMent- to bei_particuratty large,
it is 'an important' di rectton.

In addition to altering the Organizational patterns and focus of -

existing degree programs, we have begun to combiKe -some of our =ra uate
program dreasagai n to reaond. to changing needs: examples are the Early
Childliood-Handicapped' Program, 'Multi ply Handicapped Program, JSecondarY
Reading, Middle Schodl education, Early Childhood-Administratih, Special
Educatfoh-Administration, and Program Evaluat-ion. Our broad, integrated
structure helps, us in re4ponding easily to 'the need for such program direc-
tions; My experience with more traditional patterns -- narrow departmental
structures and less-than-coherent directions--is that altering degree'
programs to accommodate cross-disciplinary interests is complex, if not
impossible.

, .

In scussing some freSh direction for graduate education in the

Center have yet to -comment on our .mtfrtiaster 's degreeffIcIrq-,.

partl because-the. principal demands in our region are likely to con-
tinue to be at the master's level or directed toward post-master's level
coursework that is not degree oriented. ,Our Specialist Programs are
-limited at this time, and relate in part to. credential 'requirementsov-
especially in educational administration. We -do not foresee a large
expansion of our efforts at this level but may consider,developing our

o service-administration programs (Special EdUCation-Admfnistration, for
example) t& a larger deg e. It might also be, antappropriate level
for a school psychology, eogram, 'especial lY in light of the demands of,.
PL ?4-142.,

*/At the' dOctoral lev41, our prOgtams historically have been. flexible

designed to 'fulfill t particular intqrestt and directions of our
students.. T is char eristic will continue to make our Id-ograms

attractive

It slloAd be noted, that:out. doctoral ,programs are,Aot. large, We

Iraduate approximately 1?,18.'doctora) students each year in CU.
Gradua ts : typi cal 1Y-- accept: senior, positions tn states department. of-

' AiibljcOnStructioh,- social service agencies, and school or teahing-
teSearch- pOsitions in col lege s 'T nd ,universities. -Mill e- the overall

needs for OerOns. with doctoral .
ol preparation in- education ato not

likely to -Apand* there .it little -_1)- suggest a: drama,* -de fine. The.'

Ole ,of- out7PrOgtav, their inherent' iflexi b i 1 i ti, -*emir ldcation fn
..1the upper Great plains suggest continued stabil i ty Qof aiit'doctoral..-

:effdtts in the-Years atioad'I
_ ,
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GENERAL COMMENTS:-ABOUTAIGRADUATEpROGRAn
-.-

Though a focus on the Center for Teaching and Learning, I have ',
attempt,ed in this paper to offer to others ,,'philosophic and programmatic
direction that_might-be useful. Our efferts on behalf of ,students and
program areas%are assuming, to a larger degree than ever, a more defined
purpose. The time is past for generalized, omnibus graduate prograMt.
We are interested in preparing, for example, school admta44trotorsfor. a
purpo4e; that i the Abilit to i Fovide educational leadershi-(in a

[
abschool,, Indivi als preparing of%positions as.Reading Specia ists need
to be readers t mselves, capable of estahlishing leadership, and not
merely responsive to shifts in public moos orpublishersv materials.
Each of our programs must.carrywith 'it a:sense of purpose, with individ-
uals who complete.the programs caphOle oflarticulating that purpose in
their own terms..

We remain convinced that profvssionals.in -education need-to be far more
artic te about theirpUrOoseswhy they do this rather than something
else, y this organizational pattern rather than other possible patterns,
shy this set of materials why this apprOadtto'reading, why this procdsS --
r curritultimi4evelopment or evaluation. -Jhe'graduate programs in which

individuals are enrolled should bl organized to supportsuCh capacities.
So, too, should inservice activitflas that are offered.

It may yhave been noted that I' have not gfven particular-attention to-
programs for professionals wholiework outside ofJairly, traditional educa
tion settings; forexample,-inhospitals,youth centers, business.and
industry, senior citizens.,centers, medical,. schools, or mental health.
Clinics-. Our programs (have a,c0pacity to serve individual's _interested
ih' such directionsAnd we recogni0 that these areas .are growing to

- -but that is not -primary focus; even as we look to the
future. We recognize Also tbatthe changing demographic statistics in our
country indicate that by the year 2060.sdme 30 .percent of our population:
Oill be beyond the Age of 60 and that their: educational needs will be high.,

-- Nevertheless, while we are pow increasing our capacity to work with the'.
Univefsity's Gerontology Institute and older citizens- -and will continue-,,
to do so in the next 20Iyearsthis still is 'not viewed as'our primary
Commitment.

-,.

We har'longlbelieved that education needs to be conceived broad Yr-_
.

occurring, for_all indiViduals, outside of schools to a large degree- -but
.

we continue to view our-primar .mission as trge-oualitative improvement of
educational practice in schoolt. Werpaintain this copmipent-inasmuch'as
we 'view schools as'the long-term vehicle for intentienal teaching and
learning in our society for the majorityof children and young pdaple,_

We are aware that:many colleges 6?"education hive begun reshapes''

thetr existence around the broad concept:of "-human services.," harfocuS
seems to me too amorphous, ands-it has the capacity tomove instt utions
down a path wpich pursbes.generalfzotions applicable to all educaticinai
settings, whatever their cirumStandgs. That-direction fits a :scienttfic"
ethos with1 penchant for seektnpUniversal principles, tut it-denies what

i-ecific circumstances and needs. -

11,percei4e as a reality in our socielY;,,namely, that we have c tui-e-

,
nother responsibility that doverns our thoughts about the cuture

s our relAtionshipto the Stjte D partment 'of Public Instructttni state

t9'

legislative committees, school bo rds, and protessional aisociations,
We conceive of our programs and o r'faculty as-major resource.for the
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.development of public policy as it relates. to educatiolil Within thls frame-

work, it is natural that we aretarryingOut:MajorschOol financestuqf-e4'

on behalf of the State Department:of:TublicInstrUction and.thelegislatiVe
Research Council, providing leadership in:such activitiesas statewide
assessment; reading improVemeht-and other basic skills prograMs,""and early

childhoodaducatibn. In addition, we consider ourselves responsible for
educational

through a wide range-of service activities, public lectures, policy State-

ments, monographs, newspaper articles, and journal :publications. We'haVe
_developed:our faculty and our programs with tuch'resPonsibilities clearly.'
in mind.

. Many colleges of education, because of their resairce, blseand.t eir

more restricted geographic-missions, are not in. a position*,,tdbe Sta

resources. .4 On the other hand, they have the capacity mithin:theie reg a

areas..to:be major:policy stimulators and resource. centarsfit-:.developing
the basis on which 'policy decisions can be made. I believe-they-Will find,
as we-have, that as their effort in this arena enlarges, their support base

will also enlarge.

A MAJOR INITIATIVE

Ecational practice suffers, I,believe, from a lack of theore.lcal

_constructs about learning that are rooted in practice. This is one reason
teacher preparation. programs, whether undergraduate or gradOatehave,such"
limited- impact on practice. Accepting this critique suggests the need -for,
improving the quality of description which is embedded in classrooms. and

schoolS. And-to improve the qualify of despription,.it is critical that
qualitaiiye, rather than quantitative,*research methodologies be given mre,
attention in graduate programs.

We, like others, have given excessive support to a world view pf
-educatiOnal research and.evaluation that is conceptualized.in terms, of a

treatment-outcome or input-output model. In this particular paeadigm,

-social and istorical_contexts, program aspects, and individuals' lives are
treated as "variables" or "factors" to be interpreted through a range of
statistical manipulationsLreliability. rather than validity is .stresSed;.
and controlconcern about decreasing variability in teacher - child'
responses, program implementation, and instructional materials. assume.

paramount importance. Such a paradigm, while having some use, hes added
little to.our cumulative wisdom nor has it given constructive direction to

teacherS and school administrators.. The alternative-OthodolOgy,Ito which
we need,to give greater attention in our programs as we look ahead- is ".

.rooted in obServation, descriptive analysis, and nhenomendlogical inqUiry--
processes designedto get close to data in order to estabrish meaning.

How does one implement successfully such a direction? How- can One .get .

close to a classroom or a school to learn more about the variety of ways

that children come to reading; how children respond to or extend the use of

classrodm materials; how children use particularlanguage;-mhat;processes
children go through in problem 8orfing the .degree of continuity that:

occurs in Children's patterns of learning; why,- when, and hbviteachers do:

what they do? From my perSpective the onl roductiVe rouee we have is

throu h collaboration ith_school rofessionalS a callaboration'tfiat needs

to be at the ver -heart of much of 'what e do in a -radudfe r

edudation.
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CONCLUSION

It should be-Clear that we are optimistic abOut the future, exnCting
,

not just to survive but to thrive. While sayingthat,-I am aware that many
schools of Oucation.are in less fayorabje positions, in situations where.

-surviyardepends lmost entirely on enrollment's and where pressures.for.-
cutting staff and_programs are,.intense. Soma of thete institutions-ma
vie-1-4-havel-it -ethore-to-contribdte-to-the broad- field -of -teacher- education

and.shotild n go out of existence. But:a place,remains, it seems to me,
for%a very lat.- e numberespecially thase,caPable o- f reorienting their
missibhi and t eir,modesofoperationsto,respond to specific circum-
stances within_ heir -natural service-contitue t areas.-

my reason_ for stresting the specificity of mission and modes of opera
ton grow out of aense that teacher educatio programs have for too long
been undifferentiated-one institution much.like another. SOCh similarity.
may have been,dcceptable whemteacher:qE)rtages existed and .teacher
education institutions -were:Obt-being-Orlessed about the quality of their

endeavors. But the. conteXtsocially, politically, economically, and
educationall O w radically different. .

As institutions begin to take oo-a more specific character as individ-.,..

ualswithin institutions:become more articulate about theirr-purposes in
relation to the institution's specific character, survival, becomes easier
o support. Competitiveness between institutions--a legacy with,WhIch all

us live-,-can- be replaced by cooperation. .

Does- state and federal policy need to change to support the maintenance
of schod4 of education as major resource.bases in our society? I believe-.
so,but before thatioccUrs., abetter ease. must be made for what schools of
education-can contribute to the qualitative improvements of schools and to
increased knowledge,about learning. -

.

I believe the Center for Teaching and Learning at the Universityof
North Dakota is a unique institution and an important North Dakota

.

resource. While A would be naiveto suggest that our future is absolutely
secure, we are cOnfident about our capacity to remain a.vital and dyndMic

.

'--institution.



IOR.AL SCfENCE=A D "THE REFORM OE TEACHER 6

Daniel 6.,'Gri

What is.it that i s-really-mrong with,teacher educed oni n America?

If one is to believe the critics*, the answer is "everything They speak

of-Chis--40-1nesF, trdrrattty-,Ti-rrel-evance-of-so.;cal-l-e4Ale 04s-courses,
They note the low-level ability Of teacher education studs s and the

ignorance of their profe§sors." They remark on the lack of substance in
,

.professional'eddcation courses, and, finally, they come down to-the potnt,
that' na one needs any special preparation anYwli--at least nothing In
addition to a thorough knowledge of the subject to be taught, and possibly

student teaching.

TIDES 'OF TEACHER EDUCATION REFORM

Cries for the reform of ever aSpeCt-of educatfonhave becomeso:com, .n
pi ce.that-they now-rouse Tittle nterest--perhaps not :only because the
redundancy of tee -cries leads one to disbelieve the warnfngs, but becaUSe
thellateStireform.mo4ment already- hai begun, to recede. Katz Came to this.
concTustbn,rusing as an indicator the, re- emergence of the role of heredity

. in di*-ussiOns'of educatiohaY.achieveMent. He Specula*O, "General
-speaking,,,-enVironmentallsm-bas been optimistic and hence - charactrittic Of.':'

,momenti'arreform. Thus, .ft dominated reforRthoughtfri the I84WS 'an
surfaced again at-the end. af.the'aentury and in the early,060's"*atz,:
1971, :Op. 342-43) . , Very .probably Kat is correct, since the reformers. haVe . .

41
had little-influence an the organizatlinor substance of education.' ..

Yethavinesaiathat,,one is immedtately remindedthat spme-of the
reforM efforts have been successful, and even rief ex:amination.ofthese
successes provides the clues for additional SuCcessea'. Certainly one can-

'not say that .curriculum reforM in secondary school Science and mathematics.

has not met with. success. .Without question,' instruction in, these two areas-

is,very,different--and much better--than it was/in the:, early fiftieS..,!,The

reasons appear to be :, (a) a new substancetan ac al Change,in the content'
of what is.tatight; (b) a codification of the substance so as to make'At
:teachable; (c) materialsfor Students and teachers; and (d)\retraining-of'

. .

teachers.
. : .

--,,.,

Effortt to reform teacher education have been in:marked contrast to

the.successelin the scientific subjects, and it would be,Onfortun e if

concern,for the reforM of teachereduCation slackened off at this ti
Littleinterestin,the creation of.a,-new knowledge base haS been evince

.Rather,-the're bas been an all-ConSuming conviction that Someone has the:,'N
answer, if only that person could be discovered; and/or there has beeria '-----.

pass -ion for fiddling with process ( 'Clark and Cuba, 1979). Even such well
inforMed!reforinistOs Dan Davies can be indicted on one count. In discusS-

log efforts torefohm American education, he said,,"Most effortS directed.

toward such a reformitton,faii becaUse they focus. on input rather than

Output, an,.process inSteaaof,performance" (DaVies, 1970, p. .46). He

praisedttbe Career OPportuhity Program (COP) because a major goal of that

program ts "to,put the teacher in a position, to reorder his time, reduce ,

the number of Children who require his personal attention, and c ncentOkte

on hiS reatjob-diagnosing and prescribing for learning" (p. 4 He did
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on-Teachers fbn the Real World f(SOith et al. 1969)- and the fact that

it chalWnges collegeS and universities to develo a systematic- bob

--of information; ;including audiovisual 'material, that will help prospective
teacheis an4)yze their behavior and interpret situations" (p. 43)._ But

he then dropped that discussion and pror ed.to enurier-i-te thevari ty of

structural arrangements the U.S. Offi of Education will support in he

belrief-that-they:441_11__change_Aeachers_andimprove4Atication.
To assume thatcteachers-now/know hoW to diagnose and preScribe for

. learning and ,ksuld do it if they only had-the' time is naive and misses- the

-problem entirely. Teachers now do what they do becuse.itis all they= know

howato -do. In 'fact no oneicnows how to nose and prescribe' for

learning," aid that is Basically wh t is Wron6 with teacher, ,ec:IcatiOn.

Somewhat the sale analysis can e,applied to Silberman, for he too

feels that someone knows the answe and 'that the answer islargely to be

fouqd in changing the processes'of eacher education: One finds it

7 difficult -not 'to agree with some of erma has to say; after all ,

fieLsays so much. And ay' eat 'deal - is conthdictory, so the reader has to

agree,with at ,Least half.- For example, he stated, "In' short, the weakness

of teacher education is the weakness of liberal educat'on as a whole; if
,

teachers are educated badly, that is to say, it is in a arge measure because

almost .everyone else is educated badly, too" (Silberman; 1970,'pp. 380-81).
But then he quoted; approvinglje, E. Alden Dunham of the Carnegie nonda-
tion as saying, :7The'academiC,, revelation has brought' with it much that is

undesirable:. but it has also made 'Pherican scholarthip second to none"

(p. 514)--a rather creditable achievement' for a crummy educational s3(stein!

In terms of this paper, one must' agree with, the thesis of Silberdan's

chapter, "The Teacher as Student," which appears to be: "What is wrong

with teacher education,In short, is less that, too much time is devoted to
'hOw to' courses than that the 'how' to' courses-do not teach anyone how to

do.anytking, except perhaps bore a class of students" (p. 444). This is

indeed precisely what is wrong withJeaaher education, and no one should

ever deny it. But, then, Silbennan presumes' to have ,,answers for' teacher

education, The answer appears to be

The central task of teacher education, therefore, is to-provide

teach s with a sense of purpose, or if you will , a philosclphy of ',Ir'
educ ion. This means developing teachers' fability and their desire

to think:seriously, 'deeply, and continuously about the,purposes and.

,consequences 'of tt they do2-about the ways in which their curriculuM
and,teaching,methods, classroom and school organization, testing and`

grading procedures, affect purpose and are affected by it (p. 472 ).

In short; 'teachers should be students of 'teaching. Surely no one c'an

argue with the intent of this statement.. The trouble is that, in and of

itself, it fs meaningless; aS becomes clear with ,Silberman's description of

"the most excitng teacher education program in the United States, (p. 473.

After a wildly enthusiastic and uncritical exposition of the program at the

University 'of North 'Dakota's New School for Behavioral Studies in Educa-

tion, be says of their graduath, "but they are not,:.'Students ott;eaching'"

(p. 479). Why is this so? Silberman does ndt_tell us in so marlY-Words,

but it is clear from the description (and 'Silberman is a_good.reborter)

that the. New School program is built on process, not substance. It is

based on the idea that teacher education students should bg put-into.

:public schools for a long period of one year, and that the program
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should-be very practical . FurthFurther
matter and methodology should- b.

,ThuA, :_he New StlioraY program
discredited normal! chool wit
.Arithnietic far Te4c ersv go'
No "doubt. the New School." oes
---Ii_ process. c ar e
,never. b "student of :tea

f On cannot I eavie Si].
ed, ion without; co
present= ay descen
For rpode n philosophers
thought -that might give
naly1i s-whi ch- never ha

based on the idea that sUbjett
in the studentS' ,university work.

aek to the old and thoroughly
es-in English for Teachers,
a long period -practice teaching.

-k-han the normal school , but it is
of program its students can

faithin ohilesophers of
it, for purpose to emerge from
il wait ti17.1 hell freezei over;
not with buil ding systems of

P teacher, but rather with
d ealthetS develop Plirpose, nor never will .

What the Critics never understand iskthat e' many are fight_ in their'

analyses,they do not coMpreherld sions to which ir analyses
should point. There is little sus odern-day tekher education,
be' i t graduate. or undergraduate. mist be built,. and this is a

very di ffitl t task. The- fact t cUlt is one of the major
reasons more hasnot been *acComp 'shed man, abortive efforts to
improve teacher education. have concentra ed ori' presumably quick ak e Y

- approaches such as putti. tig:teacher- education *into th6=public -:sehool s, Ray.
inac-adeMi0profpssors"- to; talk with e ucationtsts,..or..(the most popular
Method). berati ng- professO of lieduca .L.

: Smith 'et \al .. put the-, c rge , foe Or educatiOn rather. 6i egant14-when'
...: ........ . ,, _.

they: distin.§u1shed tetWeen teachers w theoretical training and thote
vti.thout::, , I\ .

One of the chief differences between a--: teacher who is theoretically-
trained and one who is not i -that the thebretically-traink teacher
will perforin with a set of of hi stiatedtOncepts taken' friam the
underlying. \di scj ol ines of pe agogy as well as the pedagogical fiel d
itself. The teacher who is, not.,theoretically -tratned will interpret

events and objects in terms of common sense concepts that have come
from the experience of the race permeated ,w th outmoded ideas about
human behavior (Smith et al., 1969,: 13. 45).

XUnfortunately,. Smith\and hi s ssociates al-so, fel, far short of their
own challehge. While it is true, that teachers must be trained to perform
with a Set of sophisticad-doncepts, the hard question is, what are the
sophisticated concepts? ,7 It is to that question that the-remainder of this
paper is devoted.

Them are at 1 east our major sources of new su tance for prvefesional
education. Since educ _top is concerned basically -1th detelopirk certain
kinds. 'of 'behavior and- scouragi ng qther Vies, the chief source co i nforma-
-ti on .would,be the behavioral sci encks (psythol egy sociology, mathematica
statistics, anthropology, economics, and philosophy).- A reservLittle
used in this nation is the research and experience of other courilities,
generally called comparative education. Probably mos .of what js known
about education today comes from the .experiehce of pra fitioners. and shOuld

;SOU )CES OF NEW SUBSTANCE
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be examined under therheadihg Of'Aisttilecimisdo0.. The .fourth /source

13f,tourse, educatiobal research.... :,:'

. .

true
= . . .

While is true-that: most the world studies American education,

most AMericansare abYsmallyIgartnt, of OducatOn in othertbUntries..'

This has ledtOparechialisai so.severeastObe:1aughabli...-Vew York_.

strugglesWithdecentralizaelom,' fOrHinStante,thougOndeniformanY
,_.

Years 'has-6414,Y1k4orahlii-detentrall*HtttlbolHwSte0.A4iost-of-the-/--
European countries. have solved,theliroblems 1K-support ,private and,.

mrochialeduCation.'. And it ShouWbe:nOted that Cori an John

Brademas...visited.West.Beriinta studY.the-,M0' Planck gic Center,as;

-,La model '.for the U.S. National Institute `bf Education solutions to4,-

great many of Americes--social problems4'Including.e ucat h,,Sre knoWn-

in foreign tountri4.:,4Nehvilji,4ineri'00edoCatorS findeutfibont the
PUrther,.Schools'Ofe&CatienMflilsoMehow find a Way tO,USe.-the''

experience.and7undersianding:of the- two011ionot' orpApacherS;-admilis-

tratom,,and specialists:whe-Staff-thesChools, No other'OrdfeSsionhaS

such a large numberef.OraetitionerS,and.'no other profeSSion'has'sUcha.

need toAevelori'mtens ofaCqUirAng-the insightsand.solU4Oonsthattheir
members .posses '''. I ': -'' 7.

"A number of recent researc rshave'tontribUted valuable knoWledge

for teacher edUcatorS.- Bloom' - review ofalmost-1000studiAS ofsetected

!

human characteristics pointed up the tremendoUs'importance .of arty .

Hon; the significance of his work has' been reflected in Head tart,- in the

interest in nurserY school and- kindergarten education4.'and_in_-:ievival of.

concern for primary. education. work on the "Str,Otturi%of the

intellece.has led to the idea that learning is the discovery of informa-

tion, not merely the formation of associations. *peke research-Oh prin-
cipleS7Of learning utilizing advanced computerteddelegy promises toopep

up new vistas for teacher educators. Ther!flects of the environment on the

deVelppment of individuals have been explo4a,by Martinand tynthiaAeutsch
in .Harleraschools, with, the result that reading scoregrof deprived:chtldreh=

have been sUbstantially improved. Clearly, research An the past twenty

years indicates that, with. sufficient support, a knowledge baSe that will

significantly change teacher education in the future can be established.

:There is some overlap among the four sources; particularly between_

behavioral sciences and- educational. research; for, as Travers (1971) haspointed.out, ". . . it'is the:goal of educational research to bilatTO ac

-science: of behavior in educational situations,11;fithas chemical engineer-

,ing is a'sciente of chemistry in industrial productionoperetions." Gage

developed this argument first by examining:in detail the research-..on

teaching; and concluded that normal. science will proceed -- "that is, inves-

tigatork will followthe eiaboratedprotess-Product .paradtgm andworkon,

cleaning up an enormous number of defailS in the unfinished business ci-

the field" (Gagei 1e978, p. 93). 'Willie 'all the categories,Ofpotential

new knowledge shoUld be fully 'developed, 'this paper-de stionly with the

c
behavioral- scikces. A full exploitationof the behav oral sciences might

' ,alsoAmprovethepoWbilities of exploiting the other. ourcesparticu-'

. lady educational 'research.
.

v-.

SioceIWbehoOarAl sciences are concerned with the ..

systematit knoWledgeof individual ancrsocial behavior,any of the

concepts, generalizatiOns',And 'methods bf inquiry can, Tyler's words,

_11,4 . , be used t.proVidean intellectual base .for understanding learning'

and teaching in the school and for planningNapprooriate learning

1)actfvitierAtyler; 19621,It is true that -over years.,courseg in

5
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methodology, problems of elementary or secondkry schools, and the like
which draw on the behavioral sciences have be develOped in a way
that is far short of-optimal.- As Wal len and-Travers Out it=

While here and there one can di scerm'some inroad Of scientific
knowledge as, for example, in'the use cifIcontolled vocabularies,
005 t ,p fescri b es Jteaching- p.atter_n s_ h av e be4n _infl ue nc ed_muc re_

by philosophical traditions; cultue.pl traditions: the Leeds of
teachers and of professors of educatidn, 'and so forth, than they
have been influenced by research on- learning Vallen and Travers,

i'1963, p. 464).

Purther, research on teaching has- not provided a. base, even if one

.it .

wanted to use'

'

it =Gage poi=nted out:

In reuntde ad h, such research hds lost touch with t,.he behavioral

:sciences. has not draw° enough nourishment-for theoretical and
methodOlogical development$ in piythology, socio and anthropology
(Gage-, 1963, "Preface") t g

askIt is reasonable to ask why'the educanon of to h rs has str yed so-

'far from its logical base, theftehaVioral.scien Some reasons are very
obvious and have to do with such'esimpl e 'points as e fact that school of
education .do not "employ behavioral scientists as p fessors! Othei- factory

are-less obvious; one of .thesewas discussed by alien, and Traver.N They
contended, and rightly so, that educqionists',haves tended to choose from .

-the social sciences thosebelements that fit their ,particular philosophical
bias';" This has led to ,wi deSpread acceptance !Of. Gestal t' psych0o- for

iostanft,,to the excerusien of those aspects of the science of ,l ear
which have value for teachers. Walled and Travers -conclOded:

.,

The misfortune -is that the discoveries olf:the Gestalt psythao stS
,

.

provide littje of vale in it design of teacbing methods. As a-Matte

of fact, of'Al approaches' to roblems of learning, Gestalt psychology
has the least to say. about the way in which learnin conditions shoal,0

be manipulaTt,d if learning is to OCC UT with'maximu effectii'effess

(Wal len and Travers: 1963, p. 465). uh

It would seem that when educationists got to the race track they t bd
-..

i
,.:

the wrong horse. . A
One fdither tu chMight eXplaiwthe present 'situation. 'There appeai's

'1 ir7

to be little interest and/or'-aptitude for quantitative method among
educationistt generally. At New York ,Univtrsity, for instance, those w
matrfculdte for the doctoral, de4Tee in the School of Education, Health,
Nursing, and Arts, Professions score rather well 'on -`the verbal test of-the
Graduate Record rxami fl4ion ,. but are about two-thirds of a '\

deviation lower on the4uan4tative to*t Piterbal---600, Quanfita ive-537).
If this condition is general', it may ekpledin the popularity. among, edika-

tfonists bf Auchinonquantitative aspects of the social scieices as psydho-
a alysis, Rorschjach test, atd much &f the work on 'personality And culturP-

nasmuch as five-sixths of al 1 of the majorl-advaptes in. the ashavioral
,.sciences singe 1930 have been quantitative in nature, the' lack of quanti -.

tative ability may-be-a contributing factor in the paucit, fibehaNtioral

science phi Stic_tion (Deutsch, Platt, and Sen4haas, i49 1, . 457y.
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atever th easonvmaYbe for the lack of impact of the behavioral

scienceon teacher educationthe results are quite clear and acddunt for
z 4 A

much of.the failu e of teachers to produce:learninTat a uniformly high
level.

--DERIVING- ONCEPTS,

. V
.y Travers -suggested. that, techniCall nguagethat a sophisticated
edgcationah research enterprise' must'eVOIvecan-be partly.derivelfrom the
relatedibehayioral sciences . . . ",..(Travers, 1971). He'was led t= this

Anclusionby the failure of-studies Usilg,mmmon language variables,

i
studies. he characterized as being "logic-01Y wel1 constructed ,expePfments

with weak variables." Educational reSearOhers,ted to perforM this way,'

40vers contended, bebause thei/r forMaltraining is.sca littlerelated.

'to the behaviorarsdience. He maintained further that educational

researchers are prone to use common language variables a.prikri and. thus

set up experiments to.ry to demonstrate their value.
e- experimental protess.should be the opposite; that is, experimenti'

on 1 rnimg should be devised and concepta derivdd to'explallo the result

'.-Piaget.is noted as one'who-41as.done this, ith the ripsult that his conc pis

such as'conservatidn,-transifivitA are rtainlynot common ,language;

More0Ver, they ha've roved ver sgful?' ravers seems.to be-saying that

reduebtional res.gar hers mutt n towardthe behaviorelXcfences for con,

-cept's which OW erve as in
.

icane variables and that, addition, a

,different orientation toe r mentdtion Will emerge:,I am 'quite 0 agree-

46ent with Traiers'..suggest The place, to 'start is.with significant*.

social science concepts a h .Statements.(of relationships among corinpts

which might serve a varia es for aperimenption.

THE-NATURE OF GRADUATE EDUCATION INTEACHEREDUCATION

.'

zit should, be clear-by now that Aheterms"teacher education"
,

and

."01bofe sional education"-are.used interchangeably in this paper. This not
,

only derives from practice, butc.,is' alSo sensible and logical. The route to

administrative and slpecialized positions .in education isalmotexclusively
from teaching /posts to positions outside the classroom. Graduate programs

at the master's level produce teachers with "permanent" or "regular" c i-

ficationvwhile sixth-yeAr and doctoral programs produce administrator,
,curriculum specieists,cesearcEers,.and the like.' Underigraduate Study .i

generdllyidiffewntiated from graduatf in that it incTudes,student teach-
ingl' the subjectmettenqve its to t'each, and introductory courses in peda-

gogy. There are, of course, variat:19ns on this theme, so that ma 3; take a

liberal arts 4accalaureate and then a master's degree which incl des all.

the pedagogy dnd student teachin that others have taken as undergraduates.

It is rio wonder t e critics.are confused! If professionaredeation

hacka structuf. compa able to other standard diSciplines, one totrld,,.

Icomfortabbill ine the introductory work,as undergraduate, an

work asggra _ate. This paper will proceed as though t at is the case in

nofessional education.p.It_present:an approach to th develipme t Of

concepts-which can, 4R6 should, be used -t both the gNeduate an under-

grabUatd levels. At the undergraduate le 1 the student woof e intro-

duced to certain intelle6tual skills, and at the graduate level would

Joe)
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learn her apppcatterito suth practical use;` as operan-Candiionirig and-

learning.. The conceptS discussed woUld'serveas.Ahe basis for a structure

orteachereducation, but-Would be differentiated between in(troductbry and

advanced-for.undergraduate and graduate St dents respectively.

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 6ONCEPT5 AND RELATIONSHM
3.4

certalnly there are manymWs of categorizing what goes on, or what ,

should ga on, in teacher educ.atiom programs. B. O.-Smith, for ins-0k

believes,there are four major apects:

Training in skills' '..

- 2. Teaching of pedagogical concepts and
3. Developing relevant attitudes
4.- Teaching the various subject matters o instruction (1971, p,

This paper js not concerned. with his fourth tatOory; not becalise it

is not imporctant or significantkas it most certainly is--but because the

concern -is With theAprefessional- education component. To the three,' '.

remaining categories, however, Must be added a 'fourth: intellectual

skills. these are the skAls. a teacher) needs to understand the behaiiior_

of stddents, other teachers,, administrators, and others who plate to the

schoo).
.

..

.

Smi th' s category "skills" is defined heye to mean classroom skills such

A lecturing, .questioning, discuising, drilling, grouping stddents fbr
iostruction, lesson planning, resolving pupil conflict situations, and

materials development. The content 'of the ."'pedagogical concepts and

principles" category should 1)6 obvious. The meaning of urelii:ant atti-

tudes' is not .at all clear, ,Koree, 1.97l),' though there is so agreement

that teachers should be conicious of cultural differnces;-disposed taward

sel fLreal i zati on , -sel f-devel opment, self- evaluation; receptive to change ;

accepting of, students; and illutrative 'of wha vey and Haus4n'calf

T
"clinical behavior sty)e" (Loree, 1971,.p. 102) The category "intellec-

tual skills" denotes what a teacher shoulV know in orar to understand the

society and the people who live in it, the ment 1 tools necessary to-bmpre-

hend what social scienpsts are doing and saying."
in summary, a tdachec education program should develop in its s udents :

1. An ability to master .diassrooril skills

2. An understanding of pedagogical concepts and prnciple

3. A disposition toward internalizing certain attitudes-

4. r---An bility to-use certain intel fectual ski 1.) s.

The behavibral sciences haVe Much to offer a program de igned to attain

these objeCtives. (This is not to sam4hat:the- behavioral -iences are the

only source of information bearing on th lobjectives; rath , they aye 'a

necessary but not sufficient- source.) A Idefil iVe catego_ iiafion Of behav-

ioral science research in terms of the obiecti -es is ,beyond ,my gill it, ; /

what follows merely. suggests the possibilities nd shoLild,be viewed as

tentative pending' research, using the findings .in educational settings:

The approach followed was to categorize the appropriate leading achieve-

ments in social science from,Deutsch,.Platt and Senghaas (1071), according

, to tie four objectives b f teacher educatio iscrsed; Each achievement,
. 4
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is actually a line of inquiry, knowledge Of which shou
to a better understanen of the-objectives.

kn abilit Master. classroom skill

Sociometry a d sotiOgrams

Operations research and systeMs
. ,

Conflidtthei*Y:aild variable sum games.
ame theory

An anderstandin -eda ic61 conce
Pragmatic and behavioral.psycho_ogy
Learning thedry
Intell.*tice tests

4Projective tests
Culture and `personality and coMparative chil. direaring

.Laboratory study of small groups
Operant ConditiontQg and learning; teaching machines

lead the student

inci les:.

I. A dis oslOon to rd internaliZin certain attitudes:
Theory and measure ent of social -nequities ,
.Sociology of bureaucracy, dulture, and ya ues
Psychoanalysis4and depth psychology
Gradual_%kcial transilormation
Elite studies
Unity of logic and mathematics
Role of innovation in social change
Gestalt psychology-_
Large-scale nonviolent political action
Functionalist anthropology and so °logy.

- Community studies
Authoritarian peysonality and family structure
General sxstemsAnalysis

al. ,

t_

IV. An abilit to uN certain intellectual skills:
Corre ational analysis and social theory
Factor analysis,
Structural linguistics_
Large-scal e sampling in social reearch
Contefit-analYsis
Scaling'theory
Model Duilding
Computer simulation
Stochastic models of social processes
Sociology of knowledge and science
Operational definitions
Attitude survey and opintiron\poll4 g

Information theory, cybernetics, pd feedbvk systems
Cost-benefit analysis (planneq programmi6g and budgeting
Multivariate analysis linked n\social theory.

T
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.
Most of tithe 4Social.stftnce research findings are in the attf ude.

. development and intellectc11 skills categories; by far the fewest in

claqsroom-skilis and pedagogical concepts and principles'. It 'would appear

khatthelchief ialue to educators of the behavioral sciences lies not'in..

:-----Alrect-butin4ndire?e-rem-.---:-14most4ikelyi7was-What-Aenneth-,
Olark had in.mindwhen he characte'diedteat'her% as "behavioral science
Illiterates" not -now have the background agginstwhich to

:
understaq their-students or the society in which they live-

The Presumption _-1-the geeral, background value of ..the- behavioral
sciences leads to /the re- endationthat t6ach'ereducation might well
follow medicine in its training pattern. Prospective teachers should

_take a liberal 'arts program majoring' in the subjeCt they wish to'teach
while -minoring in pre-education. The 'pre-ed"wou4d acquaint them with
research findings in categories IfIand IV. The fifth year or it seer's.

degree course of study woulde.professienal education, with classroom'
work based on a newjobstancederived from behavioral -seience Inoyledge
in categories.' and II. The remainder of the Year woulAbe spent in
prettice teaching, with supplemental work In special methods and skill

train-frog. ' .: , . ----.-

Such a teacher education prograM would differ from present practice-
largely because it would deal with a different SubStance.'Tfflt before a
behavioral, science based teacher educatioTT*ogram can be introduced, it
Will be, necessary to convert behaoral science_research findings into a.
form-tha can be:used'withlteachers.:.-in other,w9rds, knoWledgemust_be
codified or converted intdmaterials or tools. Aeachers, -both pre-. and

inservice, can then be. tdpght to Oe,them.
J. Gage made he mpst -persuasive argument forAhis approach.' He pOiHted

out that, "Oth r professions give their,practitioners whole arrays of

techniques, instruments, tools*, device es, Strategies, tactics,
algorithmS, and tricks of the trade" (Gage, 1971, pt .36). He q.not
talking out-barbers, or plumbers, but rather engineers, physicianos,-and-

:

lawyers, .11 of whovihave tlieirtools which.enable,them to perform at a
high lev__. :But-teachers are expected to'develop 'heir own aids: to take

research findings and convert them into classroomMaterials. Si,oce.most

teachers areapd apparently will continue to:be, rather ordinary-persons,
7. they need far more- "tools of the Arade.than are now. available. As Gage

noted, "What teachers. need is a reduced demand -foriarcane nsight and .

creativity and a greater supply of mundane tools" (O. 36).- -The behavioral

sciences provide the basis or the development of the teacher's tools ju-st

asthe physical and bio provide the stuff fromwhich the
physician's: tools. wrought. /The "tools of the trader approach is
particularly usefUl,forthe clssroom -skills component of the teacher's
work and forthe application of pedagogical cohcepts and principles- by.the
teacher in 'the classreem. It is less appropriate for teaching attitudes.

and intelledtval skills.

Classroom Skills

.One' of the lines of inquiry tat is beginning to. offer insight of a

very practical nature to teachers is the application of sociometry to

theslassroom. mmer (1967) has devised some interesting experiments
to'determine the'relationships 'between- seating arrangements in college
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classrooms and student-participation. He considers his study to ibe.:

.
,subsuMe4, underproiemics, the study of hbw.manstructures microspace, but
'heprefers'theterm'"group ecolOgy."., SoMmer'founditha- ln semtnar,seating.
arrangements. the students directly opposite-the Instruc .r partiti7p40.
more'X_in. those to the sidest,...and.in Classrooms With.str ight.rows-Studehts
in fr nt:participated more than -those in the back,and:th.'%tudents.igthe,

.' ce mOreth-intho1sc to. the-side?: -He-concTuded-that--A4iere--1-s-no-ils-tng-le

..',bes 1.errangement_for All-;classi-gomtesk.s, but that the instructor Wild
bOAtughtjto ase,Cle4srOomS'to their maxiMAnAfeCtiveness.-,

;,Te implication Oiiould draw. from this study is that a clessi400riL,

;
.--'ecilo..Se-guidecogld bet prepared for teacheril' This and. subsequent studies
could provide the basis for inforaling teachers about.the-mast efficient_ way -

_ .

of seating stude- s to attain parttallar objectives,' :It .15_suggested that
graduate..courses r students shouldbe based on studies of this typp.

..- . w'
.

'Peda-o-ical ConCe and/Princi-leS

ing to be the most fraftful fortedchers of-the Varidus.types of psychol-'
It has been noted that banyrOologists consider operant con-ditlbri

ogy.. In investigatic,his."toolSof the trade".idea'Nge developed- ar!
manual; Flow, To Explain,, which, he then tested in an eXperiment with two

groups ofteachertrainees. The manual presented some relatively simple
-rules- for explaining. The trainees-, working in teads, of two,. utilizdd tape
recorders. After one memt4r-practiced a step, the other crttiCized and -..

discussed the performance. Pre- and'Ost-test results' indicated that the
experimental group wad, substantially supdrior to the control group in its

, ability to explain (Gage, 1971,-pp.46-48). Gage described. his manual g-a,
tool which can improve teacher- behavior, although he is approprteely: -r
cautious concerning its success. .

--. 0

Internalizin AttitudeS'

It is essential that'tbacherSj. nternalize .certain attitudes'sb they'.
ean be effective interpreters of modern society to their students. One -

Set of guite useful attitude.s II found in general.systemS analysis, which
grew out- of the work of such men as von Bertalanffy, Rashevsky, Rapoport,

-Miller, and Boulding between the7years.1936 and 1956. Application of this
_line of'inquiry requires thinking in systems; that is, identifying all of

. the related and- significant variables or objects needed to understandan
event..

On a very elementary leVel consider the attempt -f one teacher to

demonstrate
_ very elementary____ ., consider_ . _ _

gemonstrate to her class an approach to eliminating 01- ution by cut-.

tiny the amount of waste paper generated Dy their s ool frolethirteen
pounds per week to-two pounds. She did this by havi the'students use
slates and chalk rather than paper.- She -.apparently never considered-
that-as the children covered.themselveS with chalk, their mothers washed
more clothq, used more detergents, and released more phosphates into the

. ,
environment.' 1'

The story introduces, along with the notion o Systems'theory,4the-,

Jbenefit of the study q4 educatorsof these topics should behucators learn to
related,components of systems analysis abthsystems'simulation.---The chief

think in terms of systems. Thus, it would'haveocOred to the teacher
that the environment is a vstem acid that ev00-sin 10 change in one
component results in changes in otheribmponefits.
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Intellectu 'Skil

It would be a rare teacher indeed who Was able to acquire all .of tht

intellectual: sills listed. In fact, many competent social scientists do

not possess i l l of them. These 'sVil)s are iteMized for a different pur-
pose: ,, they 'indicate the nature of the intel 1 ectual, ski 11 s, a teacher should

have to understand. the-research and writing An the social that

directly affect educa'tion. For e0Mple, many studiAS.vursued over a long
peried of time correlate -IQ with social class,' with race, and with urban-

rural 'differences. Many, teachers, not understanding correlation, assume
tha l iVing ,in a rural area causes a child to Nye a 101der IQ than an urban
Child, that being Black ts--the reasdn a child ,-may- have a lower IQ, or that

being:-upper middle class causes the child to have- a higher IQ.- The fact -

that correlation is not causation escapes many teachers, with the result

that attitudes are built on a faUlty interpretation.
Failure'at least to 'appreciate the pdwer of Multivariate analysis. in

relation to Social theory 1 eads many teacher5 (among others) to think of

classroom situations in -terMs 'Of single var4abiRS rather than as outcomes

of the interaction of numerous variables: The .teacher who thinks and acts

as if the behavior of a student is'caused by a single factor is going to be

quite unsuccessfUl in attempts to change that behavior.

CONCLUSION

I have attetiipted to 'demonstrate one approach to the reform of teacher

education: the application of behavioral science methodology and knowledge ,

to the preparation of teachers. It seems quite clear that teacher educa-
tion is relatively lacking in content, but that it need not remain so.

Much is knoWn of how and Why human beings behave the way they do; DeutSch

et al . noted, ."Today, statements such as 'we know no more about human psy-

ogy and .pol i ti cs than Aristotle did' mainly express the ignorance of

those who utter them" (Deutsch, Platt, and Senghaas, 1971, p. 455). This

knowledge of people's behaviors i n general must be applied to human behavior

in educational situations. The behavioral sciences suggest the variables

and the methodology for a massive research enterprise which might well_

result in a valid and relevant knowledge base for teacher education. Some

of the behavilbral science research such as that in operant conditioning

can.pe used with little, or no further validation, but most must be tested

to determine its use in educational situations; however, the behavioral

sciences are a major key to the reform of teacher education.
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THE CONTEXT OF GRADUATE PROGRAMS IN EDUCATION

Kevin Ryan

Organizational theorists tell us that the driving purpose of organiza-
tions is .to per-etuate themselves, to survive and grow as entities. There

is little to su est that colleges of education and their graduate programs
are not driven theSe self-survival motives. While this may discomfit

those -of us who ike to believe weare doing the-Lord's (or society's)
-work, it may hel explain much of our individual and corporate behavior.

In the Jong un, however, self-survival--if not self-respect--rests
surely on what institutions do, what.they contribute to the commonweal;
Repeatedly-throughoutthese essays, the'authors have stressed that higher
education, and particWarly graduate efication,,is in a perilous and uncer-

,tain=period. Given the current economic,situatton in the county and the
graying climate for support ofeducation it-could be said.that training in

professional education is an overbuilt industry. Individuals and units

within overbuilt industries often do foolish things in response to their

situations. Concerns for short-term growth or possible survival may stam-
pede program planners into actions that are either unwise or detrimental.
We may be tempted to be too many things for too many potential "customers."

Or, on the other hand, we may be tempted to ignore the current economic
realities in the educational climate and stick to-business,as usual.

This essay focuses on the context of graduate programs in education,
rather than on the graduate programs in education per se. In effect, this

essay will explo,r what role or roles higher education can play in the con-

tinued developm6n OT-e1444cation professionals. Said _another way: = What can

universities and p ofessors do for schools and teachers?

THE ROLES OF HIGHER EDUCATION

There are several ways to approach the issue of the roles of higher

education. Perhaps the most direct is to look at what the reward structure
in higher education is said to be based on The institution is expected

and supported by society to teach, to research, and to provide certain

service roles to the commmunity. Professors, in turn, are promoted and
are given salary increases and honors on the batis of their performance of

teaching, research, and service. While different institutions place a
greater or lesser emOasis on each of the three areas, nevertheless all

three are part of -tlie criteria of judgment of institutions involve in

graduate programs in education.

Teachin 1

It is widely assumed that teachers enter their profession undertrained.

Their preservf d training, when compared with most other professional

and -vocational preparation on their campus,. is typically brief, of low

1 An iirly draft of this section appeared in a paper entitled "How Can

the Professor`` ielp theJeacher?". presented to the National Council of

States on Inservice Education, New Orleans, La., November 18, 1975.
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intensity,,and provided by the institution on the cheap. TeacherS in ser-

-vice:therefor have high needs for continuing education. The individual

teacher'sneedfor inservice education can be satisfied in numerous ways;'
hoWeVer,. the university seems uniquely suited to help in four ways.

,First, many teache need a knowledge possessed'by arts and sciences

facuTfrei. Just recent y, a colleague reported about a high school history

teacher:with-a social tudies license who, ofa long period f service,-

was reassigned within her school idistrict in order to desegregate the

schools. In her new position, she was required to teach geography for

the first time. She had never taken a geography course in her preservice

training. And she turned to the university for help. There are many other

examples: the English teacher who wants,a,course in advanced composition
or the primary teacher who needs to know about reading disabilities.

Second, many teachers .feel the need for advanced methOds courses

wheri:neW content in their field lor at their grade level) can be learned

along with,the-appropriate methodology. This speaks, of course, to the

dynamic nature of edudation and the professional's need to.keep abreast

of developments.
r

Third, new areas of professional competence are being required of

teachers. Some may feel the need to learn more about working with the men-

tally or physically handicapped. Others may wish to learn how to use edu-

cationaf media More-effectively in their classrooms. Still others may seek

to understand more fully their role in the moral education of children.

Fourth, there are those teachers who seek new roles within education,

such as counseling, library work, or administration.

In all four of these teaching-related functions, the university has

highly trained people ready tohelp the teachers acquire new knowledge and

skills.
While teachers haVe needs, this is not to suggest that the universit

is the only means of solution, nor that the university faculty members in
A. and out of the college or department of education are theonly ones who can

provide the professio-al expertise necessary to respond to these needs. It

Seems reasonable that
person best equipped

higher education institutions should ensure that the
o provide education or training, whether a practicing

school teacher'or a professor, is allowed to provide it. Joseph Young. of

the National Institute of Education, has spoken of his'experience at the

Harvard Graduate School. of Education in the mid-sixties with U.S. Office of

Education prospective teacher fellowships. He reported'that many of the

young mathematics teachers who were recruited to the profession through

this program were equal to or superior to the Harvard College mathematics

faculty. His question is, "Who'will provide inservice training for these

gifted-teachers?"
The otherquestion, of course, is, "Will higher education use these

gifted practitioners in advanced training of other teachers?" In the past,

the education component of higher education--unlike law and medicine - -has

Inservice Education, ke:, Orleans, La., November 16, 1976.
speech States onJosephYounginahpresented to the National Council of S
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not been Very imaginative in--using the knowledge and skills possessed by
what is called the practicing profession (elementary and secondary teachers
and administrators) in either preservice or inservice training. Colleges

and Schools ef edtcation.have much to learn from the other professional
schools on campus.

Another question is which teachers the university will teach. Cur-

rently, there is resistance in many of our better universities to allowing_
teachers into graduate programs in education and other fields. TheAssue
of standardS is quickly raised. These are, of course, standards that are
exclusively the product of detision making inside of the university.
Possibly, a more enlightened view is that the resources of the university
should be available to anyone who bears the responsibility of teachina.the
young. What this suggests is that the university, particularly its college
of education, has the responsibility to make its facilities available to
any practicing teacher seeking to improve his or her teaching. The facto
practice within our schools, rather than one's undergraduate grade point
average, should be the determining factor.

Along that same line, arbitrary entrance criteria of GRE scores and

grade point averages should be downgraded in favor of a much more careful
assessment of what the individual teacher's own performance is and careful

planning of how it can be enhanced. What I am suggesting is that concern
for entrance requirements be replaced by efforts to assess the strengths
and weaknesses of teachers carefully, and then build their graduate profes-

sional programs. with very clear exit criteria--exit criteria that will

result in improved performance on the part of the individual teachers and
improved results for children. The value of the approach rests on this
concept of exit criteria and how rigorously it is adhered to. Without

honest and careful application, the program employing these criteria could

become a sham. Implicit, too, in this suggestion is replacing the current
emphasis in universities of "our masters program in area" with individual

programs of study and training built on the actual professional needs of

teachers.
Clearly, to get to this point,- the organized teaching profession- and

the universities will have to exist within a different relation hip than

is currently the case. The organized teaching profession needs to be an

active planner in such efforts to redirect the efforts of higher education:

It must actively support certain currents and movements within higher
education and actively discotirage others. Such changes will not happen

without the strong suppOrt of teacher%,.

Service

The university's service role in inservice training is the aid provided
bythe-universtty-to a school district or a group of professionals within a-

school district. Although that aid might involve foriral teaching (for
example, an in-school graduate course on new theories of child develop -,

ment), it normally has a more applied character. (The university is called

on to assist in specific problem-solving activities to consult on cur

ricular. questions, to help bring about a transition from one educational

practice to another, or to study a particular phenomenon, such as the moral

climate of a scheol.
The capacity to respond effectively to the pressing inservice needs of

teachers is not only a crucial measure of the value of a university, but

also represents a major source of inservice training for the university
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faculty. University faculty members in education needto beinVolved.JO
on-!site service in schaols. Few ,university teacheTaucators'can keep
current in-their area:if they are not working with teachers and children in .,,'

the field.-- Instead of being extra or ter-hours work, service in schools

'0

should be built into the very -Fabric o- the - university educationists' work.
Members of the higher education C--unity,-therefore, should be called

on to provide two kinds ofservices to the schools: (A) using their pro-

lessional,sliills,and expertise on problems which have beenjdentified-by
the,schools and teachers; and tb actually teachingin schools =, practicing

skills and developing new ones in order to-remain current in-their:area of

experti se. .
We shbbld be getting the support of the organized %aching

profession to make these services a legitimate part of Our work. ,_

it is this area of service to teachers in schbols which higher educe,
tion.finds'most troubling and for which it has e fewest answers and it

is in this grAy Area that the greatest potentia. lies. Here,.. whore the

teacher is not a student in a professor's class or where the teacher and

the class are not subjects of research., new forMs of partnerships between

profestorS and teachers w111- emerge. While service is an old ideal in
`higher educationtiliundelubtedly will be taking. on new Meanings'for schools

an Colleges of education in theyears-ahead.- However, we must first deal

w h some-bf'the impediments to cooperation outlined later in .this chapter.-

Research

The'Area of research is where the unique contributi n of the untversity=

comes into focus. How6er, the term "research" covers a multitude 0

functions. Some of these research funCtions can be,carriedion'eit_r by ;

the staff of .school,, districts, by.priliate sector consulting 'firms, or by

the university. Others, though, would appear to be uniquely/ the function

of the university; for example, expkimental efforts to increase learning''

through the use of certain chemtcals.
The research function,of the university can be ordered under three

labels: practical problem gelving, application of theory1, and pure

research. Thefirst, practical problem solving,, refers to that-research
function mentioned earlier in the 4iscussion of service. The-profession

calls on the university to help solve a particular problem, such as

diagnosing community attitudes toward-citizeqship education and designing -a-

program to, meet those expedtatioos, or diagri6sing the science teaching (.

capabilities of. a group of elementary school teachers and working With them

to upgrade those skills.
-

A:good-deal bf the research in colleges of education is the second
kind, translating theory into practice.' The education .faculty member uses

concepts or principles or theories from another discipline and attempts

somehow to improve teaching and learning by finding. an appropriate applica-

tion of this new knowledge. The area of nonverbal communication offers an

example of this application of theory. Professor Charles Galloway,'con my

own. faculty, is attempting to provide teachers with a greater understanding

and-an increased sensitivity to the nonverbal, communication of students: and

to their oWn.nonverbal communication AS teachers.
With the third kind, pure or basic research, we come in contact with

the unique function of the university. The point needs to be made

relatively few of the many universities in this country can be. said

tribute to pure research. This is particularly_true in the field,of:eika-

,tion. Clark and Guba found that only a small centage of the nation's
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nearly flOQU'institutions with-edueetion_faculttes,are producing -new knowl-
edge abou%the :educative process. 3 Cettainly, many of the doctoral level

tmstitutfil:s in education are makingJittle Or no contribution to 't is

known abodt schools or teaching. __ .

`. The'relattOnshtp-between-this pure research-effort and the inservice
needs .of teachers is, however,- crucial tbanylong-term sense of progress.
Not only o we need-new knowledge to gain,ContrOl over human and environ- '

,
mental pr blems, we need wledge to perform the functions of thesschool
more.effecttvely. We nee_ oknOw more about how humans learn; how they 4
process -, store, and,retrtev 'nformatiOn, We peed to know more about how'

creative energies of i.ndivid als-Cin be tapW. We vspecially need to
know how teachers learn and grow or fessicigollY. 'And; yes, we ,need to
Stand back andconeTt crttiielly- howevON the relationship between-the
research_community. and,the p -ctictng profesSion has not always been a ,-°

close:one. L ';

-, t. ,

-,. ..,

Recentqi.some:have urged that the education faculties in colleges aird
unlyersities become the research.,armPOhe teaching-profession. At first
bluth this ft an attractive idea, but On reflection -it seems naive. The

statement belongs.to a currently popular class of Invocations that refer Ax)
"the teachihg profession" or "the profession" in almost reverential tone,
These terms are supposed, it would seem, to,excite fervor and numb al:
critical impulses. Such a response ignores the history of professi=onalism
in this country,-which can be read,as the banding /together of the givers of
some service against the receivers of the serviore for their own personal or

monetary interest. .

. From another vantage point, the university's traditional role'.in
research would eeth to be endangered if the.rete-arch agenda were-to be

°determined by the teaching prOfession. While it is proper for the teaching
profession'to have a.say in how federal monies will be spent for research,
others, including university researchers, should determine much of what
that research agenda should be; It is imPortant both for the integrity'of
the university and for the oitterprise,of education that the university ,

retain its capacity, to stand back and critically analyze issues related to

education. It is the very -functton of the university to struggle with
these questions: But if'the function is not supported, it will soon stop.
What thenrbegint is a pernicious. stagnation, quickly leading to an unchal-
lenged orthodoxy that will surely have a deleteriohs effect on schooling in

this country.
It would be hard to deny, however, that much of the research that has

been produced by the higher education community has ascertain 'we gotcha"
quality to it. Teachers and administrators are so conditioned to expect
research reports to underscore their inadequaciespfdifi% ies that they,

shy.away,from reading research. Research at currently pra:ticedhas beep,
in effect, the enemy of the teacher. Where it is not'CrtV al of the
teacher or.thEipractice of the schools, it deals with isgues and problems
that have little to say about how schooling can be impro4d.',The low
representation of,the teaching profession in the,American Educational
Research Association and its affairs it,one. indicator of this dit,iffection.

.3 David L. Clark and Egon G. Guba. "A Study of Teacher Education
Institutions as,inno4ators, Knowledge Producers, and ChangeAgencie."

Final Report. Bloomington: Indiana University School of Eddcation,

.April 1977.



-Although.dealt,wiWseparafeTY, these three roles of the mnivers .
,

teaching,, service, and .research= -are not separate; entities. 4.1Rathen,0tey

feecroh one nether, with researah being enhanced by tehing,,teaching by'
service, service by research, .011 so on.

1 PEDDIE-NTS TO TiLiE ROLE OF THE. UNIVERSITY

Having stated that higher education-has importPR-anq legitimate roles
i inserviceeducation, this paPer should:also quickly fianoviletige that
these rol-g-are.not necessarily being performed _any opects:of the
relationship-between universities And the.teaching profession. need 19/.-improvedifwe are, to have a solid baSis:fo our graduate progi'am's_in

education. The follOwing:considerationsmight be kept in mind as we:wor
toward A-smootheryelationsh4.

we.need-to acknowledge that.mapy institutions of higher educa
r

.

tion have very little o nothing ..to say to practicing feathers. In otter

universities,,Some units have a cont-tbution that -Wry make, or might make,
avairable to teachers and other units A° not. Recently, the superintendent

of one. of the largest cities in America angrily deteit.d the fact that
science teachers, particularly his physics teacher could not get.graduate-.r _ _ . _ _.u,

tlevel coursework in their specialty fro- a nearby university. They could,

get-methods courses in science, but'nofork that would build on their
undergraduate training in the sciences.-

We also need to acknowledge that eleMentary and secondary schools are
part of one institutionalized system and universities are.part of another.

-Public institutions of.higher education are normlly administered by boards
of regents, which are quite different frOm the state depdrtments- of educa-

'tion to which public schools must be responsive. And being, in effect,

paid out of'different pockets means different styles, differept%goals,
different award'ystems, and difficulties in cogiunication..

The State of Ohio is an example: the State Department of-Edutation has
mandated a new set of state standards for teachereducation. 13y and large,
they are,an imprOvement; they are also going to be extremely costly for

colleges and\universities to implement. HoWever, the Board of Regen
Controls the pursestrings at the public. institutions,of highereduca_ on,=
and the Bpard has given no indication` that it is ready to pay for these
newly mandated training improvements in teacher education.

Yet another difficulty that inhibits the role of higher education is
that inservice training results from the fact(that, as Edward Ladd pointed

out a few years ago, universities and schools have different xultures.4
,While professors and teachers can both be said_to be educators, their

habits dispositions, and behavior -are quite different. Foe instance,

professors expect to be heavily involved In decision making. By And large,

teachers are not inoolved in much decision making or polity formation.

University .faculty members exercise control over their dvin.scHeZwleS-)and.

priorities; they control their thin tif9e. Teat ers have to follow a much

More structured schedule, one that they had li tle hand in developing. iq

Edward T. Ladd, in: Partnership i-n Teacher EdUcation. E., Brooks

Smith et al., eds, Washington, D.C.: merican Associa0on of Colleges
for Teacher Educdion and Association for Student. Teaching, 1968.
pp. 96-104.



..,J. professor's lbyalty is uualy to his or herdiscipll e a ely to the_

institution. jeachers h stronger bonds to their ello hers and

their institutions. co sors tend to b' more critical ofthe-educa-.

'tional, political, and)socials sflu ,,, Teachers tend to have more

.mbderate- nd more clearly middl s i ws. Such differences in'culture

not.
only) i ibit i m i il workin to ships, they alp irvepse the 1_

potenti or hostil and, co ct.:

In ddltion to thevartety Of tYpis f-institufions that gigt Under

he lab 1 of higher educe ion, the Aif rencee within-higher-education
v nsti tion hemselves also imginge:on;the way schools dkeTducation.work

r with teachersAvAnservice education. Oedentl I spent thr e-yea as they t yearn
',Associate Deaefoi,:PrOgram DevelopmOnt in a largestatjell/15 %tutiori 411d
Vxpertenceitfirst-band some of thebrthodoxi,di and,r1gidities-and ritualpI
have read about for years: the. largkand expensive mSch4nerY necessary to
make a miffor tOurse change, the massite amount of faculty time and energy"-,
r6quired'for seriou4 attention to a curricular questionAhe manflevelts of
review requqed t&make a program a teration.- Fresh ideas and commi Beets

continuaqy eroded' by over-el borate machinery for curricular review:
ere a?e;'howevert, some speq4a1 problem0e-univertity has with the

fiel of elementary and secondary education. For one thing, the univer'.'

sity, particularly the graduate faculty, has difficulty dealing with amass
profession like the education profession. Second, the university's-grad-
uate faculty, composed of academics from ,many disciplines and fields; have
trouble ivalizinglthat education has changed from its former lectu&course
format. The need to do educletion in a clinical setting, often involving
hardware and employing new kinds of methodolegy, is diffidult for them to

grasp or appreciate.,
Our cross-c -lus colleaguesare also put off by the uneven knowledge

b ate'in- educate= which is not well organi,zed. We draw a little bit of

sociology here, s e social psychology there, a hit of anthropology }from
another place. Our colleagues are confused by education's odd blend of

theory and,practice, of concepts and skills, of empirically derived knowl-

edge.and folklore. The graduate faculty, whd have-a\great deal to say
about how the university as a whole and the College of Education in

particular work, with the schools, have difficulty realizing how a school
system or a group of teachers could ask for a course in something like

_individualizing instruction in the social studies forelementary schools

and hope to get a decision from the university within a few weeks.

'And finally, the university's graduate faculty do not realize the mood
of the teaching profession: the growing annoyance with what teachers

perceive as $elf-serving rules and arbitrary standards, fangu ge require-

'wit

ments, or the requirement of admission to graduate sChool,be re being able'

to take aAing14 course, Our university colleagues do not. aline that

teachers are tired of having to fit their schedules to the whims of

professors, that teachers are tired of having no say about the content of

the programs which are supposed to make hem better teachers; They do not
realize that teachers want some of ,the prjerogatives.of other professionals.

CONCLUSION

These, then are some reflections on the
graduate. programs in education. It is out

our gradilate,prOgrams must be redesigned or
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S

the beginning of this essay, institutions seek to pei- taste themselves;
in -other words, to serve their own ends rather than the group 'they were.
designed to help. ThiS condition' is complicated-1°r institutions of high
education _because they are no longer, as isolated ftoT.the genelcall.society

of which they are a part as they haveinen in years past. Today WO appear
to live in a very hopped-up,..g0-9etter culture. Human Initiative/and
competition have provided the fuel for our economic system. Formerly,
higher education was divbrced from this competitive-, market-p ace culture.
School s, universi ti es 1 ibrartes,. and hospitals were give' a spec i alr status

and were not held accountable as other institutions. 'They ,were consid-

ered essential, for-a good. and healthy society, and people did not question
their price. . . .

,People are'questioning their price now. Parts of the education com-
mu6ty have been invaded by a new set of concepts and a new vocabulary.
One is more likely to hear educatienal ad6inistrators talking,bout cost-
benefit!ratioS, new markets, human'capital ,. and inputs and outputs than.._
about individually guided instruction, care curricula, learning strategies,
or the integration -of knowledge. If our conversation is a'guide-concern
for quality is losin the race to concernfa%quantity. Being unable to
measure quality, we are particulprly vulnerable to this new markets. concern

for quantity. -:One -,14nt hazard the prediction, -though, th4t this quantita-
tive obsession w-7 A not serve us well in the long run: The graduate pro-

grams designed to the taste of the market place will ultimately do violence
to higher educatfon,

'What 1 a0 suggesting, then-, is that the only road 'Open to- us as we
.considei-oer graduate prograMs On educatipp is the high road. To guidd
ourselves'ot-L this high rout, 'we ought tolfIllant two signs that would be

clearly in sight. one should say, ,"Be,Imaginativel; the other, "Be,
Courageous,:' The first shoo Ld rebind the higher dOucation commulumity, both
professors of education and their colleagues an the arts and sciences, to
be open and fl'exible and creative in finding new ways to work with practi-
tioners in the field in what. is a new era with new conditions. _The second
is a call for us to be tie to the fundamental mission of. higher education,
to be concerned with theory, with new ideas, and with old truths. It

should act, as a reminder not to .do the merely expedient, currying favor
with one group or another:for some short-term gain. It should remind us to

ask the .searching and critical questions.
Finally, we must be imaginative and courageous in developing high-

quality programs that make a difference; a positive difference in the way-:
education professionals do their work. Ultimately, we will be judged by
how well we assisted teachers to improve the lives of our children.
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THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC

ERIC is.a nationwide information system of the National institute of

Educatjon,designed_to serve raudnce American education- Its basic

d

object-1\0a is to provide ideas a d information on significant current
documents (research report:, tides, theoretical paCers:, tested metho

published:or unpublished "onference papers, newslettersand curriculum

guides or studies) and to publicize the aVailability of such documents.
Each clearinghouse focuses its activities on separate subject matter -.

area; acquires, evaluates, abstracts, and indexed dopuments; processes many

significant documents in the ERIC systeM; and publicizes available ideas

and informat' n'tothe education community through itsiown publications,

those Cen 1 ERIC, and other education media.
-.It

THE CLEARINGHOUSE ON TEACHER EDUCATION

The ERIC Clearinghouse on T 'cher Education,. established June 20
,1968, is sponsored by four pr ess nal groups--the American Association
of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE) (serves as fiscal agent); the

American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (AAHPER);

the Association of Teacher Educators (ATE); and the National Education

Association (NEA). The Clearinghouse scope is the preparation of education,
personnel and, since March 1973, selected aspects of health education,
physicaleducation, and recreation education.

One of the main tasks of the Clearinghouse is the acquisition of docu-

ments within its scope. The Clearinghouse regularly receives publications
from schools and professional associations around- thb country. But the

majority of docUments must come unsolicited,_ from researchers, teachers,

and project directors who have produced or are producing materials within

thesesubject areas. All documents sent to the Clearinghouse are evalu-

ated by subject experts. If they meet Clearinghouse selection criteria-,
they are abstracted and indexed for announcement in the abstract journal,

Resources in Education (RIE). The majority of RIE documents are then:made
available*for Study on microfiche at more than BOO locations (universities,

public libraries, professibni associations, government. agencies) that have

an ERIC microfiche collection. Documents can usually be purchased in micro-

fiche or "hardcopy" (xerographic reproduction) from the ERIC Document

Reproduction Ser ce (EDRS), P.O. Box 190, Arlington, Na., 22210.
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